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Atlanta Hosts Lively NAB
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA It was ashow where we
aimed forward with the formal bow of
digital radio transmission; where we witnessed the car radio of tomorrow, capable of tuning by format and where we
looked back with honor at several vete-

;age

rans of radio.
It was also a show where scads of
Grateful Dead fans camping out for a
three-day concert nearby wandered in
tie-dye, creating a near-grotesque but
amusing contrast to the more contained
appearance of broadcasters.
The National Association of Broad-

I

casters 1990 convention and engineering
conference, held here 31 March to 3
April, also boasted its highest attendance
ever-50,443—but apparently alow concentration of radio attendees, tainting
what generally was otherwise a
smoothly executed, well-regarded show
for equipment manufacturers and the
technically oriented.
"We were really pleased. We received
more contacts than at any other NAB
show," said Gary Crowder, national sales
manager for Gentner, which set up its

Delco Balks at NRSC
"IQ" Certified Radio
the 14 and 27 March of Delco's problems
with the NRSC standard.
Specifically, Delco asked the National
Kokomo IN Delco Electronics,
Radio Systems Committee to rewrite the
manufacturer of some six million austandard and call it aguideline; emphatomobile radios annually, is not going
size the voluntary nature of the issue
along with the NRSC standard for the
and work to reduce interference on the
NAB/EIA "IQ" certified receiver.
AM band.
One of Delco's main concerns is the efThe NRSC committee meeting 29
fect first adjacent channel interference
March in Atlanta at the NAB convention
will have on car receivers with a10 kHz
refused to change the wording from
bandwidth, according to Bill Gilbert,
standard to guideline. But the commitstaff engineer for Delco receiver compotee
made editorial changes to further
nent development.
emphasize the voluntary nature.
"My concern in the whole situation is
"It was unanimous against taking the
that there is serious first adjacent chanword 'standard' out," said NRSC staff
nel interference which has more effect in
coordinator Stan Salek, aNAB staff encar radios than home receivers," Gilbert
gineer.
told Radio World.
Support for the NRSC standard has
come
from Denon and Philips, which
Variable bandwidth
has receivers; and Sony and Thomson
Rather than aset 10 kHz bandwidth,
Consumer Electronics, which noted apGilbert suggested Delco would be satisfied with avariable bandwidth from 5 proval in letters to the committee.
In Delco's letter, Gilbert noted that
kHz to 10 kHz, to compensate for areas
while the NRSC standard addressed secwith heavy first adjacent interference.
ond adjacent interference, it has the
Gilbert notified the NAB and Elec(continued on page 8)
tronic Industries Association in letters on
by Alan Carter

Slow on the radio side
Crowder added, however, that he noticed adistinct difference in traffic when
he ventured to the radio area. "It seemed
slow over there. Some of the booths had
no people in them."
"We did notice fewer radio chief engineers as a percentage added Neil
(continued on page 12)

TV Marti Draws Fire
by John Gatski

NAE trade show attendance was high, although traffic was lighter on the radio side.

booth in aTV-related section of the hall
when sufficient space wasn't available
with other radio companies.

Atlanta GA The United States Information Agency (USIA) will continue to
test the controversial TV Marti service
that has incited intense opposition from
Florida broadcasters and the NAB.
President Bush and USIA officials
reaffirmed the policy to continue the $75
million test of TV Marti in separate discussions of the issue during the NAB
convention.
TV Marti testing began 27 March with
broadcasts of western news and enter-

tainment from a directional antenna
perched inside an Air Force blimp
housed 10,000' above Cudjoe Key, FL.
Cuba almost immediately began jamming the signal aimed at Havana with
acounter-signal of 50-100 vertical lines.
Initial reports from Cuba indicate that
the signal was effectively blocked in
downtown Havana, but it was received
in outlying areas of the city.
US radio stations in Florida have experienced interference from high
powered Cuban AMs for several years
(continued on page 21)
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AM Plan Reactions Vary
Mandatory AM Stereo and Limits on
Simulcasting Meet with Mixed Reviews
by Charles Taylor
Washington
DC While
broadcasters praised the FCC's
overall proposal to remedy a
number of AM's ills, the Commission can expect amixed review on suggestions to limit
simulcasting and require AM
stereo.

The Commission's notice of
proposed rulemaking, based
on MM Docket 87-267 for technical review, was presented at
a meeting 12 April. It tackles
a wide range of comprehensive AM technical issues ranging from stereo and the expanded band to interference
and simulcasting.

Naturally, with all of Wheatstone's experience at building and interfacing consoles, it
was inevitable that we would take on the
design and manufacture of suitable furniture
for our audio installations. First we listened
to engineers and their requests, then we went
to work. The result is a significant improvement over previous designs.
Consider the advantages of double- sided
equipment cabinets with fully interchangeable
door panels. with each side able to accommodate 19 inches of rackmount equipment.
Consider the convenience of hinged twin dropdown punchblock panels for easy installation
and maintenance. Consider the advantage of
hard chrome plated steel mounting rails that
eliminate the stripping problems associated
with lesser aluminum designs. Simply consider the strength we've achieved with full
inch and a half thick side panels and hybrid
inch and ahalf thick countertops.

But Assistant Engineering
Mass Media Bureau Chief Bill
Hassinger made clear that the
FCC recommendations are not
the end-all of AM reform.
"We encourage people to
come up with their own ideas,"
he said. "We want everybody
to think not only about what
we're proposing, but other
ideas that we may have
overlooked— fresh,
bold
thoughts. We just ask that they
move in the direction of overall good for the AM service."

A comment deadline had not
been set for the proposal, but
Hassinger estimated it would
end around the beginning of
August. Reply comments would
be due amonth later.
Standing back
The NPRM is unique in that,
unlike previous AM proposals,
it aims not toward concessions
for individual stations, but toward improvement for the band
as awhole.
"Up until now, so many Com-

We have re- invented cabinet technology.
We've wedded the latest precision NC metal
componentry to hybrid plywood high density.
high resin pressure- laminated substrates.
Our construction and bonding techniques have
been optimized to eliminate stress related
laminate problems. We've handled wire management:
there are generous pathways
between each enclosure, as well as an integral
channel punchblock housing under the console
counter to keep everything neat, concealed
and away from unauthorized hands.
And,
since cabinet faces can accept either
equipment or door panels, systems can easily
be configured to fit virtually any room. Doors
can even be placed on cabinets intended for
future electronics installation.
This cabinetry is very clever, unbelievably
strong, and ( of course) square--precisely. It
has that Wheatstone major market look. So
contact Wheatstone for furniture, consoles, or
prewires.

mission items have always
been, what can we do for you,
can we get more on the air, give
you more power, longer operating hours," Hassinger said. "It's
always been more, more.
"This, Ithink, is the first item
that says, let's stand back and
see if this is doing any good,
that maybe there ought to be
less or fewer (stations)," he said.
Initial reactions to the broad
array of reforms were generally
supportive. Officials of the
NAB, which has been a firm
proponent of AM reform, were
quick to react to the Commission's action with praise.
"Today's FCC actions and initiatives move us closer to the
government/industry goal of a
more
competitive
AM
medium," said NAB Radio
Board Chairman William
Sanders, president and owner
of KICD AM/FM in Spencer,
IA.
"These Commission actions,
in the aggregate, offer improvements for all classes of AM stations," he said. "They also look
to the future of possibly radical
changes in the currently dense
population of the AM band. But
most importantly, the FCC
seems to be firmly on the right
track ... toward interference
reduction on the AM band."
Staying competitive
NAB Science and Technology
Senior VP Michael Rau said that
FCC Chairman Al Sikes and the
other commissioners should be
applauded.
"They've recognized that a
fundamental technical restructuring of AM must take place
to insure that AM radio remains competitive in the
1990s," Rau said.
Glynn Walden, director of engineering for AM stations with
(continued on next page)
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Industry Reacts to AM Remedies
(continued from previous page)

Group W, also was pleased with the
action.
"I think that somebody at the Commission had to do something. The broadcasters alone could not solve the problems," Walden said. "Some of these
things are hard pills to swallow,
but if we're really going to move ahead
as an industry and stop the decline, we
had to stop doing nothing."
One of the more controversial
proposals, judging the feedback from
the industry, is the Commission's proposal to limit or banish the simulcasting
of FM stations' programming over AM.
"We apparently hit anerve with that
one," Hassinger said. "But if astation can
only stay on the air programming what
another station is already doing, what
useful purpose is that to society? The
Chairman expressed that simulcasting is
used to prop weak stations, but at some
point you've got to stop propping. That's
what we want to explore."
Simulcasting: good and bad
"It's good and bad," said Bob du Treil,
aprincipal with consulting engineers du
Treil Lundin & Rackley. "In big markets,
you don't need simulcasting. In smaller
markets, it's conceivable that folks with
only an AM radio might lose the benefit of service!"
"With everyone I've talked to so far,

that's the proposal they have aproblem
with," said consulting engineer Karl
Lahm, owner of Karl D. Lahm & Associates. "Ithink it will run into alot of resistance because of plain and simple economics. It costs alot more to run two radio stations."
"It's aconcern of mine," said John Marino, VP of engineering for NewCity
Communications. "Ithink there will be
astrong reaction from broadcasters that
are simulcasting. Ithink they'll end up
dropping the proposal as broadcasters
very much support keeping the simulcast rule as it is."
But Walden supported the measure.
"An AM station on the air duplicating
FM programming is doing nothing but
keeping that radio station on the air and
propagating interference. If they don't
want to use the station for programming,
they should turn it off or sell it to someone who's going to try to make it profitable."
Say maybe to AM stereo
The issue of AM stereo also has
prompted some disagreement. In its proposal, the FCC questioned whether it
should require all AMs to implement stereo by aspecific date or allow incentives
in granting licenses or upgrades for AMs
that would convert to stereo.
Tony Masiello, director of technical
operations for CBS Radio, said stereo

Direct
Connection.

Your

should be alocal decision based on the
competitive tenor of amarket.
"If, in a particular market, stereo is
necessary to compete, we gladly do it,"
he said. "Idon't know if mandating it
makes it any more palatable. Ithink
NRSC will contribute more to the overall quality of AM than stereo!'
"I don't think ordering anybody to go

. . . the FCC
recommendations are
not the end-all of AM
reform.
stereo has any intrinsic benefit!' said
Lahm. "Encouraging people to go in a
certain direction or giving incentives
makes a lot of sense, but a lot of programming doesn't lend itself well to
stereophonic transmission.
"Some people are saying go stereo just
so they can say the band is all stereo!'
Lahm said.
Expanded band gets support
The Commission's desire to move to
the expanded AM band (1605-1705 kHz)
those stations causing the most interference on the existing AM band was sup-

ported by industry officials.
"The whole purpose of the exercise as
(the FCC) identified it was to reduce interference on the AM band, and on that
basis the proposed use of the expanded
band would accomplish their purpose
said Wally Johnson, a consulting engineer with Moffett, Larson & Johnson.
"I think what they're trying to accomplish is notable."
Art Suberbielle, president and GM of
KANE-AM and chairman of the NAB's
AM improvement committee, agreed. "I
am especially pleased that existing AM
stations indeed will be able to relocate
to the expanded portion of the band, an
equitable step that also will help reduce
the rampant interference on the existing
AM band."
"Interference is an area where we were
at the total mercy of regulators," said Ted
Snider, chairman of the NAB's AM receiver manufacturer liaison task force.
"The FCC has just come through beautifully in giving us away to think out the
band in allowing stations to migrate to
the expanded band."
While reactions to the NPRM were
swift, the industry was anticipating a
two week wait before seeing the actual
wording of the proposals and learning
comment deadlines.
For information on the notice of proposal rule making from the FCC, call
202-632-6460.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY...
Broadcast Electronics' FM 20B
20 KW FM Transmitter
Digital quality transmission.
à New world standard FX 50 Exciter.
Highest overall efficiency available.
Typical THD and IMD 0.009%, 90
dB FM S/N.
Built in synchronous AM noise test
port.
— Patented folded half-wave cavity
eliminates plate blocking capacitor
and sliding contacts.

Switching among multiple phone lines for call-ins no longer
means using a 1A2 key system or your own homemade switch.
Now, the Telos 100 Direct Interface allows you to connect up to ten

Self Contained solid state broadband IPA in slide out drawer.

lines to your Telos digital hybrids and control panels. The Direct
Interface features music-on-hold, and a full-featured Mitel ® desk set

Emergency 450 watt RF patching.

is an option for call screening.
Complete systems, consisting of the Direct Interface, a multi-

Automatic Power control that maintains constant output power with proportional VSWR foldback protection.

line switch panel, and a famous Telos digital hybrid, start at as little
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Tie Dye, Lost Hours at NAB
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA
NAB Planning
Meeting in late 1989: Say, let's move the
convention to Atlanta!
Good idea.
Let's have it on the same weekend we
move the clocks ahead and lose an hour.
Yeah. Nobody sleeps at these conventions anyway.
Oh yes, let's also schedule it to coincide with aGrateful Dead concert right
across the street, so we can contrast all
those stuffy dark business suits with
colorful tie dye.

What agreat idea!
Well, it probably wasn't decided exactly like that, but it might as well have
been.
OK, the show itself was arousing success, if you measure overall attendance.
But, where were the radio folks? They
relegated radio booths to the back of a
long hall, all the way at the bottom of the
three (or was it four) tiers? Little hard to
find. And there was only one way to get

from the east side of the place to the
west.
So, you guessed it, every time you were
five minutes away from that important
meeting, you were all the way over at the
other side of the convention center.

Radio exhibitors would still like NAB
to give them acount of radio attendees.
Up to now, NAB has said "no go."
C'mon, guys, how can a company do
business without the correct facts and
figures?
One thing you notice, walking around
and around and around the convention
center: the show has gotten too big. Too
big, Imean, on the video and TV side.
So it might be the best of times to revive that old tune we've sung many

times in the past. Namely: Give radio its
own show. Spring can be for video and
TV. Fall can be for radio.
And while we're griping about the
convention, before Iget to my impression of all the nifty new toys, Ihave afew
other observations.
First, why did
NAB put the publication bins all
the way down in
an obscure corridor where nobody can find
them, while the
NAB- produced
NAB Daily was
hitting you in the
face everywhere
you turned?
I mean, they
even hired rent-anymphettes to
hand them out.
And who wrote that headline on the
first one? Imean, 'Broadcasters March
on Atlanta?' Give me (and all who respect the memory of Dr. King and the
civil rights movement) abreak!
Then, there were those NAB stores.
Yes, in the plural. Seems wherever you
turned in the corridors of the convention
center, no matter how lost you were,
there was an NAB store staring you
smack dab in the face. In asubtle marketing tactic, they were everywhere.

And then there was the Engineering
Luncheon. Because of past conflicts, it
was held on the last day of the show
where it conflicted only with: early
departures. Lots of folks flew the coop
on Tuesday morning, so the FCC's Al
Sikes, Engineering Achievement Award
recipient Hamer Swanson of Harris and
the CES' Peter McClosky all spoke to a
two-thirds empty room.
President Bush's appearance was a
highlight of the show. And it's a darn
good thing they had his stand-in double get up in front of the mic before George himself arrived. You see, the big
cutout "A" in the NAB's larger than life
backdrop logo formed anice little dunce
cap triangle over the Prez's head.
Some quick-thinking staffer had them
fill in the cut-out, so the Chief Exec
wouldn't look like a schoolboy who
flunked math. Now if it had been the
Vice President, they could have let it be.
But enough carping.
The high points of the show (other
than the shuttle bus rides, which I'd
rather not talk about) were too numerous to mention.
Bradley Broadcast attracted avid golfers to the hole-in-one challenge at its
booth. There are more pros out there
than Bradley apparently first thought,
however. The holes-in-one came fast and
furious and the company was forced to
come up with more prizes than it had
originally anticipated.
(continued on page 10)
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(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

HDTV. It seems there are several competing systems, not unlike the AM Stereo situation.
The "marketplace" approach has been
supported by the FCC for some time
now, and has been lauded. Surely, since
it worked so well once, it will be used
again for forv, right? Won't the developers of the losing systems threaten
to sue if one system is given official certification?
Also, if adecision is made, and stuck
to by the FCC, what message does this
send the manufacturers and public
about the importance of AM radio?
The whole (AM radio) world watches!
Keith Harris, Programming Mgr
WASK-AM
Lafayette, IN
P.S. Does Leonard Kahn have an HDTV
system?

Simulcast dangers

Dear RW:
A few points to ponder:
First, are AM's that simulcast their sister FM's programming vulnerable to
license renewal challenges?
Since penetration of FM receivers is almost universal, can a station that is
simulcasted and therefore has no community service programming of its own,
withstand an attack from achallenger
promising to make the AM a viable
product, with unique programming
directly serving the public need?
With the trouble many AM stations are
in these days, many combo operators are
opting for the simulcast button to cut
costs and up profits, and bolster the audience for the FM.
The question is, is increasing bottom
line numbers justification enough to
In praise of entertainment
withstand ashrewd challenger offering
to put that frequency to real use? The
FCC allows simulcasting, and it of itself Dear RW:
Ihave just completed reading Mr.
is not wrong.
However, which will be preferred in a Buffaloe's letter (11 April Readers Forum)
standoff: cuts in costs, or promises of in which he condemned "the juvenile
style of writing" in your publication.
community-based programming? IwonQuite frankly, who cares.
der.
The style is not important. What is imSecond, I've been following with keen
portant is the end result. The end result
interest the situation developing with
is to communicate ideas to us poor folk
who are bored to tears from reading all
those technical manuals.
Isincerely doubt that management
people are so naive that they perceive a
Vol 14, No 9
May 9, 1990
"negative and immature" image of the
Editor, Judith Gross
broadcast engineering profession from a
Associate Editor, Alex Zavistovich
magazine article.
News Editor, Alan Carter
Istrongly suspect that negative and
Reporters, Charles Taylor, John Gatski
immature engineers do afar better job
Benn Kobb, Frank Beacham/L.A.
Editorial Assistant, Marissa Friedman
of projecting such an unwanted image
Technical Advisor, Tom McGinley
to management.
Ithoroughly enjoy reading your artiProduction Director, Kim Lowe
cles, including those of Judith Gross and
James Gillgam, Lisa Roach, Bill Spencer
Al Peterson. Ifind your publication both
Ad Production Coordinator, Jeanne Pearson
informative and entertaining.
Publisher, Stevan B. Dana
Keep up the good work!
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Bill Lakatas, CE/TD
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Indecency standards
Dear RW:
Thanks for the article Indecency Ban
Panned (
Radio World, 28 March).
•
It's maddening, but the FCC has
threatened non-commercial radio broadcasters to the point that some fear airing
basic American slang in a news clip
could cost them their license or get them
in trouble. Surely it's freedom of speech
to use that classic American term of opprobrium "B.S."!
Isuggest those concerned keep alog
on "community standards," and write
the FCC. While they give radio ahard
time, television gets away with murder
(multiple murders, even, plus way too
much reckless driving!).
Example: To the FCC:
ln (fill in date) in anetwork broad*
--don (fill in station) in aprogram
.
1in program name) at or around
me), a character spoke the
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The NAB convention, in Atlanta for the first time ever, was considered to have
been ahealthy, well-attended show with many companies reporting brisk business.
But attendees and exhibitors had barely returned from Atlanta when rumors
began circulating about alack of attendance by radio station personnel.
The vastness of the show, the crowds at the TV and video exhibits, and the
decreasing participation by radio networks should prompt NAB to reexamine radio's place in its spring show.
As the NAB spring convention becomes less abroadcaster-only show, the radio segment is playing a smaller part. In addition, the interests of radio and
TV/video are diverging more each year, as evidenced by the separate exhibit space
afforded HDTV, which is expected to grow in size next year.
With so many trade shows on the schedule, especially in the fall, radio exhibitors are being forced to ask themselves if the spring show generates a
volume and quality of business equal
to the increasing costs of exhibiting.
Wouldn't it be more cost effective
for radio exhibitors to speak only to
radio attendees at aradio show?
The NAB already has afall show
devoted to radio. But primarily because NAB continues to run a full
slate of radio engineering sessions at
its spring convention and orients the
fall show towards managers and programming, many radio equipment companies are reluctant to pull out of the spring
show and support the fall convention.
It's up to NAB to take aleadership role in splitting off radio interests from the
spring convention. NAB could hold afull and exclusive slate of sessions for engineers, as well as programmers and managers, and encourage the engineering
attendance that will draw exhibitor support in the fall.
The space vacated by radio companies at the spring convention would be quickly
sold out to 'TV/video exhibitors and companies which market to both radio and
TV can choose to exhibit at both shows, as many of them now do.
While splitting the spring show would be amajor decision on NAB's part, and
one that requires its members' support, two well-attended shows might end up
being more profitable for the organization in the long run and would certainly
offer proof positive that NAB has its radio members' interests at heart.
The radio networks have already spoken by postponing their lavish participation until the fall convention. It's time for NAB to give both the radio and TV
industries the successful shows they deserve.
—RW

Separate
But Equal
For Radio

"I was not offended, and neither was
anyone else Iknow. Icall this to your attention as an indication of current community standards on language, both in
this immediate area and across the country."
EL. Werden, Ind. Radio Producer
Kansas City, MO
More AM proposals
Dear RW:
Keith Harris of WASK-AM, Lafayette,
IN, was "right on" in his letter about AM
radio published in the 21 February RW.
He advocated reinstating the three
year anti-trafficking rule, eliminating

simulcasting, immediately eliminating
stations that go dark, and requiring all
new radios to be AM stereo and FM
stereo.
In essence, he is advocating an aggressive "use it or lose it" philosophy for
AM. In addition, equal receiving capability for AM and FM should give amore
even playing field for AM. With that,
more AM owners will be inclined to install stereo.
Let's move forward with these
proposals to clean up AM and broadcasting.
Mark Persons
M.W. Persons and Associates Inc.
Brainerd, MN

Send Radio World your

TECH TIPS

$ $
Have a favorite maintenance technique, quick fix or
creative solution to an equipment problem?
Don't give it away.
Send it to Radio World and earn

$25

for each tip published.

Keep it simple and include name, address and
phone. FAX it to 703-998-2966 or mail it to:
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.

NRSC Conversion Products from CRL
PMC-450

TriBand Peak Modulation Controller
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The CRL PMC-450 Triband peak modulation controller incorporates many unique designs originally developed for AM stereo. This unit
offers state-of-the-art circuitry coupled with precise implementation of the NRSC standards for the loudest, cleanest signal on the AM
dial. The PMC-450 consists of apowerful input compressor, followed by atriband limiter section and NRSC compliant low-pass filter.
The flexible design of the PMC-450 allows it to be used as astand alone processor, or in conjunction with various audio AGC's and
pre-processors.

SMP-950

TriBand AM Stereo Matrix Processor

AM Stereo Matrix Processor

The CRL SMP-950 Triband AM STEREO MATRIX PROCESSOR offers state-of-the-art circuitry coupled with precise implementation of the
NRSC standards for the loudest, cleanest signal on the AM dial. AM Stereo is quite different from FM and requires special techniques to
provide full stereophonic fidelity while maintaining full monophonic compatibility. The CRL patented matrix processing circuitry is
designed specifically to meet this criteria.

SPF-300

Standard Pre-Emphasis/Filter for
AM Broadcast Transmission

Standard Pre-Emphasis/Filter

The CRL Standard Pre-Emphasis/Filter contains all the functions necessary to convert virtually any monaural audio processing chain to
meet the NRSC (National Radio Systems Committee) Voluntary National Standard ofJanuary10, 1987. This transmission standard defines
specific pre-emphasis and filtering requirements which are intended to help solve many of the technical concerns in AM broadcasting.
The pre-emphasis curve was developed to allow receiver manufacturers to employ a complementary de-emphasis characteristic in
wideband radios while improving the frequency response of narrower and medium-bandwidth radios. The filter specification, which
limits transmitted audio bandwidth to 10 kHz, is intended to greatly reduce much of the interference between stations by reducing the
conditions that cause "splatter" effects.

MDF-400/800

De-Emphasis/Filter for AM Monitors

Monitor De-Emphasis/Filter

The CRL Monitor De-Emphasis/Filter provides all the functions required to update any AM modulati.
receiver for the recently approved voluntary transmission standard. This allows easier setup of audio pp
the audio characteristic of the best-possible commercially produced radios. Additionally, the unii
interference typically heard in the station air monitor.
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WAEB Bows Out of NRSC, NAB
by Judith Gross and Alan Carter
Allentown PA Multipath tests will
continue, but the station conducting the
study has ended its affiliation with the
NRSC multipath group and resigned
from the NAB, which co-sponsors the
NRSC.
WAEB-FM CE Harry Simons took the
action, with support of station management, at the NRSC meeting held prior
to the NAB convention in Atlanta.
In awritten statement to the NRSC, Simons questioned the committee's ability to make the test findings public if
results were considered sensitive or controversial.
"It has become very apparent to me
that the NRSC does not have the ability
to disseminate any of our research findings to the broadcast industry without
placing the NAB in a possible compromising position," Simons stated.
While the NRSC, co--convened by NAB
and the Electronic Industries Association, asked Simons to conduct the work
outside the committee, Simons said people have still assumed the NRSC controlled the project.
"There had to be two divorces," Simons told RW. "When the NRSC tried
to separate itself from me, that didn't
work. Ihad to divorce myself from the
NRSC too."
"My motive is to be able to release all
this information to the broadcast industry," Simons said. "If it's controversial,
so be it. To bring aterribly controversial
issue to the NRSC is taboo."
Distribution plans
The conclusion of Simon's statement
in withdrawing the NRSC multipath
group noted that the formal interim report of the multipath tests will be
copyrighted and distributed to the industry via reprinting in Radio World.
Radio World publisher Stevan Dana
confirmed that the report will be published in the newspaper. "We believe the
results of these studies will be valuable
to the industry, and we're pleased to be
able to provide the service," he said.
In aseparate letter to the NAB Presi-
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dent and CEO Eddie Fritts, Simons resigned his station's membership in NAB
effective 30 April, with the approval of
WAEB GM Jeffrey Frank.
The letter noted that recent criticism of
the NAB for action during some NRSC
subgroup meetings which have raised
the possibility of litigation, "seems to
have strained the free flow of information to the industry via the NAB."
Simons also maintained, in the letter
to Fritts, that the multipath tests have
received no service or support from the
NAB, specifically the Science & Technology department, in conducting the tests.
Frank, whose signature also appeared
on the resignation letter, noted that the
action was "the last link in abig chain
of events!' He said that WAEB had been
the last station in the CRB Broadcasting
family to remain an NAB member, and
had done so only because of involvement with the NRSC project.
Frank also said the entire incident
leads back to "aquestion that has been
asked many times before: when it
comes to radio, what does NAB really
do?" He added, "It seems all radio people can say about NAB is that they
run aconvention!'
Simons explained that what had finalized the break with NAB and NRSC was
NAB's lack of response to arequest from
him, and WAEB corporate management
and counsel, to reconsider the NAB
Board of Directors action earlier this year
barring press coverage of NRSC meetings after allowing press attendance for
four years.
"All they had to do was acknowledge
my request, and Iwould have done
nothing," Simons said. That complaint
was noted in the letter of resignation. "I
was ignored," Simons said. "Iwas never
contacted!'
NAB Science and Technology Senior
VP Michael Rau disagreed about the
amount of support his department had

provided for the WAEB multipath tests.
"I will say for the record that NAB supports the WAEB multipath studies," he
said, adding that he has said so at NRSC
meetings.
Unrealistic expectations?
But Rau said that the NRSC's role in
the tests is, by the definition of the committee, limited. "As far as he (Simons)
thinks the NRSC should take amore active role, it's just not realistically possible. The NRSC is not astandards committee, it is not aresearch committee. It
does not manage projects at all."
Rau also noted that the NRSC, even in
its formation of the AM transmission
standard, did not undertake its own
studies, but used outside consultants.
He added that to have gotten more
NAB involvement he would have
needed aformal outline of the project,
which he says was never submitted.
"It would have to be a very specific
plan for us to commit resources. Ihave
not seen that; Ihave seen drafts of such
aplan but such aplan has not had the
consensus of any of NAB's committees.
Had such consensus existed, I'm sure we
would have gotten more involved in it."
NAB Staff Engineer Stan Salek, staff
coordinator of the NRSC, said at the outset that he suggested Simons conduct
the tests independently of NRSC because Simons was moving the test faster
than NRSC procedures would allow.
Simons maintained, however, that Salek's request that WAEB conduct the tests
independently of the NRSC was not made
at the start of the project, but after two to
three months of planning had elapsed.
He also revealed that just prior to Salek's
suggestion, some of the test participants,
including Delco, had recommended disaffiliation from NRSC due to frustration
with the NRSC process.
Both Rau and Salek said the multipath
tests being conducted by WAEB are
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Only "lip service"
Simons questioned how Rau could say
he supports the multipath tests when
the station never received any help from
NAB, except for the loan of aspectrum
analyzer.
"I agree that Mike Rau has stated in
NRSC meetings that he supports the
WAEB multipath project. It gave the
members the assurance that it has the
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important.
"We look forward to receiving results
and we hope the industry benefits significantly from the research," said Rau.
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Delco Criticizes Receiver Specs
(continued from page 1)
potential to increase problems with first
adjacent interference when stations are
allowed to increase transmitted power.
Protecting the band
"My basic goal is to protect the band,"
Gilbert said. "I'm afraid a wider band
will allow more interference to come
through."
Gilbert suggested the NRSC committee needs to study first adjacent interference like it did second adjacent problems
during the standard's development.
NAB Science and Technology Senior VP
Michael Rau said the standard is already

voluntary. "Delco does not have to go
along with it, nor do they have to support
it for it to become reality. We obviously
would like to have Delco on board."
Rau speculated that Delco would make
aradio with abandwidth greater than
7.5 kHz "when they feel the technical environment is right."
He also said some of the concerns
Delco questioned about interference
conditions are being addressed by the
FCC: first adjacent channel interference,
transplanting stations that cause interference in the existing band to the expanded band, and better science for engineering calculations (all of which were

addressed in arecent comprehensive rewrite of AM technical criteria put forth
by the Commission).
"The letters do not recognize the point
that we're making progress at the FCC,"
Rau said.
Additional questions
Delco is not the first group to question
parameters of the NRSC standard for
receivers.
At the NAB convention, consultant
Almon Clegg released results of aconfidential survey of receiver experts he
conducted that revealed there is not
100% faith in the standard. (See related

. . . Delco would be
satisfied with a
variable bandwidth
from 5 kHz to 10
kHz . . .
manufacturers that are readily adopting
the standard.
"To implement the proposed standard
blindly, which some manufacturers may
choose to do, could actually produce a
reception system that will pass significantly more interference through to the final audio output and ultimately increase
the rate of listeners abandoning AM."
For information from Delco, contact
Bill Gilbert at 317-451-7275. For information from the NRSC, contact Stan Salek
at 202-429-5391.
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Five out of 11 surveyed noted that
some technical considerations were overlooked. Included were an underestimation of performance against interference
and listener intolerance for increased
noise and interference.
The survey also found the addition of
anight/day or narrow/wide switch will
almost certainly be necessary—which
will make the receivers more expensive.
In his letter, Gilbert questioned
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(continued from page 7)
support of the NAB," Simons acknowledged.
But he maintained that declarations of
support from NAB were just "lip service."
"My definition of support is more than
just lip service in a closed meeting. It
means some sort of hands-on activity,
such as assistance in development of test
criteria, providing test equipment—more
than just one spectrum analyzer one
time," Simon said.
"I submitted test agendas and asked
for comment, suggestions and requested
support during NRSC meetings, with
NAB staff present and they never
responded to it. Nobody at the NRSC
meetings did."
Simons added that those present at
NRSC meetings, including Salek, made
apoint of making it known that the multipath testing was affiliated with neither
the NRSC nor the NAB. Simons, however, maintained those people wanted
the favorable publicity generated by the
tests without contributing.
"The NAB wanted to reap the benefits
of their alleged support but in reality
their support stopped short of any valuable contribution whatsoever," said Simons. "I believe the NAB is a selfperpetuating organization that is constantly trying to reestablish its value to its
dues paying constituents—but in fact its
dues paying constituents in my opinion
receive nothing in return."
Simons said that response to his actions have been positive. He also noted
that companies have volunteered to participate that otherwise said they would
not have joined in while NRSC and NAB
were involved.
For information on the multipath tests,
call Harry Simons at 215-434-4424.
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DO Dolby®
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Telephone 01-720-1111, Telex 919109.
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The Good, the Bad, the Tie Dye
(continued from page 4)

There were lots of give-aways at other
booths. The NAB's Mary Locke helped
Peter Burk give away aBurk Technology
transmitter remote control system. Two
old Noo Yawk pals of mine were involved. Doc Masoomian, repping
Northeast Broadcast Labs, supplied the
winning entry for WNSR's Jim Stagnitto,
who won the prize.
What products were hot at the show?
Well, Iwon't go into the bells and
whistles, which are presented in vivid
detail in stories throughout this wrap-up
issue. But afew things did catch my eye.
After roaming around for the past
several years having new and older companies tell me that the age of digital is
here, Ican finally feel comfortable about
the digital offerings Isaw at the show.
For one thing, lots of these companies
seem to have done their homework, by
asking real radio engineers and PDs
what they want in adigital product.
Along that line, Iliked the 360 Systems
DigiCart, which promises to be the first
readyforprime-time digital replacement
for acart machine.
The removable Bernoullitype disks
are going to cost more than cartridges.
But with the capacity to record numerous cuts, and digital quality to boot, it
is asmall stretch in the average station's
thinking. Plus it's priced right.

Ithink AKG has come along way with
its digital workstation, the DSE-7000. Radio producer Jay Rose does anice job of
covering the bases with radiotype concerns in the demo. It's areal product and
it's also priced right—as acomplete and
easy to learn production station.
AlliedHarris is to be commended for
its large number of new and cutting edge
products (many of them exclusive to the
company) running the gamut from the
high to low end markets.

Gentner made some bold new moves in
the area of processing while presenting an
impressive array of products in the telco
and RF arenas—where the company has
already established firm inroads.
The Prizm digital audio processor, a
product concept, is asolid step in the

Its Not Just APhase
We're Going Through.
The tremendous success of the
Tannoy PBM series of reference
monitors is by no means coincidental. Since the introduction of the
world renowned NFM-8 nearfield
monitor, much time and effort has
been spent on discerning the needs
of the mixing engineer and the applied requirements of ' playback
monitors'. The PBM Line exemplifies this commitment to excellence in reference studio
monitoring. These compact loudspeakers sport robust poly cone
mid- bass transducers utilizing efficient long- throw, high power voice
coils. The low frequencies are
carefully controlled by optimumly
tuned ports located on the rear of
the loudspeakers. Hi frequencies
are provided by Hi Power ferro
fluid cooled polyamide
dome tweeters which extend H.F. bandwidth beyond 20KHZ. The driver accompaniment is knitted

right direction and interest is running
high. The Lazer digital FM limiter/stereo
generator, meanwhile, looks to be well
on the way to market.
DAT is almost, but not quite there. The
gathering momentum on the consumer
side, which awaits the acceptance of
legislation solving the copying problem,
plus the expected acceptance of the new
professional timecode standard should
help spur this area along.
And it's nice to see that some bread
and butter items, like studio furniture, are finally getting their
due. Since so many stations are
not in a position to order up
turn-key systems, companies
like The Express Group, Murphy Furniture, Wheatstone, and
numeric keyboards, and even the mice,
now even Pacific Recorders &
may want to think it through once again.
Engineering are responding by
And finally, Idon't want to hear one
offering practical, affordable furmore person ask if that new product will
niture to meet the needs of avastill operate if aCoke is spilled all over
riety of stations.
it. How many gadgets do you own that
Iwas generally impressed by
will still work if you pour the sticky stuff
the number of companies who
on it? Your phone? Computer keyboard?
have married the computer to
Your car engine?
broadcast functions to bring radio into
C'mon now. Let's lose the Coke test as
the next decade.
atechnical criterion, OK? A lot of CEs
Iknow won't work if Coke is spilled on
But Istill have my doubts—also expressed by many engineers Ispoke to—
them, either. Or GMs. Or PDs
that acomputer keyboard and/or system
Have ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to Earwith computer monitor will ever find a waves by faxing IG at 703-998-2966, writhappy home in an on-air control room.
ing to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041,
With other alternatives popping up all or calling 703-998-7600. Who knows, you
over, some companies with those alpha- could win acoveted RW mug.

The affordable GENTNER
VRC-2000

t.

together by means of a precision
hardwired crossover unit. utilizing
robust low loss components. and
heavy-duty input terminals which
will accept standard 3/4 - spaced
banana plugs and the majority of
high quality, specialist audio
cables. Transducers and crossover
assemblies are neatly housed in a
stylish, high density. partical wrap
cabinet, specially designed to
minimize unwanted cabinet resonance. and high frequency reflection. In summarizing, we have left
the best feature of all-for last " price
versus performance."
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Fortunately for us, most radio
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always been an analyti. You've
cal bunch, so we're sure you
know that our MX-55NM 2-track
not only gives you the features
you need, but that it's also priced
several thousand dollars below
its nearest competitor.
We know you're not about
to overlook major features, like
HX-ProTM bias optimization, or
gapless seamless punch- in
punch-out, or that famous Otani
sound. However, here's some fine
points to examine as you do your
"apples-to-apples" with our
competitors.
For example, the MX-55NM
incorporates aprinted-circuit
capstan motor ( like that used on
our MX-80 multitrack machine).

through its
This not only gives you
paces, notice
low wow and flutter
Thire (lie Watkins and azero memory
can be accessed via the MX-55111ffl
that the van right out of the chute,
built-in locator
•
speed control
but very fast start times.
provides 0.01% step resolution.
It's also worth noting that EQ selecThis means you can make precise
tion and Reference
Fluxivity values can : changes, and perhaps more
importantly, you can repeat a
change exactly when necessary.
For your convenience, an
optional voice editing module
maintains normal pitch at twice
normal speed. And the meterbridge keeps knobs and switches
—or
out of the way while you're editing.
A 1.5" cast alloy deckplate. plus cast side frames
give the MX-55NM the rigidity and ruggedness
you've come to expect from Otani. (Do our
competitors show you the inside of their
machines?)

•

be changed with aflip of a
switch. And as you put the deck

IIX-Pro is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories I,icensing Corporation
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Because we know how hard you use our
machines. we use adouble-sided glass epoxy
transport circuit board, and we silkscrren
both sides of our PCBs so you can locate
the components easily.

In the Otan itradition, we
make the MX-55NM easy to service. Only four screws get you into
the transport electronics. And
when you get there, all servicing
can take place with wiring intact.
We also hinge all service panels,
and use locking cable interconnects.
The specs? Why not call your
nearest Otan idealer, or Otan iat
(415) 341-5900 and check them
out. Like everything else, you'll
find them " right on the money."
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NAB Attracts Crowds
(continued from page 1)
Glassman, sales manager for Bradley
Broadcast, which also was set up in aTV
area. "But we had an excellent show,
over 2000 people!'
Logistically, NAB was faced with areal
challenge as the convention was hosted
for the first time in Atlanta. Unlike its
usual venue, Las Vegas, hotels here were

contained products from more than
750 companies spread over 430,000
net square feet.
But most exhibitors reported abrisk
business boosted by ahealthy attendance. "Things seemed to work out
for us in Atlanta. Iwas pretty happy
there," said John Phelan, president of
Shure Brothers and chairman (it

In Atlanta for the first time, NAB exhibits and sessions occupied three tiers of exhibit areas and
meeting rooms (above).
Grateful Dead fans—" Dead heads"—shared Atlanta with broadcasters for three days (left).

avery pleasant experience," he said.
At least part of the show's spark came
out of digital audio, which showed its
burgeoning capabilities in packed sessions and through innumerable equipment advances, from switchers to
processors and DAT.

spread over a20-mile span of the city. To
ease the pain, NAB organized acaravan
of nearly 200 buses.
More confusing was the sprawling
Georgia World Congress Center, which

NAB's exhibitors advisory committee.
Business seemed healthy too. "We got
alot of quality people there, not as many
tire-kicker types that just come through
and nose around. The whole thing was

DAB makes an impression
Perhaps most impressive was the European Broadcasting Union's demonstration of Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB), which ran throughout the show.
DAB allows a new terrestrial—or
satellite—means of transmitting digital
radio signals directly to new receivers in
cars and homes and to portable radios.

The service, however, is not compatible
with current AM or FM broadcasting
and would require spectrum allocation
approval by the FCC.
Another highlight was the debut of the
Radio Data System (RDS), already gaining acceptance in some parts of the
world. The system allows a listener to
tune an FM station by format rather than
by frequency. Atlanta's simulcast Y-104
and Y-106 carried the RDS signal over
prototype receivers furnished by several
manufacturers.
Announcements also added intrigue
to the show, including adiscussion between Rep. Matthew Rinaldo (R-NJ), the
(continued on next page)

Heart
Monitor.
No matter how you look at it, the heartbeat of your TV
station depends on ahealthy transmission line. If aproblem
develops, how would you ever know until it's too late?
Now there's away to check your line thoroughly and
accurately before asimple problem becomes amajor malfunction. It's the PRH-1 High Power Pulse Reflectometer from
Delta Electronics.
The rugged PRH-1 puts out alow current, 5,000 volt
variable pulse that overcomes the obstacles of long transmission lines, with no risk of damage. What you end up with is a
series of echoes from the pulse displayed on your oscilloscope
screen which represent your transmission line. The shape of
the echoes determines the nature of any problem.
The PRH-1 operates like achamp in high RF fields,
withstanding interference without any visible degradation of

pulse echoes. This makes the PRH-1 ideally suited for crowded
antenna farms and community antennas, unlike traditional
time domain reflectometers. Its ability to measure AM and
FM lines as well make the PRH-1 asound investment.
What you don't know about your transmission line can
hurt you. Considering the consequences you'll suffer being
knocked off the air, shouldn't you consider buying the PRH-1
as your top priority?
To see actual PRH-1 test results, call or write today. Delta
Electronics, Inc., 5730 General Washington Drive, P.O. Box
11268, Alexandria,
The Above Standard
VA 22312. Telephone:
Industry Standard.
i__ N
(703) 354-3350,
FAX: ( 703) 354-0216,
DELTA ELECTRONICS
Ait
Telex: 90-1963.
el989 Delta Electronics, Inc.
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Bush Asks Broadcaster Support
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA President Bush implored
broadcasters at NAB to stand up for freedom by lending support to the controversial TV Marti, which began transmitting into Cuba in late March.
But Bush was speaking to an audience
that is vehemently opposed to the US
government-sponsored TV Marti, which
broadcasts Western views and entertainment similar to Voice of America's Radio
Marti.
"I have come here to ask something of
you," Bush said. "Iask you to stand by
your traditions—the best traditions of
America. Iask you, once again, to stand
for TV Marti, to stand for freedom."
He added that he and Congress supported TV Marti because it represents
freedom of speech, an ideal that defines
the cloth of America.
"No government should fear free
speech, whether it's from entertainment
programs or accurate, unbiased news
about world events," Bush said.

"I do understand the concerns some
of you have about this," he added. "But
Ialso understand that you represent
the very principle TV Marti exists to
serve—the free flow of ideas. Before
we are businessmen and women, before we are doctors, lawyers or
mechanics, we are Americans. Americans have always stood for free speech
and we always will."
NAB President Eddie Fritts drafted a
response to the president's speech,
reaffirming opposition to TV Marti.
"We wholeheartedly accept his concept of freedom across frontiers, but we
do have concerns about the technical

President Bush addressed this year's conattendees.

ventioi

When You Consider
Remote
Possibilities...

Full House
In Atlanta
(continued from previous page)
ranking member of the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, and its
chairman, Ed Markey (D-MA).
Rinaldo told showgoers at a session
that the two had met to iron out fine
points of bi-partisan legislation on radio.
Rinaldo said that the bill would mix his
legislation in HR. 2714 for technical improvements, with codification of the
FCC's abuse of process rules.
And the winners are . . .
Among those honored at the convention was Hilmer Swanson, asenior staff
scientist at Harris Corp.'s Broadcast Division credited with development of
much of today's AM transmitter technology. Swanson was cited at the engineering luncheon on the show's final day,
Tuesday 3April.
In the past, the luncheon had conflicted with other events, so this year,
show planners blocked it apart from
other luncheons on the final day of the
show. Unfortunately, because of the timing, attendance was an embarrassment,
with nearly half of the ballroom's saladladen tables vacant.
Radio veterans Charles Osgood and
Hal Jackson were inducted into NAB's
Broadcasting Hall of Fame at aSunday
radio brunch. Osgood is along-time correspondent for CBS News and Jackson,
president of Inner City Broadcasting, is
credited with pioneering numerous
pathways for blacks. He is the first
minority inducted into the Hall.
Finally, to add to the luminaries already in attendance at the convention,
attendees were treated to a visit and
speech by President George Bush and
also heard an address from FCC Chairman Al Sikes.
Next year, the NAB spring convention
returns to Las Vegas and becomes a
weekday-only show to ease problems
with hotel accommodations.

aspects of TV Marti on two levels: one
is direct interference from the TV Marti
signal to Florida stations, and two is
retaliatory interference to AM stations
from Cuba," Fritts said.
In his speech, Bush also asked broadcasters to be conscious of the example
they will establish as doors open for
counterparts in the Eastern block.
In addition, he congratulated active
participation of American investment in
joint ventures to establish new radio and
TV networks in the East.
"Most of all, Iam here today to recognize your energetic international leadership;' he said.
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DAB Shows Future of Radio
by John Gatski
Atlanta GA Although radio broadcasters are uncertain whether digital audio broadcasting (DAB) will be afriend
or foe, those at NAB were intrigued by
the technology that may be practical before the year 2000.
More than 700 broadcasters packed the
DAB engineering conference and perhaps thousands flocked to the European
Broadcasting Union's (EBU) DAB booth
here.
Canadian Broadcast Corp. (CBC)
Representative Tom Holden said the
taped DAB demonstration at the EBU
booth, which compared DAB to normal
FM, was astonishing.
"I walked away with the comment that
one would have to assume the demonstration was faked. It (DAB) is that
good;' Holden said.
The EBU and its partners in the project have invested about $40 million in the
DAB research project, known as EU
147/DAB and have made significant progress in solving inherent problems with
digital broadcasting.
CD-spec sound
DAB technology will allow satellite
and terrestrial transmission of compact
disc-like (20Hz-20kHz) audio signals.
The satellite signals would be augmented by gap-filling terrestrial transmitters

on the ground 40 to 80 kilometers apart.
According to the EBU, its version of
DAB will deliver 12 to 16 stereo channels
in 4to 6MHz on VHF (terrestrial) and
UHF (satellite) bands, occupying the
same spectrum as one TV channel.
When the technology is implemented,
DAB broadcasting can produce programming that is unaffected by multipath,
making it ideal for fixed or mobile listening, EBU officials said.
DAB technology, however, is not compatible with existing FM and AM broadcasts, which worries US broadcasters.
Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE)
President Brad Dick said the technology
is promising, but it will not succeed in
the US unless it includes current broadcasters.
If broadcasters have first choice on any
DAB frequency blocks, DAB may have a
chance, he added.
NAB Science and Technology Senior
VP Michael Rau said the technology, is
"exciting" but could be a possible
"threat" to existing broadcasting.
On the plus side, current DAB technology enables spectrum efficiency four
times that of FM and it is not affected by
multipath, Rau said.
NAB and the EBU are already planning aDAB terrestrial demonstration at
next year's NAB convention in Las Vegas.
The NAB, however, has not yet taken
a position on DAB, according to Rau.

"We are still in the policy-forming
process," Rau said. "We are going to discuss the issue with our board members
in June."
Do AM and FM broadcasters have to
worry? According to EBU, DAB will be
in use in Europe sometime in the 1990s
if frequency allocation is addressed by
the European rulemaking bodies.
DAB progress continues
Canada plans to test DAB, terrestrially
and via satellite to determine the possibility for its use in that country within
the next year, according to CBC.
Some form of DAB is possible for the
US before the turn-of-the century if a
standards squabble or other unforeseen
obstacle does not develop, Rau said.
In his NAB technical discussion of
DAB, Daniel Pommier, deputy director
of France's broadcasting authority,
CCETT, said technology advances have
made quality DAB audio possible for
mobile listeners.
The multipath problems associated with
transmission delay of the satellite and terrestrial digital signals have been solved
through COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex) and gap-filling
terrestrial transmitters, he said.
By using the COFDM technique for the
encoding and decoding process, the timeinterleaved data stream is split among
numerous narrow-band carriers that are
digitally processed for modulation and

demodulation, according to an EBU DAB
technical paper presented at NAB.
"The bit-rate carrier is very low and,
therefore, the transmission is insensitive
to delayed multipath signals;' according
to the paper.
Mobile reception also is dependent on
gap-filling terrestrial transmitters, Pommier said.
No multipath
"A good sounding broadcast service to
portable and mobile receivers requires
uninterrupted reception in all environments, whether in heavily built up urban
areas, tunnels, blocks or flats, while using alow gain antenna;' Pommier said.
"In practice, such acondition can be met
only if the satellite signal is boosted by
small co-channel transmitters."
Small ground transmitters also lessen
the amount of satellite transmission
power needed for DAB, which cuts
down on interference.
A version of US DAB several years
down the road, based on comments at
NAB, and its implementation in Europe
are not assured either, according to Pommier.
"One of the most important factors affecting the development of such digital
satellite broadcasting networks is the
need for the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to allocate sufficient band of UHF spectrum, between
the limits of .5and 2GHz ... preferably on aworldwide basis;' he said.
The world is "pinning its hopes" on
the ITU allocating such spectrum at its
world conference (WARC) in 1992, Pommier added.

New Radios Are IQ
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA Among four candidates
for the NAB/Electronic Industries Association certification mark for improved
AM radios, "IQ" has been given the nod
by the NAB AM Liaison Task Force.
The mark was established to identify
radios that promote current and forthcoming technology. Other nominees under consideration were Excel, HDR and
SupeRadio.
The announcement was part of acomprehensive look at WVI Action;' from
the NAB.
"A great deal has been accomplished
in the past six months;' said Ted Snider,
moderator and head of Snider Communications Corp. and chairman of the
NAB's Receiver Task Force. "The FCC
has the ball very much in their court,
and Ithink they have caught the ball."
According to the NAB, AM stations
have already pledged time to promote
the certification mark in on-the-air an-

nouncements, and the mark has the
support of some, but not all, receiver
manufacturers.
Other topics covered in the convention
panel detailed recent developments in
AM improvement through interference
and reception reform and minimum
standards for receivers.
Stan Salek with NAB Science and
Technology also announced at the panel
that preliminary results of the low profile antenna project were expected by the
end of March and afinal report in June.
The antenna, a mathematical model
for aphysically small and standardized
antenna for AM station operation at
night, could enable some broadcasters to
increase coverage by moving their nighttime operations closer to the population
center of the station's licensed community.
Salek also said that the results of the
experimental Suppressed Skywave Antenna System will be presented at Radio
'90 in Boston in September.
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CBS Adopts Digital Phone Audio
by Alan Carter
Atlanta GA One of the last areas for
CBS Radio to move into the digital domain is telephone audio and that now
is well on the way.
CBS Radio Technical Operations Director Tony Masiello explained in apresentation at NAB how the emergence of cost
effective digital signal processing, or
DSP chips and the growing installation
of digital switches in telephone companies led to digital processing techniques
to improve telephone audio quality.
In effect, digital switches in telephone
company central offices set the stage for
the implementation of Integrated Service Digital Networks (ISDN) and 7kHz
audio.

A basic ISDN channel consists of two
64 kBs data channels and one 16 kBs
control channel. The two 64 kBs channels known as "B" channels carry the information, and the 16 kBs control channels known as the "D" channels carry
on-hook/off-hook information, signaling
and other control data.
Basic rate interference
The two, Bplus D, 144 kBs channel is
called the ISDN basic rate interface. This
is the ISDN "local channel" or local loop
between the end user and the telephone
company central office digital switch.
Masiello, however, noted that ISDN is
not fully deployed in the US because telephone companies are slow to replace
local channel equipment at central

offices with appropriate ISDN terminal
adapters, which convert the users' data
to the form necessary to transmit.
In order for ISDN to gain universal usage, he noted, the local channels, which

ISDN is not fully deployed in the US
because telephone companies are slow
to replace local channel equipment at
central offices. . .
are ordinary twisted pairs, must be able
to carry 144 kBs. These twisted pairs,
however, were originally designed to
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carry only 3.5 kHz audio. But sophisticated ISDN terminal adapters have been
developed to allow the telco twisted
pairs to carry the 144 kBs.
In the meantime, there is a "Pre-

ISDN" service, aswitched 56 kBs service. Local telephone companies can more
easily provide switched 56 kBs service,
because it uses existing local channel
equipment that can allow the local channel twisted pairs to carry 56 kBs versus
the 144 kBs needed for an ISDN basic
rate interface (BRI).
Loop demonstration
Masiello demonstrated switched 56
kBs by giving his presentation over a
loop from the convention center to New
Jersey and back. Listeners in the audience remarked on the high quality of
the audio that resulted.
The switched 56 kBs uses aseptet data
structure, Masiello explained. The end
users' terminal equipment provides 7
bits, which is sampled at 8kHz for atotal bit stream of 56 kBs. The end users
must provide a local channel terminal
adapter. The terminal adapter, or digital
service unit (DSU), takes the septet
structure from the user and adds an
eighth signal bit. For switched 56, the
DSU is aV.35 modem.
Most Regional Bell Operating Companies have the switched 56 kBs service,
Masiello said. Each local phone company markets its services under different names.
New York Telephone calls it "Switchway 56," Southwestern Bell calls it
"MicroLink 1," Bell South calls it "Accupulse The cost, Masiello said, ranges
from $100 to $40 per month for the local
channel and about 13 cents per minute
of usage.
Who offers what
AT&T, MCI and Sprint offer long distance switched 56 kBs services for an
average of 15 cents per minute, he said.
But, "If you were to call your normal
broadcast services contact at your local
phone company and ask for switched 56
kBs service," Masiello said, "chances are
they won't know what you're talking
about."
He said there are various companies
who act as authorized agents for the local phone companies, which are
specialists in data communications and
56 kBs service in particular. CBS Radio
uses Northern Transdata Networks of
Hauppauge, NY.
CBS Radio is beginning to use 7.5 kHz
audio into 56 kBs for local news gathering,
network news remotes, sports remotes
and as a dial-up SU backup, Masiello
said. The availability of 7.5 kHz telephone
feeds now exist, he said, and soon 15 kHz
phone quality will be areality.
For information from CBS on ISDN,
contact Helene Blieberg at 212-975-3771.
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RDS Shown For Auto, Home
ideally can allow astation to transmit its came an additional medium?" Lebow
call letters, frequency, scrolling text mesasked.
WYAY CE John Bridges said his station
sages, name of song playing and artist,
Atlanta GA RD- S. It just may be the
was pleased with the station's RDS exemergency alert information. And it
acronym engineers and station managers
could actually override atape playing or periment during NAB.
need to keep in mind for the future.
'When the receivers become available in
Based on reaction to the European- radio turned off.
this country we will jump on it," Bridges
developed Radio Data System (RDS)
said. "Ithink the stations will support it
Select a format
booth at NAB, the technology could be
RDS also enables alistener to select a because of the station ID display!'
the next wave for US broadcasters.
At NAB, Sage Communication
format by merely pushing abutton on
RDS indeed was amuch-talked about
demonstrated RDS's ability to switch
an RDS-equipped receiver.
technology at NAB. FCC Chairman Al
from one transmitter to another with
From an engineering perspective, RDS
Sikes forecasted RDS as acoming techWYAY (106.7 MHz) in Gainesville, GA,
and WYAI (104.1 MHz) in La Grange,
GA. The stations simulcast acountry format.
Sage provided automobile rides in and
around Atlanta to those who wanted to
see and hear how RDS performed. The
car was equipped with aportable RDS
radio, and aportable antenna.
As demonstrated to Radio World, the
radio inaudibly switched between the two
signals (whichever was strongest). Going
north, the RDS radio favored WYAY, located north of the city, and while south of
the city, it zeroed in on WI.
A few stations across the US are already using RDS full time.
WHTZ-FM in New York operates an
RDS encoder to link its three translators.
Any motorist with RDS-equipped radios, of which Lebow conceded there are
still very few, will maintain aconsistently
strong signal in the station coverage area
because the receiver switches to the
strongest translator signal.
'With RDS, it's done automatically;'
also can transmit technical data relating
nology for FM broadcasting during his
Lebow said.
to the transmitter.
NAB address and it was mentioned as
The 57 kHz subcarrier is compatible
apossible salvation for AM during araFew RDS stations, so far
with most other subcarriers stations
dio engineering session.
Since there are few RDS receivers in
Sage Alerting Systems Inc. of Stam- broadcast and does not audibly affect the
the US, Lebow said the station's RDS ensignal or most other subcarriers.
ford, CT and several RDS encoder is somewhat experimental. But he
The main reason that RDS may catch
coder/decoder manufacturers were part
noted that anumber of major manufacon in the US is the potential to adverof an extensive RDS booth. Also, actual
tise station call letters and transmit pro- turers have already committed to makbroadcasts of the data display were made
ing receivers for the European market.
motions, according to Sage Alerting Sysfrom two Atlanta area simulcast stations,
The experimentation allows the station
tems President Gerry Lebow.
WYAY-FM and WYAI-FM.
to test the interaction of RDS and the
The RDS digital subcarrier technology
"Wouldn't it be great if the car radio beby John Gatski
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translators as well as allows receiver
companies, such as Delco, to test prototype RDS receivers under real world
conditions.
In Europe, RDS is used extensively for
traffic alerting and format selection, but
there are fewer stations, which allows for
greater uniformity of formats than in the
US.

The European RDS system as-is will
not work in the US because of the
numerous formats, but with areconfiguration of the technology's program information codes and standardization, it
can be adapted very quickly.
Besides digital display and transmitter
switchover for US stations, RDS could
completely revolutionize the emergency
alerting system, according to Lebow.
Unlike EBS, which requires the effort
of someone at the station to activate, the
RDS emergency alert is automatic unless
a station engineer overrides it.
A reverse approach
As with EBS, an RDS emergency alert
system would require an encoder to be
placed at the appropriate agency that initiates the alert, which would send aprealert message to each station. The prealert would allow the station to decide
if the emergency warrants allowing the
RDS alert to automatically interrupt normal programming.
li the station decides the alert does not
concern area listeners, the engineer (or
other station personnel) can override and
continue with normal programming.
There is alot of interest in RDS emergency alert capability for the US, Lebow
noted.
For example, Jefferson County TX, an
area with a large number of petrochemical plants, plans to implement an
RDS alert system next year, he added.
Sage Alerting Systems markets the
SAGE IStation Data Terminal that is
designed for an RDS emergency alert
system as well as RDS mobile and home
emergency alert receivers.
With all of RDS's features, it is only a
matter of time before it takes hold, Lebow predicted.
Bridges said that once stations know
there are receivers available, they will
add RDS, "which is not that expensive!'
After the initial stations add RDS, their
competition will not want to be excluded
from having their call letters displayed
on listeners' radios, Bridges said.
There also is substantial competition
in the RDS encoder/decoder market including RE Technology in Denmark, VG
Electronics in England, Bosch and Rohde
& Schwarz in West Germany.
Currently, many foreign receiver
manufacturers make RDS units including Blaupunkt, Philips, and Denon and
US model production would not be difficult, Lebow noted.
"There is nothing to stop stations from
broadcasting RDS right now," he said.
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ntroducing the Gates Line
of 1, 2.5 & 5 kW Solid
State AM Transmitters.

Gates. It's more than a name
— it's a tradition of quality

and value. To earn that name,
these affordable new transmitters had to meet the highest industry standards in five
key areas:
Value
•Overall efficiency of up to

How the
newest AM
transmitters
earned
one of the
oldest names
in radio.
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"ear grabbing" sound.
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Original circa- 1946

•Remote inputs com-

Gates transmitters

patible with both TTL

are still on the air to

and relay-type remote

remind us that value,

systems.

durability, simplic-

Durability

ity, reliability, and

•No tube failures,

performance are as

time-consuming

important right now

adjustments or

as they ever were. So

replacement costs.

if you want an afford-

•Modular construc-

able solid state trans-

tion with easily

mitter with all the

accessible socketed

"old-fashioned"

MOSFETs.

advantages, call
Harris today for more

• " Chimney design"

information on the

air handling keeps
transmitter clean
and dust- free.
• 100% solid state " soft- failure"
power amplifiers.

newest AM transmit•Color StatTM front panel with

ters — and how they earned

signal flow block diagram and

the proudest name in radio.

red Fault LEDs shows transmitter status at a glance.

Simplicity

•Rugged, dependable discrete

•Six independently adjust-

logic controller.

able power levels accommodate virtually all PSA/PSSA
requirements.

re-1 HikFLIRIS
Harris Broadcast Division
Marketing Department

Reliability

P.O. Box 4290. Quincy. IL USA 62305-4290

•Automatic overload power

Tel ( 217) 222-8200 Ext. 3408

cutback keeps the transmitter
C) 1990 Harris Corporation
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TV Marti Causes
Concern for Radio
(continued from page 1)
and they fear increased interference in
retaliation for TV Marti.
The 1V Marti tests, transmitted after
midnight through 6AM, are expected to
last up to 90 days. Congress then will
evaluate whether the service will become
permanent like its radio counterpart, Radio Marti. Radio Marti went on the air
in 1985.
Despite concern that Cuba will retaliate against US broadcasters, particularly
in Florida, FCC officials said there was
no evidence of intentional interference
following the initial test broadcasts.
Some Florida stations, however, have
reported the normal, intermittent interference that has been coming from
Cuban stations since the mid-1980s.
During a TV Marti panel at NAB,
broadcasters remained skeptical about
the service. Several issues were raised by
broadcasters and the NAB, including the
likelihood that Cuba will retaliate against
Florida AMs and TV stations and begin
jamming Radio Marti, which has not
been bothered by Cuba.
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
President Wayne Vriesman said TV
Marti can only hurt broadcasters in the
long run. His group represents 59 US
clear channel AM stations that have been

interfered with by Cuban broadcasts.
"We feel that TV Marti is aboondoggle and a waste of taxpayers' money,"
Vriesman said.
Rep. Al Swift (D-WA), amember of the
House Telecommunications and Finance
subcommittee, said the probable Cuban
retaliation against US radio stations and
possible retaliation against TV stations
outweigh the partially effective TV Marti
transmission to the island.
Congressional opponents of TV Marti
said the legislation was buried in aState
Department authorization bill and members voted for it, including Swift, without giving it afull hearing and without
broadcaster input.
"It's Congress' fault and nobody elses,"
Swift said.
Congress is likely to re-review TV Marti
feasibility in the near future, Swift said.
Wally Johnson of Moffet, Larson and
Johnson, abroadcast consulting firm in
Washington, DC, said the US government may believe it has aclear mandate
to broadcast TV Marti because radio stations have not complained to the FCC
about previous Cuban interference.
The engineers are fully aware of interference, but management declines to
complain because they believe the issue
too political, he said.

Politicians and broadcasters exchange views during a special panel focusing on TV Marti.
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Series 1600 Audio & Data
Transmission System
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Mainframe
Model 1601

Ellason E250 Color Radar
Real-time local radar coverage for
your entire audience.

Demodulator
Model 1610 PANDA II

Subcarrier
Demodulator
Model 1626

Tone Decoder
Model 1648

•Detects snowfall as well
as rain and thunderstorms.

•Optional larger antenna to
provide better snow detection.

•Five selectable ranges up
to 200 miles.

•Picture storage to determine
weather changes.

•Operator selection of
antenna tilt, receiver gain,
two separate graphic
overlays, and automatic
operations.

For complete information,
call 31 4/
5 32-3031, or write
Ellason Weather Radar,
747 Spirit of St. Louis Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005.
1-800-727-2327

ELLASON WEATHER RADAR
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The Wegener Communications,
Inc. Series 1600 Audio Transmission System provides high
quality 15 kHz bandwidth program channels for the transmission of stereophonic or
monaural audio channels above
video in satellite distribution networks as well as microwave
channels. Stereo channels are

transmitted as separate left and
right channels using individual
narrow bandwidth, low deviation
subcarriers for transmission of
each discrete channel.
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"Auditronics'
224 helps
Valerie Knight keep
KZZR No. I
in Phoenix,"

says Robert Reymont,
Corporate Group Engineer
fo 7Nationwide Communicaticns, Inc.
"This wasn't cur first 200 series purchase, of
course. That honor belongs to an early 218 serial
0045 which we bough: for our Cleveland station WGAR
back in 1982. We've bought eight more Auditronics consoles since.'
"For KZZP, we purchased a224 and have it set up to handle 30 to
40 hours aweek of remotes. The mix- minus ard the other needed
features are all there. The DJ can answer the fifth caller, or the 25th,
record the calls, then play them back on the air after editing."
"A lot of our on- air talent come from other stations where they've had
other consoles, and they find the Auditronics 224 a very easy console to
Robert Reymont
operate. And there have been no failures or se -vce problems. The only
Corperate Group Engineer
parts we've had to replace were conductive plastic faders made by
KZZP-FM
another manufactu -er."
Mesa, Arizona
"Sound quality is very important to us, including dynamic range and noise
Nationwide Communications Inc.
level. So the 224's low ncise floor is an important factor. In fact, all our
tape inputs and cart machines are dbx encoded. The result is that our
prog line sounds identical to CD. Sure, we do amoderate amount of
post processing ( Icall it " artful processing"), bLt with our Auditronics 224 and other similar quality equipment in the chain, our
air product sounds demonstrably better than competition.
The bottom line is that we've been the no. 1hit music station in our market for over five years."
Call toL-free 1-800-638-0977 today for more
information about the Auditronics 200
scies consoles Robert Reymon:
buys for Nationwide Communi3750 Old Getwell Road. Memphis, Tennessee 38118
cations, Inc.
901 362-1350 • FAX 901-365-8629
Reader Service Card
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Tapeless Twist to Storing Audio
by Barry Mishkind
Atlanta GA At the 1990 NAB convention, audio storage techniques seem to
be taking aleap "back to the future!'
True, three new tape cartridge
machines were introduced by major
manufacturers. But the technology for a
return to the tapeless broadcast studio
was much in evidence.
Quite afew exhibitors showed various
pieces of equipment for digital audio
storage and manipulation. Price tags
ranged widely, but overall were much
more modest than just afew years ago.
Cart replacements
A lot of interest was generated by the
360 Systems DigiCart. Based on aspecially designed Omega removable magnetic disk cartridge, the $4000 DigiCart
provides multiple cuts in digital format.
Using RAM buffers, instantaneous play
of cuts is offered. Even segues can be accomplished. While not yet available as a
finished product, the DigiCart seems to be
trying to duplicate the flexibility of tape
carts in the digital environment.
A front panel LED identifies avariety of
features and names and times the cuts.
While the disks sell for about $40, unlike
carts, several cuts can be recorded onto
one disk. If the industry can move past the
one-play-per-media thinking, this may
become an acceptable cart machine
replacement.
Computer Concepts Corporation, long
asupplier of computer programs for traffic and billing, unveiled its new Digital
Commercial System which it is promoting
heavily as acart replacement.
Designed for flexibility, but ideally
suited for stations using program audio
delivered by satellite network, the Digital
Commercial System "control room" consists of acomputer and akeyboard.
Quite ashock for veteran broadcasters!
Yet, except for transmitter control, everything from sales input to billing is handled
by the system.
Local audio is held on a766 megabyte
hard disk, with acapacity of 340 minutes.
Everything from spots to jingles to news
to IDs is available for immediate play at
any time. A dual redundant system is approximately $22,000.
Wide variety of storage
Several other manufacturers showed
digital storage of audio on hard disks ranging from alimited capacity to units that
could conceivably hold an entire playlist.
For instance, Broadcast Electronics has
offered aRAM-based digital storage unit
for several years. Limited to afew minutes
and cuts, it still is useful for those wishing to put ID, liners, etc. on line for quick
retrieval.
The Sounder from Corporate Computer
Systems is another such unit, providing
10 minutes of digital audio for $5000.
Then there was the AUDISK, first
shown at last year's SBE convention as a
satellite automation system. Starting from
180 minutes, the manufacturer—
Macromedia—says the system has an expansion capacity up to 160 hours or longer.
CD innovations
So, what about all those CDs you've acquired, or the DAT machines everyone has
been pushing for the past several years?

There were several interesting developments there, too.
Many stations moved into digital audio
during the '80s by moving from disk to
CD. While the consumer grade CD
players sometimes caused problems,
professional series units have been improved.
Denon had done alot to bring solid,
reliable CD machines into the studio. After clearing up some problems with earlier
models, Denon has now introduced its
new DN-970FA production CD cart player.
This $2600 machine will find aplace in
production rooms where there is adesire
to have avan-speed feature, three separate built-in loops, and the ability to
"speak" directly to the digital audio workstations on the market.
Century 21 Productions combines digital computer storage and the CDs they
supply to clients to provide acompletely
local live assist operation that eliminates
carts.
Those stations dealing with the premature death of CDs will be interested in the
multiple CD players that take the CD out
of the DJs hands. Sony, among others,
makes amodern version of the Seeberg
50.
Random access to such machines has
been mainly provided by preprogramming the day's playlist, or using
acomputer interface. However, there are
alternatives such as the SMC CD Controller. For about $1000, you can control
two Sony units with 120 CDs on-line.
Push for professional DAT
Several other manufacturers showed
CD players for the studio environment,
but the emphasis on new equipment this
year speaks to the push for professional
quality DAT recorders.
While not eliminating tape, DAT does
move it to the digital domain, with significant audio improvements available.
Like CD players, most DAT recorders in

use have been consumer units or modiand anything else can be locked down
fied consumer units. Radio Systems, for
onto aCD for replay in the control room,
example, adapts aSony DTC-1000 to the
or transfer to another station, etc.
studio environment by adding a
At $42,500 for the system, plus $60 per
microprocessor and controls. Cueing, aurecordable CD, this isn't for everyone.
tomation interfacing,
and full remote control
are among the features
added in the combined
unit.
Tascam introduced a
new broadcast DAT
recorder. The DA30,
priced at $1899, is
designed
for
the
production studio. It
utilizes the AES/EBU
interface, and start ID
positioning, full remote
control and + 4 dBm
balanced outputs.
Technics also expects
to ship abroadcast DAT
at the end of 1990.
Computer Concepts Corp. unveiled a digital commercial system
Designed as an upgrade
at the NAB.
to the company's consumer machines, the Pro-Dat series offers
But it is areminder of how fast technolaprofessional interface and remote conogy is changing. As production control, along with the infrared remote.
tinues, it may well become cost effective
for your station or chain to produce its
A peek ahead?
own CDs for use.
Last, but not least, is avery interesting
The digital handling of audio is belook into the future. Gotham Audio,
coming alarger and larger part of our
which spent much of the '80s working on
broadcast chains. The products
digital audio storage on hard disks, has
described here demonstrate that we are
opened the '90s by offering arecordable
moving into the '90s in afantastic way.
CD unit.
Another product for digital storage
The SPOT 90 system from Gotham comand automation included the Schafer
bines equipment from several manufacDigital system, introduced a few NAB
turers including Sony, Yamaha, Fuji, and
shows back.
And Studer Revox, one of the first
Dell Computers.
A complete system, the SPOT 90 takes companies to introduce a professional
audio input from various sources and CD player, had its latest model CD
produces amaster DAT recording that is player on display.
transferred to the CD recorder. About
Barry Mishkind is aregular RW columone hour of audio can be recorded on the
nist with along history of covering NAB conCD.
With SPOT 90, spots, jingles, promos ventions.

Uniquely portable and user friendly, Fast and accurate measurements, Unlimited test sequence potential,
Complete setups stored in non-volatile memory, Auto-calibrating, Auto- ranging

The Intelligent Vademecum* Aucliolab
Mainframe 3302 plus Analyzer 3337
A versatile combination of the Audiograph 3300 System

*Vademecum ( Lat)
"Go with me"

Source selector.

Plots level, gain,
distortion vs.
frequency/amplitude
time.

LCD display for all
oscillator and
analyzer data and
user instructions.
Bargraph.

4colors, automatic
control of paper speed
for optimum resolution,
automatic
synchronization with
external frequency
sweeps.

Softwheel or
numeric entry of
frequency and
amplitude in
selected units.
Same entry keys to
program individual
setups.

Leaders in
audio
instrumentation
111/

112211Z31111111111111111MIN

CONNECTORS
AUDIO TEST SYSTEMS
INFOMATIC SYSTEMS

Direct function keys:
Level, level ratio, gain loss,
THD, K2-KS, DFD. IMD,
frequency.
Keys to select sweep functions,
three user definable programs,

Operating keys ( Paper scale,
activate graphs and plots)
Menu Selection
Programming and recalling
setups

Neutrik USA, Inc. • 195-S3 Lehigh Ame. •Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527
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Products Sizzle, Digital or Not
Atlanta GA It was a show of digital
glitter and analog's still dominant place
in the radio industry.
The NAB exhibit showcase, with close
to 200 radio and related equipment vendors displaying their wares in booths,
saw the maturation of digital store and
play media; the coming of age of production workstations and further steps in
the direction of digital processing.
It also gave us three new analog cart
machines including one from anew entrant in that market.
After several years of talk about adigital cart machine replacement, 360 Systems offered the first real hint that it
might become reality.
The company's DigiCart uses aremov-

deal of feedback from
interested radio station
engineers and is getting
ready to incorporate
suggestions into a
•111111110
production
model
slated for summer availability.
in developing traffic software, to do
Computer Concepts
everything from recording a spot to
D's.Cart 1 05
also introduced a "cart
scheduling and logging it once it's
Please Insert Drsk
replacement!' Its sysplayed.
tem is astandard comWith the computer setup and the 620
puter set-up with keyMB of storage, the system costs $12,000,
board for traffic/conwhich takes it out of the normal range
tinuity and atrack ball
of cart machines but makes it acompeti1
111.1111111111111.111.1.11111101101..illie
tive device in the area of
The DigiCart random access digital audio recorder, from 360
station automation.
ASS 010.1 found ledibm
Systems
There were numerous other digital offer($35 in volume), recordings. AKG is ready for
ing multiple spots on a
market with its DSEdisk may put them
7000 workstation. The
more in the price range
Ill
E
product is attuned to
tof carts, allowing for
the needs of radio sta•
•
•
•
—
digital quality.
tion production, and is
e
The
front panel
at a price stations can
readout is easy to operafford at $3Z500.
ate and provides feaAlpha Audio, after
tures such as running
Panasonic showed the SV-3700 pro DAT recorder/player.
announcing an agreetime, name of spot and
ment with a venture
able hard disk which can record at 10,
whether stereo or mono and what rate
AKG's DSE-7000 digital sound editor drew interested onlookers.
capital firm, is ready to
15 or 20 kHz to give numerous cuts conit was recorded at, along with the abilenter the digital store
taining spots, commercials and even muity to "trim" acut.
for the studio operator.
and playback field with its DR-2Digital
sic for on-air play. At 15 kHz stereo the
At $3995 for astereo/mono record/play
It allows for 170 minutes of audio at a Audio Recorder, which the company
disk will yield 20 minutes of storage
unit, it is competitive with cart
32 kHz sampling rate and makes use of calls a "playstation."
space. Although the disks cost $40 each
machines. 360 Systems received agreat
the company's considerable experience
(continued on next page)
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COMPLETE YOUR DEFINITION OF " CLASS A,"
CALL CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
Continental Electronics is here to assist you with your new definition of
"Class A." You can increase power, increase revenue base, and expand
your listening audience by upgrading your transmitting facility.
Continental has engineered four transmitters to meet your needs. The
500/1000 Watt transmitter is single phase and is only 42 inches tall. This
transmitter and the 3.8 kW are totally solid-state and designed for high
efficiency and reliability.
The 2.5 kW and the 5 kW transmitters are single tube transmitters. All
Continental FM transmitters include an internal harmonic filter and the
Ultimate 802A Exciter.
500/1000W

3.8 kW

For service after the sale, call the Continental 24- hour tech line. At
Continental, service is an attitude, not a department.
So, call your Continental Sales Manager to get the complete definition
of " Class A."

varian@
2.5 kW

2047

5 kW

continental electronics division
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161
Fax: 214-381-4949
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Radio Zooms Into the 1990s
and for afull vote on a
new worldwide timecode standard to make
inroads into production.
But both Panasonic
and Sony featured
product intros at the
show. Panasonic is
sticking with standard
studio and portable
models and waiting on
atimecode/editing system. The 3700 is an upgrade to the 3500, currently on back order
Wheatstone displayed the A-50 console.
with the company and
product concept: an all digital processor
the new 3900 features full-function rewhich is still in development, mostly for
mote control.
software. Gentner has committed R&D
Sony introduced three models: the
resources to coming up with aproduct
PCM-7010 record/play DAY at $4000which will give stations competitive
8000; the PCM-7030 ProDat at $7000processing while preserving a quality
12,000; and the PCM-7050 edit player
signal.
with RM-D7300 editing controller. The
record/play/edit deck features timecode
Furniture is becoming more or apopular offering for stations in medium and
and will cost $11,00-$1Z000, while the
smaller markets who can't invest in large
controller is priced at $5000.
custom studio redesigns. The Express
In the area of processing, company
Group has been marketing its line for
new to the field although well-known for
quite some time and it's furniture was
its other products, Gentner, showed the
shown in several booths.
first offerings to emerge as wholly new
Murphy Furniture added the Premier
products from the company's acquisition
Series to its already successful Elite Seof Texan
The Lazer is an FM limiter stereo
generator which was shown working in
prototype. The Prizm, meanwhile, is a

(continued from previous page)
It is designed to imitate the functions
of atwo-track tape deck, including cutand-splice editing, all with digital quality. The price of the easy-to-operate unit
depends on the amount of storage time

The Express Group exhibited its line of studio furniture.

included. The DR-2is priced at $10,000
for 15 minutes of stereo full-frequency
audio and up to $15,000 for afull hour
of storage.
DAT is still waiting for consumer acceptance to drive the more basic models

ries. Premier features many of the same
elements as the Elite line but is less
modular.
A company which has been custommaking furniture for turnkey studio
builds is Pacific Recorders & Engineering. Now PR&E has decided to offer a
quality line of furniture to those who
can't afford the custom designs by marketing aline of stock furniture.
The PrimeLine features many of the
quality features associated with the company's custom studio rebuilds and features custom-designed countertops on
stock pieces.
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The ifogitek Stereorack
Taking studio sound out of the
studio used to be difficult. Not any
longer! All you need is the Logitek
Stereorack.
Our Stereorack console is a
complete stereo studio console in
a 19" rack- mountable package.
And when we say complete, we
mean complete!
The Stereorack has 6balanced
stereo input channels selectable
from 11 stereo sources or abuiltin tone generator.
Each input channel can feed
either or both fully metered stereo
output channels and their built-in
1x4 stereo distribution amps.

jeogitek

Any of the input sources can
be pre- routed through 1of 7builtin mic preamps for maximum
flexibility.
Separate headphone feeds are
provided for the operator and for
3talent positions. And the built-in
talent cueing system will make
history of complicated outboard
IFB setups.
When it comes to audio performance, the Stereorack takes a
back seat to nobody. And, if your
audio needs are monaural, we
offer these same great features in
our mono version -- the
Audiorack.

McCurdy's affordable
alternative to pricy audio
distribution systems is
the ADA-790.
Compact and self-contained, this 1Rack Unit
high ( 13/
4") stereo component, with individually
adjustable outputs, offers
exceptional performance
characteristics.
The ADA-700 can be
configured as astereo
input with 8stereo outputs, or as asingle
bridged monaural input
with 16 individual outputs.
Other features include

acontinuously variable
—6 to + 28 dB gain adjustment, isolated outputs
and aquiet toroidal power
transformer.

ONLY $460

McCurdy Radio Industries
108 Carntorth Road, Toronto, Ontario
Canada AMA 2L4 Tel: (416) 751-6262
Telex: 06-g63533 Telefax: (416)751-6455
1051 Clinton St., Buffalo, New York 14206
Tel .:212) 772-0719

When it has
to work right!

Call 800-23 1-5 870 for your nearest Logitek Dealer.
(Alaska, Hawaii, Canada: 713-782-45 92)
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New Cart Decks Are Plentiful
by Charles Taylor
Ationta GA Innovations in cart
machines, carts and studio equipment
displayed at the NAB show this year
proved that even with digital gaining

ITC's Series 1cart machine was ayear in the
making.

strength, analog technology remains a
strong force in the nation's radio stations.
ITC, under the new ownership of Don
Carle, introduced its Series 1cart machine, which has been in development
by former owner 3M over the past year.
The unit, the first of several planned by
the company, offers LED meters and easy
care and maintenance in acast aluminum
nickel-plated deck, according to ITC.

As anew entrant to the cart-machine
market Radio Systems showed its new RSCart 2000 cart machine designed by Mike
Sirkis, a well-known name in cart machine design.
Features include flutter compression,
phase correction, phase display, front
panel azimuth adjust, three cue tones, 1/3
rack width and the company's Advanced
Cart Hold-Down System.
Dora Truk 90
The Dura Trak 90, which introduced
phase-correction to cart decks, was highlighted by Broadcast Electronics, featuring
machined 1/2 "-thick aluminum deck
plate, Phase Lok V head block, toroidal
power transformer, instrumentationquality balanced inputs and cartpreviously-played lockout.
Fidelipac debuted its Dynamax CTR90
Series cart machine. The unit features
three cue tones, FSK compatibility, Advanced Programmable Internal Logic Network, status indicators, real time minutes
and seconds timer with auto-freeze capability, cleaning mode and Dolby HX Pro
Headroom Extension.
Also new from the company was the
Audiomax 4000 cart, which Fidelipac said
was developed specifically for premium
quality stereo use at elevated levels.
Shell design of the Audiomax is refined, using first generation molds and
the latest in rugged high grade engineer-

Radio Systems used the NAB show to exhib ,tnew and established products.

ing plastics.
Audiopak showed its popular AA-4
cart, capable of extended frequency response for digital source material. The
cart shells now sport the Audiopak logo
for easy identification. The AA-3 was
also exhibitied, with the company's
"neutral casting" design allowing the
cart machine to handle the tape guidance functions.
Studio-production recorder
Available now from Otani is the MTR15 two-track studio-production recorder,
unveiled at the New York AES Convention. It features extensive use of
microprocessor control, employing a
number of advanced systems developed
for Otari's state-of-the-art MTR-100A 24track machine.
Tascam also showed its line of reel-toreels and its popular "all-in-one" mixers
incorporated into four and eight track
reel and casette decks.
The microprocessor-controlled tape
transport includes abuilt-in four point locator, featuring three "one-touch" cue
points, search to zero, last play search and

a repeat mode. The large LED tape
counter displays ips, cps, hours/minutes/
seconds, hours/minutes/seconds/frames
or error messages.

44+).13H+4,44

Fidelipac debuted its Dynamax CTR90 at the
NAB.

Also in the cart machine arena, Pacific
Recorders & Engineering featured its
Micromax series.
And Studer Revox showed its full line
of reel-to-reel decks.

We just cut SIL costs $ 1000*
with the PA- 48 from MAR TI
The PA- 48 1' full parabolic antenna
gives you more value for your antenna

REVOX C270 SERIES

dollar

THE NEXT GENERATION

PA- 48 keeps your signal going exactly
where you want it.

The 0270 is the new industry standard for the professional
who needs the absolute best combination of superior
recording quality, professional features and overall value.
Available in 2,4 or 8 track with optional time code and
logging versions with time/day/date reader.

Specifications:
Frequency, 940/960 MHz, Bandwidth, 20 MHz, Cain at
950 MHz. 19 0 dBi, Impedance, 50 Ohm. VSVVR,
1 3 1, 1/2 power beam- width 16 degrees, F/0 ratio
23 dB, Termination,
N• Female, FCC Category B.
Weight. Net 52Ibs.. shipping 69Ibs

For more information call your

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.

broadcast products dealer or:

2950 S.W. Second Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315

800-327-4121

305-761-1106

MARTI
* Based
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Unlike half- dish antennas the

excellent narrow beam- width of the

The performance-vc/u• Mader In Broadcast Equipment.
Marti Electronics, Inc. P. O. Box 661, Cleburne, Texas 76033-0661
(817) 643-9163
TELEX 8791833 -Marti CLBN"
FAX ( 817) 611-3469

cr, SIL path recpiring two 4' anterrbas Mien bought with a compete Marti SIL system.
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If Your Only Excuse For Not Buying
An ITC Cart Machine Has Been Money,
You Just Ran Out Of Excuses.

hundred thousand

Introducing
the Series 1cart

times. We've built

machine from

the new Series 1

ITC. As the world's

to take anything

leading cart

you can dish out,

machine manufac-

24 hours a day,

turer, we under-

365 days a year.
So before you

stand how to make
a superior cart machine. And the new

mortgage your program director

Series 1cart machine is superior.

or settle for something of less value

Equally as important, we realize
each station has a different need and

than ITC, check out the new Series 1
today.
You won't need an excuse to

a different budget. That's why we
designed the new Series 1with all the

buy one.
For more information and the

features you need at a
realistic price.
Pound the

names of the Series 1dealers nearest
you, call ITC toll free at 800-447-0414

buttons. Flip

or call collect at 309-828-1381 from

the switches,

Alaska and Illinois. Outside the USA,

jam a cart in
and yank it out a few

contact your local
ITC distributor.

International Tapetronics Corporation ... The World Leader in Cartridge Machines
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tempt to bring together significant data
in a comparative way.
If you find focusing on the "right"
piece of gear difficult, try asking yourself the following questions:
How fast will the system perform the
required functions?
How difficult to use is the computer
interface or operating hardware and software?
flow many tracks need to be recorded
at one time?
How many inputs and outputs are
needed?
(continued on next page)

Many Choices In Workstations
by Ty Ford

akin to brandishing acrucifix at avampire. However, the pale complexions of
those software and hardware developers
who had spent long hours in the lab in
the creation of these devices were not
unlike that of Dracula himself.
Because there are so many different
approaches to DAW, comparing them is
difficult at best. Some come with their
own computers, some require that you

Atlanta GA Say the words " Digital
Audio Workstation" ( DAW) to most
manufacturers of such equipment and
they will look at you as though you have
recently compromised the aroma of their
air.
It may be a harsh comparison to say
that using the phrase " workstation" was

get your own.
Some use RAM, some hard drives and
others a combination of both. Several
systems are now using magneto-optical
(MO) disks and "write-once-read-many"
(WORM) disks capable of storing gigabytes of information.
There are more differences than
similarities in these systems. The chart
that accompanies this article is an at-

Digital Workstation Product Guide. .
NOTE HD- Hard Disk

IWO-Magneto Optical Disk

Comoonv/SXstem

Sample

AK°

Rales/Formats/Oxersarnolina

48kHz, 44.1kHz (with 32kHz option)

(415) 957-1063

16 bit linear PCM
•
(4X output

DSE7000. HD 8 RAM

ittardWare

:20MHz Intel 80386 w/ 1M DRAM High capacity
->
( floppy drive. 150M ESDI HD, serial comm. and
i
,
parallel printer ports, 10 input mixer, 14" EGA

MOWS ili Chanute

Track Tirne

IN: Two balanced analog or digital. Narrow

4.4 min (015.kHz

band dither. Time alignedl 8 bit DAC.

(expandable to 70 mono track min.).

OUT: Two balanced.

color monitor, word processor and custom console.
:
Alpha Audio

(48kHz, 44.1kHz. 44.056kHz
•
38kHz, 24kHz and 16kHz

(804) 538-3852

iBoss/2 is a 12MHz 286 w/EGA color graphics.
:
20M HO, 1.2 M floppy. Two comm ports plus
"t
: printer port. Keyboard touch pad for machine speed

BOSS/2 controller

16 bit linear PCM

OR -2 recorder, HD

64X input, 4X output

IN: Two balanced analog, or optional AES/EBU.

15 min, stereo to 60 min. stereo at

OUT: Two balanced analog, or optional AES/EBU

44.1kHz ( optional HO's for up to
8 hours stereo)

( control, rack mounted.

t
MAS

'48kHz, 44.1kHz. 32kHz

(707) 76Q-4840

Self powered control surface w/screen, keyboard.

( 16 bit linear PCM

AudioFile Plus HD 8 RAM

jog wheel, soft controls, card rack

2X Input, 4X output

main fratries

Digital Audio Research

44.1kHz standard or optional 48kHz

Soundstation II. HD and RAM

32 bit Transputer open- architecture

allows multiple parallel processing. Dual 380M HDs.

.i.•
(213) 466-9151

and disk drive

( 16 bit linear PCM

ProDisk-464. HD

al 44 lkHz

OUT: Eight balanced analog, optional AES/EBU,
SDIF-2, SPOIF, EIAJ.

IN Four to sixteen balanced analog. optional

60 min. up to 960 min. at 44.1kHz.

AES/EBU, SOIF.
OUT: Four to sixteen analog, optional AES/EBU. SOIF.

l

(516) 271-5600

120 min. expandable to 480 min.

optional digital AES/EBU. SOIF - 2. SPDIF. EIAJ.

: Dedicated editing rack- mounted. Proprietary touch

( screen display/controller.

iNo oversampling

Digital Dynamics

IN: Two balanced analog expandable to eight

•

i48kHz. 44.1kHz. 321iiiiz
+
( Continuously variable

Requires computer, from a Mac Plus up wit M RAM. IN: Four balanced expandable to sixty-four,

120 min. up to 720 min. at 44.1kHz.

Mac doesn't process audio. 8mm B/U, for 6 hours.

from 30 min. up to 3 hours per track.

16 bit linear PCM

analog anear optional digital
OUT: Four balanced expandable to sixty four,

(64X input, 4X output

analog and/or optional digital

"
:
•ii
Edillex Systems
44.056kHz
( IBM 386 w/Microsoft Windows
(818) 502-9100

16 bit linear PCM

kiddies, M/0 Disk. RAM buffer

Over sampling N/A
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NEC color

imullisynic screen. One 600M removable M/O
( disk per track, 380M HO Rotary storage

48kHz, 44.1kHz. 44.056kHz

(617) 891-6790

16 bit linear PCM

Opus E, HD

4X output

D

OUT: Four balanced analog w/propretary
ND oonverters, maximum of eight.

".."
Lexicon

IN: Four balanced analog wiproprietary
converters, maximum of eight

: Proprietary 386 with dedicated controller for

( editing. Edit controller w/meters. display,
: soft keys and Jog wheel 8mm B/U

IN: Four to twenty eight balanced analog or

220 min. for first side of four disks
Four disks record on both sides for a
total of 440 min., but must be flipped.
...Eight disks par system maximum.
209 min

up to 869 min

at 44.1kHz

for eight tracks at 44.1 Hz,

AES/EBU SPDIF, SDIF1-2
OUT: Four to twenty-e i
ght balanced analog or
AES/EBU, SPDIF, SD1F1-2.

•
•
New England Digital

1Hz to 100kHz, programmable

Mac fix, 16 color monitor w/256 color graphics

IN: Two, expandable to four, balanced or unbalanced.

240 min

(802) 295-5800

16 bit linear PCM

card, 80M HD, 4M RAM and trackball. 440M HD and

Optional AES/EBU, ProDigi, SOIF 2. O-2 oompatible

expandable to 480 min

PostPro SD HD and RAM

Up to 100k Hz

built-in 5.25* floppy drive for sequences and files

OUT Eight balanced expandable to 16.
Optional AES/EBU. ProDigl, SDIF.2. D-2 compatible.

Soundrruister

48kHz, 44.1kHz, 44.056kHz.

DOS compatible 80386, wr80387 co processor,

IN: Two or more proprietary digital inputs,

30 min to 120 min. per drive

(212) 787-5832

real time data conversion .

40MB HD

also AES/EBU. SPDIF. optional analog

at 44.1kHz

Syncram, HD and RAM buffer

16 bit PCM, 1bit OIS modulation

and choice of two floppies, keyboard,

optional monitor.

:64X input

OUT: Two or more proprietary digital inputs.

•

also AES/EBU. SPDIF. Optional analog.

:
Studer Revue

l48kHz, 44.1kHz, 44.056kHz, 32kHz to

(615) 254-5651
Dyaxis, HD

. 7kHz. ( 140 sample rates) AES/EBU.

to 640 M HO. SCSI based for up to six drives

iSPOIF, SDIF, PCM 601, Yamaha, IMS.
I16 bit linear
jOversampling N/A

Syrnetrix

( 64X input, 4)1 output

+

Mac 300MIPS Proprietary computer and system.

IN: Eight analog, optbnal AES/EBU. S/PDIF,

206 min. for eight tracks at 44.1kHz

Optional hardware control surface ($ 15, 500.001

SOIF 2, Mitsubishi X-86/880, PCM-3324/48

expandable to 1440 min.

w/eight moving faders. solo, mute, pan, monitor

OUT: Ten analoc out optional AES/EBU. S/PDIF.

Iand mix fader, transport controls. Records to

•
.

..

20 min. to 720 min. at 44.1kHz

•

( 18 bit linear PCM. 24 bit Internal
.

IN: Two analog or digital. Four with 2+2 model.
OUT: Two analog or digital. Four with 2.2

:
•

48kHz, 44.1kHz. 44:056kHz. 32kHz

(206) 282-2555
DPR100, HD

:Mac II, multi-forrnat audio processor and 105M up

SOIF 2,

Mitsubishi X-86/880, PCM-3324/48.

j630M HDs. Shuttle wheel slips partial or complete
itracks. SoftScreen interface, and backgrounding
:8mm backup.

t
r
Turtle Beach Softwork•
(71 7) 757-2348
56K, HD

i

.
•.

•

48kHz. 44.1kHz, 32kHz
( 16 bit
•
(64X

286 or 386 compatible, 56k- PC card, 56k- D

IN: Two AES/EBU, SPDIF, optional analog

digital audio interface, editing software.

OUT: Two AES/EBU, SPDIF, optional analog

Up to 52 min. at 44.1kHz

input. 8X output
4

4.

•
WaveFrame
(303) 447-1572
AudioFrarne. HD and/or RAM

44.1kHz and 44.056k Hz
(16 and/or 24 bit PCM
e
( 4X output

( 25MHz 386 computer w/4 M RAM. 40M HD, 1.2M

IN: Two to fifty-six. optional AES/EBU. S/POIF,

60 min. a 44.1kHz expandable to

( floppy, keyboard. mouse,

SOIF -182. PD DUB and PD.

720min. dynamically allocated.

19-

mon.color option..

.

Optional moving faders w/definable E0, reverb,
-.,
( send/return controls.

•
.
:
.

•
.
•

•

OUT: Eight to fitty-six. optional AES/EBU, S/PDIF,
SOIF -162, PD DUB and PD.

'
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Wide World of Workstations
How important are SMPTE and MIDI
sync?
How can the NAB's concession stands
charge $1.50 for asoda? (Sorry.)
There are other important questions.
How many systems does this company
have in operation? Where is alist of unbiased users who can answer
application-oriented questions about
how well the system works?

(continued from previous page)
How much storage is needed?
How will this system integrate into an
existing system?
Will this system replace an existing
console, or just the recorder?
How quickly will it perform editing
functions?
How readily does the architecture of
the system allow for future expansion?

What is their opinion of the manufacturer's commitment and support?
Will the new system allow you to increase your hourly rate? Check the "real"
rates of similar systems in your market.
If you are the first on the block, test your
clients' reaction to arate increase based
on the new system.
If they're not prepared to pay for arate
increase, make sure your pockets are deep

29

enough to eat the cost of the new system.
Buying amultitrack tape machine is
relatively simple compared to the
thought process necessary to make the
right decisions about which of these systems will best fit your needs.
With careful consideration, and asking'
alot of questions, you can save yourself
alot of major headaches.
Ty Ford is an independent audio consultant and regular contributor to RW. He is
currently writing an advanced production
book for Focal Press. Reach him by phone at
301-889-6201 or by MCI mail #347-6635.

Features At-A-Glance
:
SMPTE/
M 101

Time Compression

Internal

Channels

TEA: 24, 25 29.97 & 30 frame and

IBA

Eight. 150M HD upgradabie to
676 M HO.

drop- frame, master or slave.

.
;Digital

mixer, NM editing. Read tirne or auto: level,

! pan, time

Comments

Price

and Storacie : futures

ate.

+$
37,500.00

Includes Intel 80386 based computer w/ AKG

for basic system.

OSP ADC/DAC, 4.4 min, dedicated hardware

copy, move, delete and undo.

controller. 150M HD and keyboard. Up to three

¡Multi- speed search, scrub wheel, 7 autdloc points,

24, 25 29.97 & 30 frame and

Two per DR- 2. 170M HD
•
w/optional 768M

No

drop- frame, master or slave.

!2 sends/returns, connector for 6 function

extra 16M RAM cards, (4.4min) $4,500.00 each.

¡remote control and status indicator.

Optional AES/EBU & DAT/SPDIF I/O $ 1500.00.

$22,000.00 for Boss/2 with

: DR- 2 recorder is a proprietary design w/ 2 comm.

DR- 2's can be used with a controller without the
•
Boss/2 system if not required to control other

+ports, mull video sync, ext. SCSI port, internal time

three machine control interfaces

¡code reader/generator. Cut and paste N/D editing.

$10.000.00 for DR- 2 with

machines. DR- 2 has bulk in event playback memory. ,

¡Small remote contol board for transport control plus

15 min stereo.

Remote LCD screen for DR- 2 is optioned. Expandable

scrubbing and editing.

to 80 min stereo for $ 15,000.00. Optional 8mm

_

jape B/U for DR- 2, $5,000.00.

•
24, 25 29.97 & 30 frame and
drop- frame, master or slave.

Eight. Two

50% to 200%
,program

380 M

I-10s,

690,000.00 basic system w/two 380M HDs.

INA) editing to sample to level: Cut and paste, track

4

$145,000.00 for 8 inputs and four 380 MB

to four 380M HDs.¡ slipping, jog, copy, shunts. SMPTE sync./reader/

dependent

¡generator, ADR.

house/word sync, machine control. HDs. expandable. Includes file management,

24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

80% to 120%

Two to Sixteen. One 380M HD

drop-frame, master or slave,

program dependent

to eight 760M HDs.

eight input, rewritable M/0 archiving, extension
monitors, control surface cod.

EDL and CMX.

level, pan, lades. crossfades. ramps, loops, scrubs.

•

Optional I/0s: AES/EBU, SPOIF, PCM 701. F1,1610

•
.
555.000.00 to $150,000.00 for 16 channel
( External machine control, Wordtit automatic ADR

Optional erasable 850M Mr0 disk
B/U via FIDAT or optical disc. Optical Bill runs in

eight track hour storage.

! synch, WO editing, CIA and pasts. track slipping,

background. Digital VOs: $2000.00 for two channel

house or word sync, SCSI port.

SOIF, $6000.00 for four channel AES/EBU.

24, 25, 30 frame and drop- frame.

•
Auto punch In/out, cut, copy, paste, erase, fill, align $228,495.00 for analog four- track,

Four to sixty-four. One 670M
•
to 4020 M.

IBA

MIDI time code and MIDI

8 track system 542,000.00, 16 track

or/digital crossfade, scrubbing, waveform display

Optional HOs, digital 1/Os and B/Us. Records all
•
tracks slmuttauleously.

and editing to the sample level. Generates a SMPTE _$ 72, 000.00, 24 track 5110.00.00 to

clock w/song pointer.

EDL for editing. Multi- track or cue list screen modes. $279,995.00 for 32 In, 64 out.

Soundvave expansion

Four to eight. 600M M/O

or shaving

disks, plus 380M HD

30 frame and drop- frame.

Master or stave,

¡mukide sound storage.

..

iFour serial, 1 parallel pon with optional serial or

.
i$131,600.00

¡ parallel printer port. Random or linear editing. Auto-

and 8M or 12M RAM.

¡ assembly via SMPTE. CMX, ISO compatible EDLs on

.

+
i3.5"

24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

50% to 150%
..-

to four 1.20 HD*

up to four video or audio transports. Wild recording
to any track or direct to memory.

disk. (
optional 8" disks). Master and slave mode

In/eight out, 8mm B/U. edit controller to

¡ cut. copy, replace, loop, align. Auto in/out.

+
Options: extra disks, A/D D/A converters, time
compression.

$170,000.00 w/ lour HD*.

¡Simultaneous eight hade record. Single channel

Master or slave.

Uses rewritable optical disks for audio. Controls

monitor, keyboard, mouse,

¡Digital 8x2 mixer, real time: ievel,_pan, crossfades,_i 5110.000.00 for one 1.2G HD, four analog

• Ninety-nine. One 1.20 HD

drop- frame, LTC, NTSC. PAL.

Four optical and

one hard disk, Internal computer,

)croestades.
•

-i
24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

50-200% optional

Eight to sixteen. Two to tour

á
.1
$129,600.00
(Mac-based EditView audio editing program. N/0

droptrame. VITC.

program dependent

500M HDs.

lout paste, copy, looping, track and event slip,

eight sapling vioces, 4M sampling

MIDInet, 76- note velocity pressure keyboard.

Iin-sync sound design. Auto- punch in/out, scrubbing.
i
¡auto- assembly via MIDI, SMPTE, and CMX.

RAM. w/Mac and System. Average

Autoconforrn software for CMX EDLs, machine

system price $ 175,000.00 to

control, 2G optical WORM. disk, Syndavier

¡Waveform edit to sample level.
•

9190,000.00.

•

No

24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

Two per drive. 190M, 380M,
760M HDI, to 650M and

drop- frame. NTSC and PAL.

50%-200%

$22,500.00 for two channel, expandable.

¡_ Ten times_play speed for B/U. Real time digital
N/D cut, paste, copy, looping, track and event slip,

Options: VITC reader, controller/editor/locator.

Optional: fiber optic link, syncs for external
machines, CMX EDL conversion, analog VOs,
+programmable

1

remote pad.

auto or manual punch iri/out.
t

.

droptrame, (optional VITC)

eight track,

¡processing: E0, revert.. delay echo, pitch change.

1G rewritable M/0 disks.
•

24. 25. 29.97, 30 frame and

for

Options: MIDI time code box, word dock.

Limited only by drive capacity. ! Timescaling, N/D cut and paste, paste to time

$8030.00 ( not including Mac), analog

One 105M HO to six 640M HDs,

processor, w/105M HO. $ 13,000.00 for

System sync for reading/writing VITC, LTC, iodes

320M HD (60 mln.), $ 16,000.00 for digital

to house dock. Abekas Interface control. DSP card

code, ambience file, ramps, crossfacies, ducking
lenvelops, level, pan, mutes. Internal mixing,

ir tracks.

-t

VO, 640M HD for 120 min., to 442,000.00
$
for 2.5 GS HD for 512 min.

24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

TBA 50-200%

Forty. Two to fourteen

drop- frame, VITC, MIDI Time code,

program dependent

K1OM HD* or 1.20 HO.

¡ Simukaneous 8Tr recording. 40Tr mixing:1n blocks
of 8, cut and paste to sample level. Real time events:

Level 2: 595,500.00, sync board, digital VO..

$79,950.00 for level 1 eight track

Level 3: $ 129,500.00. 2nd disk file processor,

to $ 159,500.00 for level low.

¡mooted«. ramps, E0, compression, limiting. gating Shipping Summer or Fall '90.

word dock.

for meters and time scaling. 2+2 model a 4 in/out.
>

four additional HD's, 18 to 24 bit conversion. 40
1trade internal operation.

¡full dynamic automation/recall, external machine

Level Fou

$ 15950000

42 simultaneous analog and digital inputs & outputs,

!contrat A virtual recording studio.

comprised of digital effect send/returns/inserts
+
•
I

....

-

+ plus

8 inputs, 8 channel outputs, stereo mix output,

6 inserts, lour sends/returns per track, extra HOs.

•
24. 25. 29.97. 30 frame and

WA

Two. One 80M to 650M HO.

and frequency analysis. MIDI and SMPTE ( read

droptrame, or MIDI time code.
Master or stave.

„,,

•

4

24, 25, 29.97, 30 frame and

! Two track system with WO editing. Real time ED

No

Í.write). EDL cut and paste. Digital level scaling,
.
i
. reversing,

phase inversion and manual or automatic

icrosslades.

Four to eight. One 300M HD

drop- frame, VITC, NTSC, PAL, MIDI,

to five 1.20 HOo ( more

int/ext sync ( video or word clock).

wl external chassis). 8M
to 90M RAM.

All digital processing and routing. Simultaneous
r
¡
.8Tr

recording. Up to 48 channels internal mixing on

•: 64 point digital patch bay. N/D editing, Real time

Options: 56KA ND DM converters. Larger HOs.

$2689.00 for 56K- PC digital card
and 56*- D digital interface, cable, software.
(needs computer and DAT). $3684.00 for

4.

same system with 56K analog converter
(requires computer). Shipping June '90.

$48,030.00 for tour track recorder
w/60 min., two in/eight out. 592,480.00
, for

eight idout, 120 min. with16 ch dig/tat

Digital processing. Composite and house sync at
,44.1kHz,

or 44.056kHz. High res, monitors.

Options: removable rewritabie M/0 disks. sound

ievents: E0, revert), panning with full dynamic

mixer ( parametric E0. revert). $ 249,530

libraries for siunpler. Prosonus, Valentino

¡automation and recall. Sampler can use EDL. 8mm

for recording, mixing, sampling system

SFX, Digeftects. Sonic Images, Audio Media and

¡backup on systems with disk recording or sampling.

w/coior monitor and tape B/U.

¡Sampler option includes 300+ instrument samples.

'Pacific
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PCs Infiltrate Test Gear Arena
by Paul Rebmann
Atlanta GA Exhibits at this year's
NAB convention helped demonstrate the
infiltration of the personal computer into
radio broadcasting's technical operations.
From computer based test equipment
to amodulation monitor that allows remote indication and function control via
a PC interface, broadcast equipment
manufacturers are providing ameans to
cope with the industry trend toward
smaller technical staffs.
The controversy over Eric Small's ModMinder attracted many to the Modula-

tion Sciences booth. The ModMinder ignores peaks of less than one millisecond
and provides acount of the number of
peaks occurring during the past minute.
When located at the transmitter site for
greater accuracy, the unit permits the
modulation to be monitored at the studio using either astandard remote control system or aPC connected through
the RS-232 I/O.
Small announced that an optional advanced software package will be out
soon to provide a20-minute scan of peak
occurrences versus modulation level.
Modulation Sciences is also planning
to introduce an RF front end this sum-

mer, according to Small, which would
end dependence upon aseparate modulation monitor or radio to operate the
ModMinder.
Frequency agility
Belar was showing several new items,
including afrequency agile RF amp, the
RFA4, expected to be available in July.
Belar has completed its current FM series of monitors with the SCM-2 SCA
monitor.
In addition to the 67 kHz SCA, the
SCM-2 can monitor any three other SCA
frequencies by way of front panel select
switches once the interchangeable clock
oscillators have been installed.
The FMM-4A automatic FM frequency
monitor accurately checks the FM carrier,
19 kHz pilot, and SCA frequencies providing off-frequency alarms for each.
Amo Meyer of Belar described anew
FM unit expected out this summer that
is designed to reduce errors produced by
aggressive processing. The unit will be
similar to the Belar stereo TV monitor,
according to Meyer.
In addition to a sliding one minute
window to count peaks of frequent
recurrence, Meyer said the new unit will
utilize a very accurate technique that
does not use sharp cut-off low pass
filters. Such filters can introduce considerable error with heavily processed
signals.
The monitor will also remove short

spikes of less than 180 microseconds introduced by ringing filters in the broadcast chain, according to Meyer.
In other booths, TFT introduced an
economy version of the model 844A FM
modulation monitor, the 884. Using the
same technology as the top of the line
monitor, the 884 has fewer features, allowing it to sell for $1100 less than the
844A.
QEI was showing the model 691 FM
modulation monitor with acouple of improvements. The peaks per minute
counter now follows the peak modulation thumbwheel setting instead of being limited to factory calibration of a
preset level.
The QEI monitor now accommodates
two SCAs with frequency changes accomplished by changing plug-in cards.
Antenna monitoring goes digital
Digital technology is prominent in the
AM antenna monitor field. Potomac Instruments introduced the 1900 series of
AM antenna monitors featuring digital
readouts; it can be repaired in the field.
The new antenna monitor provides easy
interfacing with remote control units as
well as simultaneous remote and local
operation.
The Gorman-Redlich digital antenna
monitor has asmaller chassis, making it
more portable for consultants to use in
the field.
Delta Electronics, which also makes a
digital antenna monitor, did not show
any new equipment this year, but was
attracting interest in the splatter monitor for measuring NRSC compliance.
(continued on page 35)

It's the sound that makes people listen...
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Planning anew
studio or RF plant?
Want to upgrade
your existing
facilities?

Rely on
Harris Allied Systems
Harris Broadcast Division is one
of the world's largest and most
respected manufacturers of television
and radio transmitters, antennas
and related RF products. The Harris
tradition includes more than 50
broadcast " firsts." Harris also leads
the way with solid state VHF transmitters and high efficiency UHF
transmitters and FM transmitters.
Harris Allied Broadcast Equipment
is the world's leading distributor of
broadcast audio and related studio
equipment. The largest selection of
radio products in the world are
represented—over 5000 from more
than 250 manufacturers.
P. 0.

13 0 X 4290

•

I
I II I
Together, Allied and Harris offer
you the total program management
resources you need to successfully
carry out broadcast related construction or renovation projects of
any size and complexity.
Rely on Harris Allied Systems—
the proven design, engineering and
program management team for
broadcasters worldwide.

HAP/MS
AI_LIED

Beat Listener Fatigue
The VIGILANTE'S unique clipper/filter circuitry utilizes
distortion elimating techniques that allow you to control the
loudness versus quality tradeoff The VIGILANTE uses a
combination of multiband high frequency limiting and
user-controlled threshold levels, giving you the power to
limit the shrill of acrashing cymbal without losing the
clarity, brightness, or impact of mid-range vocals.

Don't get left behind.
216-241-EDGE

SYSTEMS

217-222-8290

QUINCY,

IL

6 2305-4290

C)HARRIS/ALLIED 1990

"Literature Only" Circle 29

...and loud with no audio fatigue.
These are the qualities that make the
VIGILANTE Multiband Limiter from
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
the processor of choice for the hottest
stations in New York, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Cleveland...just to name afew.

"Call me, I'm interested" Circle 70

FAX: 216-621-2801
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES, INC
2501 West Third St.

Cleveland, Ohio 44113

Circle 64 On Reader Service Card

Who's Setting The Pace For
Fri Transmitter Technology?

Fill 35B

When it comes to making claims about
technological developments in FM trandn
the record is very clear.
Broadcast Electronics:
First to introduce aPropotonal VSWR Fold back System.
First to introduce " PWM Automatic Power Control" with " Soft Start".
First to offer abuilt-in synchronous AM test port.
First to design asingle tube high power 30kW FM Transmitter.
First to introduce asingle tube 10kW FM Transmitter with a4CX7500A tube.
First to introduce asingle tube 3.5kW FM Transmitter with a4CX3500A tube.
First to introduce aMicroprocessor Video Diagnostic System.
First to offer built-in, PC based, transmitter remote control.
•

First to offer astandard synchronous FM booster option.
And, Broadcast Electronics again sets the world standard for FM Exciters
with the new FX 50 which stands alone in audio performance with 93 dB
SIN and .003% THD and IMD.

State of the Art Leadership
Stereo technology, only B.E. designs it all - AM, FM and TV
stereo generators.

Patented Innovations
Broadcast Electronics has the largest and most skilled engineering
staff dedicated to the radio broadcast equipment industry. Significant
FM transmitter design patents awarded to B. E.:

• Folded Half-wave Output Cavity, patented 1982.
• Internal Second Harmonic Suppressor patented 1982.
la Broadband Input Impedance Matching Circuit,
patented 1985.

Broadcast Electronics is the only major FM transmitter manufacturer
who aesigns and manufactures its own solid state intermediate power
amplifier ( IPA).
All products are backed by B.E.'s 24 hour parts and service and a
strict quality assurance program.
The result of this commitment to state-of-the-art innovation is acomplete
line of RF products, designed to provide you with years of reliable
service. Certainly it's clear who is setting the standards for FM
transmitter technology!

Put our engineering expertise to work for you. Contact International Sales at Telefax (217) 224-9607
or the Elmadcast Electronics Representative in pur area.
BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 N. 24th ST., P.O. BOX 3806, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A., PHONE (217) 224-9600, TELEX 250142, FAX ( 217) 224-9607
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2619 Midpoint Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • ( 303)
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SERIES
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$6,499
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/18 CHANNELS $8,893
FEATURES

• Totally Modular Console- Input modules, Output modules, Option modules
Ease of Service
Ease of Installation
Ease of Expansion
• Three Mainframe Sizes-8channels, 18 channels, 28 channels
Full Metering
Timer on All models
Talkback to "2" studios
• Ultrahigh Quality Construction and design
Penny and Giles 3000 Series slide faders
VCA's
ITT Schadow switchs
Gold connectors—IC's socketed—regulated power supply
• 3 Stereo Output Buses
• 2 Internal Mix- minus Buses for 'Telephone'
• Option Modules-D.A.'s, Mono Mixes, Remote Selectors, Etc.
• Comprehensive Logic system
Start and stop sources by isolated internal reed relays
Remote channel On and Off control with Tally lamps for turrets
Flashing OFF switchs for cart machine status
Three muting buses for Control room and two studios
Timer reset selectable on each module
Monitor DIM function during cue and talkback

?.24-2248
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arrakis
SYSTEMS, INC.
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mode, they explained, which
radiates in adirection perpendicular to the helix axis. The
second is the axial mode, yielding radiation with major lobes
along the helix axis. The third
transmission systems.
is the conical mode, which
The helical-beam antenna,
they concluded, is essentially a produces two major lobes of
simple conductor, wound into a radiation about 40° to each side
helical shape and placed over a of the helical axis.
In its testing of the antenna's
ground plane. Generally speaking, the helix can radiate in potential modes, the Shively
several different modes, how- team found that the impedance
ever, they point out that only bandwidth of the axial mode
three of these are of particular helical-beam antenna has good
broadband characteristics. Even
interest in this application.
One is the so-called normal though the actual value of the
driving point impedance
seemed high at about 135 ohms,
the important characteristic is
that the impedance coordinate
does not change much over a
wide range of frequencies.
They said this means that

FM Systems for Today's Terrain
Engineering Session Tackles Gamut
From Antennas to Overshoot Control
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA As restrictions
tighten for antennas atop buildings and mountaintops, the
need for a truly broadband
high-power circularly polarized

NAB show in a paper by George Harris and Robert Baker
with Shively Labs.

Conquering urban perils
The team endured many
antenna has increased dramathours of research to investigate
ically.
By employing an axial-mode new styles of antennas that
helix, the characteristics of a would conquer the perils of urpseudo-frequency-independent ban locations and today's more
antenna are exhibited, accord- demanding operational specifiing to information given at the cations on FM antennas and

Be prepared.
For the
first real
improvement
in AM sound
in more than
adecade.

The future offers real promise for AM radio.
NRSC AM radios are almost here, factory-installed
in new cars. Soon, home stereos and portable
sets will also be NRSC-equipped.
NRSC (National Radio Systems Committee)
has created avoluntary national transmission
standard that makes wideband high-fidelity AM
radios practical. As broadcasters adopt the NRSC
standard, receiver manufacturers can extend and
flatten their frequency response without risk of
increasing the audibility of interference.
Is your station prepared?
The 9100B NRSC-standard OPTIMOD-AM®
is the first choice of AM stations concerned
about improving their sound to compete with
FM. OPTIMOD-AM sounds great on both the
new NRSC receivers and on the millions of
narrow-band receivers already in the field that
will be in use for years to come.
When replacing older-style processors with
OPTIMOD-AM, stations experience asignificant
increase in coverage area. And when replacing
any processor, stations experience adramatic
improvement in sound quality, on both voice and
music, with no sacrifice of loudness.
Superior sound is an important part of an
overall strategy to increase ratings and profits.
With OPTIMOD-AM, your announcers' voices
will have presence and impact, while still
sounding very clean. Music will have real bass,
with punch and warmth, not boom. The highs
will seem to open up. And loudness and tonal
balance will be consistent from source to source.
OPTIMOD-AM can be configured to operate
optimally in mono, CQUAM® stereo, or Kahn
stereo. Mono units can be field-upgraded later to
stereo by simply plugging in additional cards.
Be prepared. Call your Orban Broadcast
Products Dealer for more information on
OPTIMOD-AM 9100B, or call us direct.

«ban
a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.

645 Bryant St., San Francisco, California 94107 USA
Telex 17-1480
FAX (
415) 957-1070
Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
8 OPTIMOD-AM is a registered trademark of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
8 C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
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The team
endured many
hours of research
to investigate
new styles of
antennas that
would conquer
the perils of
urban
locations. . .
with the appropriate matching
networks, this element would
exhibit many favorable impedance bandwidth characteristics.
Overshoot control
In the same session on FM
systems engineering and improvement, Greg Ogonowski of
Modulation Index spoke on a
new approach to FM composite
bandwidth overshoot control.
The most common technique,
he said, has been composite
baseband clipping, which is
controversial because it causes
signal degradation and because
early implementations that
clipped the pilot could violate
FCC rules.
If a system is modeled as a
high-pass filter with a single
dominant pole, Ogonowski has
derived aformula that can be
used to compute the percentage
of overshoot.
Since the composite baseband overshoot problem is
caused by afrequency response
discrepancy, Ogonowski maintains it can be corrected to a
nearest approximation with an
equalizer. This is alinear solution, he said, to alinear problem.
Unlike the composite baseband clipper, no distortion and
aliasing products are produced,
thereby making it a far more
desirable solution to the overshoot problem of composite
baseband signals, according to
Ogonowski.
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PCs Invade Testing
(continued from page 30)
Harry Gardner of Delta presented a
paper, "Maintenance Procedures Simplified Using Stereo Noise during the radio engineering seminars. In it he outlined some of the uses of the SNG-1 stereo noise generator, which can generate
the properly weighted (USASI) pulsed
noise for NRSC testing.
Gardner also mentioned in his paper
that the Potomac Instruments QA-100
QuantAural audio program analyzer has
a setting that duplicates the inverse of
the USASI curve, providing an excellent
companion instrument to the SNG-1 for
audio testing.
Test CD
A test CD was introduced by Sound
Technology for use with its 3000 and
1500 series of test systems, which were
also being shown at the convention.
The CD can replace a standalone
programmable generator at aremote location to test asystem using one of the
ST analyzers. The Sound Technology CD
contains frequency sweeps as well as the
FSK codes that the analyzers use for automated testing.
Another new product in the Sound
Technology booth was the RIA4000 realtime program/acoustic analyzer.
The RTA-4000 incorporates some new
features, with more being planned. A
Centronics printer port allows printouts
of the display and an RS-232 serial port
allows control from aPC with optional
software.
There is also an option for performing
RT-60 reverberation analysis. The base
price of the RIA4000 is $5950.
Series introduction
Neutrik introduced the Audiograph
3300 series to its line of test equipment,
which includes the TT402A test set and
the Al test system.
The Audiograph is amodular system
based on a mainframe containing the
power supply, control circuitry and a
chart recorder. Various modules can be
attached to the 3302 mainframe to configure acustomized test set to meet the
specific needs of the user.
With the 3337 analyzer attached, the
system can perform all of the basic audio measurements including level, frequency, total harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
The 3302/3337 system is priced at $4927
and makes an extremely portable test
set. Other available modules include
separate input and output modules,
tracking receive filter, phase module,
and noise generator/tracking send filter,
among others.
The TT402A test set includes aparallel printer port for graphic or textual
printouts of test results. The Al system
has an option allowing test sequences as
defined in CCITT recommendation 0.33
to be sent or received.
Both units are available with optional
RS-232 serial ports.
The Audio Precision System One was
demonstrated performing the various
tests within its capabilities, including the
CCITT 0.33 sequence, which is available
on CD for testing from aremote location.
The System One is a modular computer based testing system, with the basic unit consisting of either single or dual
channel generator and analyzer.

The digital signal processing (DSP) option allows enhanced analog measurements, including waveform analysis and
FFT spectrum analysis of signals up to
80 kHz.
A digital input/output option is also
available to test DAT and CD decks using either professional (AES/EBU) or
consumer (SPDIF/EIAJ) interface without converting to the analog domain.
The basic single channel input/output
System One sells for $5995 with adual
channel system configured for DSP and
digital selling for $13,350. Units with only
the dual channel generator or analyzer
are priced at $3400 and $4900 respectively. An IBM compatible computer is
required to operate the System One.
The System One also can perform a
complete automated alignment of Studer
A820, A812, A810, or A807 tape decks
with the technician required only to adjust the head azimuth at the proper
point in the procedure.
High speed testing
A new high speed test system was introduced by Schmid. Designed to test
networks while in use, the entire test
procedure takes less than five seconds.
The test system includes units that automatically switch from program to test
mode to allow for minimum disruption
of the normal program.
The system, used in Europe and
Canada, costs over $25,000 and also conforms to CCITT 0.33 recommendations.
Avcom was showing a portable RF
spectrum analyzer which could be of use
to radio broadcasters.
The PSA-65A covers afrequency range
of 2MHz to 1000 MHz, but can be extended down to 200 kHz with a10 kHz
resolution bandwidth option and up to
4.2 GHz with external frequency extenders.
The $2855 base price makes the PSA65A apractical spectrum analyzer for the
radio industry.
Keeping tabs on RF
In the RF radiation measurement
arena, Holaday Industries showed anew
foam spacer for its probes, in compliance
with FCC guidelines for making measurements around metallic objects.
The $55 spacer works with either the
electric or magnetic field probes in the
Holaday HI-3002 measurement kit. The
HI-3002 sells for $3895 and measures
from 500 kHz to 6 GHz.
The HI-3320 data logger can be connected to the HI-3002 to make automatic
readings while climbing atower. The HI3320 is $1645; the price for the data logger and the HI-3002 when purchased together is $5000.
Narda was showing aradiation monitor that covers the FM and VHF broadcast bands and measures both electric
and magnetic fields with one probe.
The model 8512 has afrequency range
of 50-220 MHz and is priced at $1675.
Not new, but also on display were Dorrough's model 1200 stereo signal test set
and the Radio Design Labs AMS-1 synchronous AM noise monitor.
Radio Design Labs also featured anew
addition to its line of Stick-Ons; the
latest one is for the NRSC AM standard.

If You
Thought You
Couldn't Afford
ITC Quality...

...Think Again!
The new ITC Series 1cart machine has all the features
and durability ITC is famous for, with a price that's
realistic for any size budget. Pound the buttons, ram the
carts in, give it your worst. The Series 1 is designed to
take anything you can dish out, play after play. Don't be
fooled by the price tag, this is not a cheap "economy
model". The newest advances in mechanical and
electrical technology have been incorporated into the
Series 1 to provide premium quality and faultless
operation. Call Broadcast Supply West today and find out
how easy it is to purchase aquality Series 1machine.

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSVV . 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114

Paul Rebman is CE at Orlando's WEZY-FM/
WLKF-AM and afrequent contributor to RW.
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Flexibility Key for Processing
New Products Allow Users to Tailor
Sound to Meet Their Individual Needs
by Alan Carter
Atlanta GA So you want
your station to sound different?
Even if your crosstown rival
has the same processing equipment, manufacturers at NAB
said it doesn't matter. Gear on
the market, they maintained, allows engineers the versatility to
obtain apersonalized sound.
Processing and flexibility
seemed to go hand in hand.
"Loudness is subjective,"
Gentner Engineering VP Bill
Gillman said. Therefore, it is
only natural for processing
equipment to allow astation to
tune the gear to suit its wants.
New alternatives
Among the new equipment,
Gentner displayed the Lazer
digital FM limiter/stereo generator and Prizm digital audio

June or mid-July.
The Lazer and Prizm can be
used individually or together to,
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The Laser digital FM limiter/stereo generator, from Gentner

as Gentner maintained, make a
station "the brightest spot" on
the dial.
A digital version of the Audio
Prism, the Prizm features push

Gentner's Prizm is a digital version of the Audio Prism.

processor. Shipment of the
Lazer is expected by June, according to Gillman, and the
Prizm should be shipped by late

said, to obtain ahigher dynamic
range. The Audio Signature can
do everything adigital processing unit can, he said.
Features of the Audio Signature include separate wideband
and multiband control, which
can go from little or no processing to an aggressive sound.

broadcast industry and to
recording studios.
The Lazer, Gentner said, is
designed to give stronger stereo
separation to acomposite signal
while staying within legal
modulation limits.
The Lazer has eight separate
presets, to allow an engineer to

button control, digital exactitude and repeatability to multiband processing. The Prizm is
going to be marketed to the
'- "
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Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!

fine tune the sound and compare avariety of settings. Its 3band processing is phase linear.
Seeking a balance
Orban Sales Manager Howard
Mullinack also noted that engineers want away to adjust for
a "proper balance between loudness and listener fatigue!'
On the floor from Orban was
the 4000A Transmission Limiter
designed to protect transmission systems from peak overload without side effects or artifacts.
The main automatic gain control (AGC) stage of the 4000A is
a gated, dual-band limiter
somewhat similar to the
Optimod-FM, according to Orban. However, several changes
were made more suited to the
transmission function limiter.
Orban noted that the 4000A
cannot create a "competitively
processed" sound with pop
music like the Optimod.
Orban also had aproduction
model of the 290RX Adaptive

The Audio Signature also has
adjustable multiband crossovers, real-time analysis
monitoring, eight-position audio diagnostic metering, fourmemory recall sound settings
and IBM PC or automation remote control capability.
Cutting Edge Technologies
showed its Vigilante multiband
limiter at the Broadcasters
General Store exhibit. Also at

the exhibit were the California
Digital DigiMod 2000 Optimod
replacement cards.

The DCE has flexible multiformat I/O, independent compressor and expander and is
available with 99 user presets.
The DDP is amultiple function
processor operating on a16-bit
linear PCM format.
In the area of processing effects, Eventide announced an
internal sampler board option
(HS322) for all H3000 UltraHarmonizers. The option adds
16-bit, 44.1 kHz sampling.
In the realm of general audio
effects equipment, Dolby announced that its newest digital
audio coding process, Dolby
AC-2, is being licensed for use
in OEM decoders. Dolby AC-2
is a spectrum-adaptive transform coding process for
professional- quality audio
transmission and storage at
greatly reduced data rates.
Dolby AC-2is incorporated in
professional Dolby DP501 and
DP502 encoders and decoders
operating at 128 kBs, one-sixth
the data rate of conventional linear 16-bit PCM.
And also on display at the
convention was a previous
product introduction from
Yamaha, which showed its
DMP7 digital mixing processor.
Other product introductions
included the MASLC audio accessory plug-in module from

Wide offering
Aphex had the new Expressor
compressor/limiter, aprocessor
with "special features" includ-

Logitek, astereo peak limiter and
RMS compressor with four DA
outputs; aproduction version of
the Model 706 FM stereo generator with FMX option from Invonics; and the 8000 series
modular system for various tasks
called "The Frame" from INS.

ing adjustable high frequency
expansion designed to counteract the dulling effect of high
compression ratios, and the
spectrum phase refractor (SPR),
to correct bass delay anomaly
associated with the recording
and reproduction processes.
Valley International showed
its digital compressor/expander
(DCE) that has been available
since January, according to
President Norman Baker. Available in early '91 will be the company's digital dynamics processor (DDP).

McCurdy introduced several
new products including amultibus on-air automation system;
the TIF800 telephone hybrid
frame and TIF951 telephone interface and DTMF decoder.
dbx under the aegis of AKG
and Orban featured its line of
noise reduction modules.
Also, of interest in the Inovonics booth was ademonstration of Noise Free Radio by its
inventor, George Yazell. Yazell
generated interest in his system
which uses narrowband FM to
improve AM.

• Satellite Programming
Systems
• Music Systems
• Live Assist
Programming
Ill Cart Recorders/Players
• Carousels®
▪ SMC/Otari ARS-1000
Players
• Otan iProduction
Recorders
II CD Live Assist
Systems
• Audi- Cord Recorders/
Players

SONO-MAG CORPORATION
1833 Hovey Ave., Normal, IL 61761-4394
Phone 309-452-5313

FAX 309-452-2521
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Orban's 4000A transmission limiter

Enhancement Processor, which
adds high frequency harmonics
without distortion, increases
high frequency brightness and
provides single-ended noise
reduction.
Flexibility outlined
Keeping in line with the trend
toward flexibility, CRL Systems
showed the Audio Signature.
The company's Chuck Adams
said the device allows for different processing at different times
of the day.
Processing also is analog, he

All Systems Go!
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This studio was installed 5 hours after it was delivered.
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Console Innovation
by Tom Osenkowsky
Atlanta GA With the ever-changing
needs of today's broadcaster comes an
abundant selection of control boards to
meet individual station requirements.
Over the years, control boards have
taken on new faces and now provide
numerous functions that their predecessors lacked.
Business agreements
News from the console arena included
not only new products but new agreements as well. For example, Neve,
known for its production consoles, has

Where's
that phone
number?
Find it fast in
the new 1990
Radio World
Annual
Your Source For ...
Manufacturer,
Supplier, NAB and
FCC Phone Listings
As Well As ...
Product Information,
Company Profiles,
Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's
1989 Editorial
Index,
Reference
Material,
and More ...

entered into an exclusive agreement with
Orion Research to manufacture and distribute the Orion line of audio consoles
for the TV, broadcast and production
markets.
Orion products feature alldigital control architecture with disk-based ReMem
storage of 32 setups, covering all console
parameters. The Orion series is available in four configurations.
Neve also announced an exclusive
agreement with Wheatstone Corp. to
distribute that company's line of broadcast consoles in the Canadian market.
Wheatstone is known for its SP-5and
SP-6production consoles, as well as the
A-500, A-20EX and A-32EX modular design radio consoles.
Wheatstone offers well built, high
quality consoles at affordable midrange
prices. Wheatstone specs are typically
.003% THD and clean square wave response, with built-in machine interfacing and speech/music busses and
clock/timer.
Proven in the field
For broadcasters wanting a durable,
field proven design, the LPB Signature
III provides achoice of 6, 8or 10 channel mono/stereo configuration. Rotary
step attenuators are used as faders, input and output connections are via easyto-wire barrier strips.
LPB also features the Citation II console which debuted at NAB '89. The Citation II is modeled after the Citation I,
which has aten year proven track record. Sporting sliding faders, three inputs
per fader, and now a lower standard
price, the Citation II is agenuine contender in the console arena.
Arrakis Systems introduced its new
1500 Series console featuring DC controlled switching, three stereo, two telco
mix minus busses, and pre-fader
processing patchpoints.
The 15000 series consoles are available
in 8, 18, and 28 channel configurations.
Standard are digital timer and mono

mixdown outputs.
Arrakis is known for the 5000, 10000,
12000, and SC-Turbo Series consoles.
With the wide range of features and
number of channels throughout the series, the needs of any broadcaster can be
met by an Arrakis product. And you can
add to that the Arrakis Modulux
cabinetry—custom built, attractively
priced and UPS ground shippable.
Tradition in consoles
Broadcast Electronics has been known
for many years as the maker of the 50A,
150A, 250A and 350A lines of rotary consoles.
In keeping with the times, BE introduced the Mix Trak 90 series, featuring sliding attenuators. NAB '90 saw the
expansion of the MT-90 series to 21 channels.
The MT90 is the result of extensive
market research and features all gold
contacts, no edge connectors, three mix
minus busses, processor patch points,
and built-in clock/timer.
Also, the MT-90 has built-in automatic
source sequencing, allowing walkaway
time for the operator. The MT90 is well
built, user friendly and is backed by a
company with over 30 years of broadcast
product manufacturing experience.
Radio Systems RS series consoles were
introduced at NAB '88. Over 260 boards
now are operating in the field. Each console is available in 6, 12 or 18 channel
configurations.
Full logic, DC control, patch points,
talkback, clock/timer and sophisticated
machine interface make the RS series a
console to consider for the quality conscious broadcaster in the market for an
affordable console.
Rugged remote start switches and VCA
faders are standard. The RS series consoles are backed by atwo year warranty.

put modules can be chosen to provide
auser-friendly layout. A variety of machine control options are available via external interface modules.
Impressive specifications, standard
clock/timer, two mix minus busses and
the Pacific Recorders name make the entire series attractive to the on-air as well
as production market.
New from the company is the PrimeLine stock cabinetry for the entire line of
PR&E consoles.
With solid wood construction, modular design, availability in sit-down or
stand-up configuration and avariety of
equipment housings, PrimeLine is
offered as acost-effective solution to studio furniture needs for the budget conscious broadcaster.

Digital Destiny
One new offering at the show was
more aconsole concept than an actual
product. Auditronics showed the Destiny 2000, asurprise prototype of the radio industry's first sliding toward adigital console design.
The console has only digital controls
and ahigh speed digital data bus connects the control to analog electronics located in a rackmountable equipment
rack.
Auditronics is looking ahead to the
time when digital electronics can replace
the analog circuitry in the Destiny 2000,
and notes that avariety of customization
and upgrades can be added to the system at alater date, via software changes.
Still in the design stage, Auditronics
showed the Destiny 2000 at this year's
NAB convention in the hope of obtaining the necessary industry feedback that
will allow it to become a real product
offering in the future.
With the wide variety of mixing consoles available to the broadcaster, needs
ranging from those of the most complex
postproduction facility to the small marCustomized consoles
Pacific Recorders & Engineering is a ket daytime AM station can be economically met with quality, reliability, and
well respected name in the broadcast inspecifications that far surpass those of
dustry. Well known for its AMX, ABX,
not so very long ago.
STX, the popular BMX and Radiomixer
consoles, PR&E offers the ability to cusTom Osenkowsky is aconsulting engineer
tomize aconsole to specific studio needs.
With avariety of mainframe sizes, in- and occasional contributing writer for RW.
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Why pay thousands more . . .
The SX-87-MUX combines the isolation afforded by its unique BiDirectional
amplifier with a high speed feed and return path multiplexing scheme to provide
constant nulls approaching 40dB in actual usage.
— No elaborate auto nulling schemes
— No fancy echo canceling digital algorithms
— No wallet shrinking price tag
The only thing elaborate about the SX-87-MUX is its performance!
Before you mortgage your next hybrid, consider buying one of ours. The only real
difference is the price!
NOTE: Direct replacement SX-87-MUX logic boards are now
available for all existing SX-87's. Upgrade yours
today. Only S148.00 FOB.
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New Business Deals
Atlanta GA In addition to the usual
flurry of activity surrounding manufacturers and vendors at NAB convention
time, a flurry of mergers, acquisitions
and business dealings invariably surfaces as the show convenes.
In additon to news of a joint agreement between console manufacturers
Wheatstone and Neve (see related, story,
this issue) several other companies became part of the show's business news.
Studer's new ownership
From Baden, Switzerland came word
that multi-conglomerate Motor-Columbus Group-owned SAEG Refindus
Holding Inc. will acquire the total share
capital of the Zurich-based Studer Revox
Group.
Dr. Willi Studer, former company
leader, will step down and a Board of
Management formed by company President Dr. Leo Wehrli, Eugen Sporri and
Bruno Hochstrasser will assume his
duties.
SAEG promised operational independence to Studer Revox, manufacturer of professional audio equipment.
SAEG, a product of the merger between the Swiss-American Electric Co.
and the Refindus Holding Inc., noted its
goal to acquire technology-oriented companies. Its stock is traded at the Stock Exchanges of Zurich, Basle and Geneva.
Studer Revox currently employs approximately 1800 people throughout the
world. Studer Revox exports about 90%
of its products manufactured in Switzerland and in German factories.
Alpha Audio and Mid-Atlantic
In adomestic business development,
Richmond, VA-based Alpha Audio announced that it had formed amanufacturing and marketing agreement with
Mid-Atlantic Venture Capital to increase
production of its DR-2 Hard- Disk
Recorder, introduced at the NAB show.
The agreement was reached in the
week just prior to the start of the convention, but not announced until anews
conference on the exhibit floor.
The ownership and management of
Alpha Audio Automation Systems Division and of its parent company, Alpha
Recording Corporation, will not be affected in any way, according to President
Nick Colleran.
Valley International in Chapter 11
Meanwhile Franklin, TN- based
processing manufacturers Valley International Inc. announced that it had filed
Chapter 11 reorganization 13 February as
it mediates claims against a contract
manufacturer, according to Valley President Norman Baker.
"This action became necessary to preserve claims which our company has
against acontract manufacturer of Valley products and to protect new suppliers until this conflict can be resolved!'
he said in aprepared statement.
Valley entered into an agreement with
the supplier to begin delivery of asubstantial portion of the Valley product line
effective July 1988, Baker said.
But he explained that the supplier
failed to deliver the goods on time and
in the quantities agreed upon. These actions forced Valley to fall behind in its
deliveries and interrupted product flow.
After several attempts to remedy this

problem, Baker said Valley was forced to
seek alternative sources of supply.
"Ironically, these unfortunate circumstances have served to heighten demand
for our products," he said.
"We now have three independent
sources manufacturing and delivering
products to us so that we can catch up
on existing orders and quickly return to
normal delivery times."
Baker predicted "smooth and predictable product deliveries in the very near
future!'
Baker said Valley has moved into new
facilities at 616 Bradley Court, Franklin,
TN, 37064.

The new management group of Studer Revox: (from left to right) Dr. L. Wehrli ( Chairman),
Eugen Spbrri, Hermann Stierli and Bruno Hochstrasser.

The SMO 900 enhances your audio
intelligently by analyzing your station's
program co

eer, Jeff Keith]

STEREO M ODULATION OPTIMIZER MODEL SMO 900
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Call us today for details!

Ocala, FL

Carol Stream, IL

Marietta, GA

Arlington, TX

904-622-9058

708-231-7120

404-425-0630

817-275-1380
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Send us your new product info. Be sure to include a black and white photo. Send all submissions to
Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Broadcast station filter
Microwave Filter Company, Inc., has recently
introduced the Diplexer 5547.
The Diplexer 5547 allows the use of only one
tower cable to connect ENG band and UHF radio equipment to their respective antennas.
This filter combines or separates the two frequency bands 0-500 MHz and 1990-2110 MHz.
Two diplexers are required. One diplexer combines antennas and one combines studio equipment.
For information, call Jean Dickinson at Microwave Filter Company: 800-448-1666 or circle
Reader Service 66.

Fiber optic kit
The fiber optic designer's kit from Sintec is
available in either asimplex or duplex version
for single or bi-directional data communications.
The kit contains fiber optic emitters and detectors, printed wiring boards, ten meters of
simplex or duplex cable and all necessary electronics.
For information, call Don Badore at Sintec: 201996-4093 or circle Reader Service 16.

Broadcast recorder
The new Tascam BR-20 broadcast recorder is
specially designed for use in busy radio broadcast production facilities.
The BR-20 has a shuttle control that allows
smooth and accurate cue and review.
For information, call Gregg Hildebrandt at
Tascam: 213-726-0303 or circle Reader Service
89.

Portable conditioner
The Superior Electric Company announces
the PPC Series Stabiline® Power Conditioners.
These portable power conditioners maintain
output voltage at 120 volts ± 5%, 60 Hz over an
input range of 95 to 132 volts.
The units provide 120 dB noise reduction and
60 dB noise attenuation.
For information, call Michael Miga at The Superior Electric Company: 203-582-9561 or circle
Reader Service 74.

Broadcast monitor
The Dynalab Pro 101 FM tuner/monitor provides awide band composite output for modulation peak monitoring and adjustable alarm
outputs for both carrier and modulation.
The Pro 101 user-friendly panel meters provide the operator with acontinuous readout of
both RF input and relative multipath interference.
For information, call Mary Fouthscott at Dynalab: 716-684-0460 or circle Reader Service 40.

Studio switcher
Electron Processing Inc. has introduced the
Studio Switcher, which switches up to four stereo audio sources to one stereo output.
The Studio Switcher uses sealed reed relays
for audio switching.
For information, call John Martin at Electron
Processing Inc: 616-228-7020 or circle Reader
Service 61.
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RF Offerings Abound at NAB
by George Riggins
Atlanta GA Transmitters: Where
would we be without them! The number one issue of RCA Broadcast News,
October 1931 described the first 50 kW
installation west of Texas, installed at
KFI, Los Angeles, CA.
There were six cabinets on the second
floor with the "auxiliary deviceslocated
on the first floor. Outside was a small
power sub station to provide the primary
A/C power requirements.
The PA tubes were UV862s. Today the
same power can be supplied by Continental, Harris and Nautel in the same
or less space with lower total power requirements. Pick your method of modulation and take your choice.
Between the pre-sunrise and postsunset low power levels that can be supplied by LPB or Kintronic Laboratories
and the 50 kW levels, are several brands
of equipment. These range from the all
solid state transmitters of Nautel, Continental and Harris to the conventional
tubed transmitters of Energy-Onix, Continental, Harris and TTC at almost all
power levels.
Bringing back a familiar name
One of the more interesting developments in the AM transmitter market is
the re-introduction of the Gates transmitter name. Yes, Harris introduced the
new Gates series of AM transmitters.
This new transmitter series is all solid
state and consists of three power levels:
1, 2.5 and 5kW. They have asmall footprint, and have the signal flow chart
etched into the front panel with status
lights to let us know what is or is not
happening.
Harris claims "eye level" meters, but
for me, the meters are much above my
eye level. (Must have had a7' person setting eye level.) For the international market, both Continental and Harris offer
MW and SW transmitters up to 500 kW
power levels.
In addition, Harris offers the DX
lineup in solid state at 100 kW for the international market.
Nautel, which has made its name in
solid state AM transmitters featured its
line of the same.
New entries
On the FM side of the picture, in addition to all of the players in the AM
market we find QEI, Broadcast Electronics and Bext offerings.
The latest entry in the FM market, Bext
Inc., of San Diego, CA, offers low level
FM transmitters and amplifiers from a2
watt exciter up to 1kW—without the use
of tubes.
Above the 1kW level, Bext produces
the typical one tube transmitter up to the
20 kW level. In between the low power
and the 1kW level, Bext has combinations of exciters and amplifiers to fill almost any power requirement.
Continental and TTC both introduced
new medium power level solid state
"boxes" this year. Continental is rating
its all solid state transmitter at 11 kW,
while TIC has two "boxes": one rated at
4 kW and the other at 8 kW
Both companies are using 45/46 inch
wide cabinets for the higher power. TIC
has managed to get the 4kW into a31

inch wide cabinet.
Broadcast Electronics still features the
half wave folded output cavity, thus
eliminating the plate blocking capacitor.
In other aspects, all the BE single tube
transmitters have been upgraded to the
new "B" model and contain the FX 50 exciter. By combining transmitters, BE as
well as Harris and Continental offer FM
transmitter outputs as high as 70 kW.
Other FM transmitter manufacturers
showing their featured lines were CCA,
QE! and Energy Onix. And in the CCA
booth were afew offerings from anew
company, Omnitronix, with AM transmitters designed for the overseas market .
Sunrise, sunset
One facet of the AM side we hear little about is the pre-sunrise and postsunset power requirements. Two companies seem to be active in this part of the
power spectrum.
Although taking different approaches,
both LPB and Kintronics offer solutions
to the problem.
LPB takes the approach of having a
separate low power transmitter to provide the necessary power, while Kintronics takes the normal transmitter output and runs the RF through apower
divider. Both methods require aswitching unit in the transmission line.
The LPB approach apparently necessitates either splitting or switching the
incoming signal between the two transmitters and an antenna feed line switch.
The Kintronics method has the feed line
switch built into the power splitter and
seems to require no further switching activity.
At least there are alternatives for solving the requirement of providing asignal that will satisfy FCC pre-sunrise and
post-sunset power requirements.
So we've touched on some of the entrants in the transmitter game. We still

need to get the RF from the transmitter
to the antenna.
Myat, Inc. showed pictures of the
transmitter combiner they are installing
for KGUN in Portland, OR. The new installation in Portland puts most or all of
the FM stations on one tower with a9"
line from the combining network to the
antenna.
Myat seems to specialize in larger rigid

line and other specialized line and/or
combiner situations.
Other manufacturers of feed line present at the NAB convention were Dielectric Communications and Cablewave
Systems. Although not talking much
about the feed line, Dielectric was very
anxious to tell me about the new DCPC

type FM antenna, the two main points
being light weight and low windload.
Another item from the company was
the Dielectric Universal Switch Controller. This switch is intended to control
one or two coax switches.
Cablewave Systems had on display almost everything from the very flexible
Flexwell foam cables to large rigid line.
Naturally, Cablewave can supply all of
the installation accessories necessary for
installation of coax, rigid line or
waveguide antenna feeds. They also
have FM and microwave antennas available.
Need an RF coax load? Electro Impulse
has something available for almost
everyone at every power level. According to the literature Iwas given, they can
supply either convection or forced air
loads up to 80 kW (up to 75 kW for FM).
Getting from here to there
Of course we need cables for getting
an audio signal from one place to another. An interesting approach to identifying various cable was displayed by
Canare.
The Canare approach to the problem
of knowing which cable is attached to
which microphone is to give us almost
any color cable we would like to have.
Canare also manufactures microphone
cables that range in size from the single
two conductor to the monster 32 pair cable. Junction/break-out boxes and cable
reel snakes with XLR type fittings are
also available.
Need some 75 ohm cable? Canare has
it in an RG59B configuration. For other
accessories call your local cable distributor.
The venerable tube
Although we are seeing more AM and
FM transmitters sans tubes, many boxes
either still employ an older tube type
(continued on page 42)
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Audio, Video & RF solutions
for your time,
space, maintenance
&money problems
With the advent of '
the FRAME' multiple
unit installations are athing of the past.
'the FRAME' installs as ONE unit. Rack space
problems are obviated by '
the FRAME' one
or three rack height configurations. Pop- out
modules make maintenance a breeze and
you'll be pleasantly surprised at the price.
With engineering staff time and budgets
stretched to the limit, the logical Solution
is '
the FRAME'.

'the FRAME' is the only compact modular system available that offers
O Stereo / Mono Audio Distribution 0 Video Distribution ( NTSC/PAL/HDTV)
13 Audio Monitor Amplifiers
O Audio Failure Sensing
O Stereo Validity Measurement
0 RF Demodulation
0 Automatic and Manual Program Changeover
Contact J.N.S. or authorized distributor for details

J.N.S. Electronics, Inc.
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Spanning the Spectrum in RF
(continued from page 41)

or require such power that atube may
be the better choice for the installation.
Richardson, Thomson-CSF and Varian
are still in the large tube business. All are
of the opinion that tubes will be with us
for some time to come.
All were asked the same basic question as to how tube life can be prolonged
or catastrophic failure prevented. The
answers were very similar: proper cooling, not trying to get more than the
designed power out of the tube, and
supplying the correct voltages and current requirements for the class of service involved.

All answers mentioned that continuous proper operation of atube resulted
in longer life than atube that was subjected to many turn on and turn off cycles.
Acquisitions
Richardson has purchased the tube
lines and European plants of Philips.
The facilities that were in the Netherlands will be combined with those located in France in anew plant to be located in France.
Even though we might not be using
many tubes in the US, there are still large
requirements in other parts of the world.

Odds and ends
Steve Kravits of
Motorola was on hand
to extol the virtues of
AM stereo. If you did
not get a list of the
receivers available for
receiving AM stereo,
give Steve acall.
According to acoverage map Steve had, the
East is at least 90% covered with areceivable
AM stereo signal,
while we are a little
thin in the Rocky
Mountain area.
As far as the open
spaces of one or two

Before.

After...

All trade-in equipment is thoroughly checked over by our veteran
broadcast personnel— Chuck and Jim.
the " heart" of Harris Allied Equipment Exchange. These guys really
know the business and are ready to
help you.
Chuck and Jim are currently
looking to buy used equipment to
replace inventory. So check around
for what you have to trade and
give them acall. They'll work a
good deal with you to upgrade your
existing facility in the most economical way. You're guaranteed the best
knowledgeable broadcast assistance in

the industry and you'll get the fairest
price for your used equipment.
Harris Allied Equipment Exchange
accepts TRADE-INS on buys of new
equipment and SELLS USED and NEW
broadcast equipment. Call to find
out how Chuck and Jim can be of
help to you.
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In fact, Jim Aurund of Eimac says that
he does not contemplate the complete
replacement of tubes for quite some time
in the future.
On the historic side,
John Sullivan, president of Econco has a
few antique tubes. Perhaps in the future we
can convince John to
make asmall display of
some of the really
historic tubes that
many of us have only
heard about.

Solid state AM broadcast transmitters were on display at the
Omnitronix exhibit area.

Make the
Right
Switch...
With The Compact ( 2RU) Audio Only
Routing Switcher from di-tech
MODEL 5616

STANDARD FEATURES

• 16 x16 Stereo
• 16 x32 Mono
• Plug-in P.C. Cards
• Serial Coax for External Control Panels

ALL FOR A
COMPACT PRICE

•Output Level + 24 dBu @ 150 Ohm
•RS232 / RS422 Computer Control
•All IC. ' sare Socketed for easy maintenance

Li

di-tech
"Call me, I'm interested - Circle 90

western states where it is tape time anyway, probably 95% of the population has
an AM stereo signal available—perhaps
not the programming preferred, but at
least a signal.
• •
George Riggins is ▪
RW's Old Timer
columnist.

48 Jefryn Boulevard, Deer Park, N.Y. 11729
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TAKING IT TO THE STREETS
Programming Crossroads- Radio programming is now at

a crossroads with stations using sound alike formats to
attract target demographics. How your station gets its
next advertising dollar may depend on how you handle
remote broadcasts. Remotes will give you an edge on the
competition, involve your listeners and give you station
recognition.

The Premium Vehicle- You need a premium vehicle to
broadcast the cleanest sound. Your next remote
doesn't have to be an audio compromise. Deliver
studio quality sound with the new Moseley
Remote Programming Link 4000.
Quiet Ride- The RPL 4010 Transmitter
delivers up to 20 watts in a package
that's lightweight, portable and
field programmable.
You can drive to your remote
with confidence that the RPL
4020 Receiver will operate in
high RF environments virtually
immune from adjacent channel
interference.

11111,3 TRAnsen, a

Cruise
ControlsYou and your
air talent will
enjoy the easy
set-up of the
RPL 4000
featuring a
built-in 3channel audio
mixer for mic
and line inputs, 2:1
internal noise reduction,
two frequency operation,
wide/narrow bandwidth and
extensive metering and
diagnostics. The RPL 4000 is also
fully compatible with existing RPUs
SEL

EliW

CCIEPAND

VOLUME

LINE

Destined to be a classic, the RPL 4000
is available NOW from your favorite
Moseley dealer!

Service and SupportAs with all Moseley products, the
RPL 4000 carries a 2year
warranty and 24 hour technical
support.
The RPL 4000 puts you in the
driver's seat. So what are you
waiting for. Get your economical
Moseley RPL 4000 and take it to
the street!

The Trusted Name in Communications
Moseley

111 Castillan Drive

a

Phone 805 968 9621

Associates
Incorporated

Santa Barbara, CA USA
93117-3093

GRC Int'l
Company

Telex 658448
FAX: 805 685 9638
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Telco, STL Options Available
by Dee McVicker
Atlanta GA The word on STL, RPU,
telco and remote control gear at NAB '90
is that there are now more innovative options.
In the face of STL congestion especially, with rumors of frequency reallocation and amore likely probability of
stricter specs and power on the horizon,
this comes as welcome news.

promise of translating over to conventional STL sites.
The TFT Reciter, developed as a
booster STL receiver and FM exciter in
one housing, is still in field testing for
this application; the theory is that it will
offer better SIN and THD specs on the
receive side of composite STLs.
Whereas the conventional composite
STL receiver is typically 0.2% THD—the
weakest link in broadcast systems—the

new narrowband channels.
Like current TFT and Moseley STLs,
Marti STLs are specified according to

digital encoding/decoding system, so engineers looking for digital transparency
with virtually nonexistent audible delay
should give this system serious consideration.
On the telco front, there was a full
lineup of hybrids and frequency extenders. Both Gentner and Comrex

Ti data service could be an up-andcoming alternative for stations looking
to link studios and transmitters. . .
Moseley Associates' PCL 6000 sn., series, for instance, was showing for its
third NAB but gained considerable attention this year due to its frequency
agility (the unit is field tunable) and its
ability to be jumper-selectable between
15 kHz monaural baseband or wideband
composite stereo.
PCL-606 advocates also will be glad to
know that Moseley had this su, on display and the product will continue to be
available.
Meanwhile, at the TFT booth, aspinoff from booster technology showed

Ffti

Reciter, because of its combined exciter
and STL receiver functions, would obsolesce demodulation and re-modulation of the baseband signal. The device
would ideally offer THD on an order of
magnitude better than su, receivers currently on the market (the Reciter is spedfied at .02% THD).
TFT also showed its 8600A Aural STL,
8300 Composite Aural STL, and 7700B
STL.
Elsewhere on the STL front, Marti
Electronics displayed its STL- 23 system
and STL-10 system, now available for

Harmonic Low Pass Filters
500 - 50,000 Watts

Delivery: 30 Days ( Faster For Your Emergencies)

The PeopleLink system from Gentner can handle up to 40 lines.
showed their analog hybrids and analog
hybrids with frequency extenders.
Both companies also showed their
new and/or enhanced digital hybrid
wares, which were abit pricier than their
Ti service shows merit
analog counterparts but definitely paid
QEI's CAT-LINK, the subject of much
off in better null specs.
interest last year, again held some inGentner also introduced a fullterest at this year's show. The CATLINK's merit is it's ablity to multiplex a function, multi-line telephone system
dedicated exclusively to broadcasters.
composite signal as well as four auxiliary
Intended as either astandalone telechannels over telco Ti service.
phone system, or to work with any elecTi data service could be an up-andtronic business system, Gentner's new
coming alternative for stations looking to
PeopleLink is microprocessor-controlled
link studios and transmitters in areas
where microwave hops are not feasible.
and does such automated functions as
call screening, recording, conferencing
CAT-LINK systems also can be used as
and cueing contest callers.
direct links for 18 GHz or 23 GHz microMeanwhile Comrex forged ahead in
wave, satellite up/downlinks, IR, twisted
(continued on next page)
pair, or fiber optic cable. It's areal-time
FCC rule 74.550 to meet spurious emission levels and a .005 frequency tolerance
for the 944-952 MHz band.
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You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

"We make Filters In A Hurry For
Customers In Trouble!"

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 Kinne St. • E. Syracuse, NY 13057
Toll Free(US/Can.): 1-800-448-1666 • Collect(11Y/AK/1-11): 315-437-3953
FAX: 315-463-1467 • Telex: 249-613

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

Need A Special Filter? Call Us Today!
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Exploring Telco Alternatives
(continued from previous page)
another direction with its introduction of anew system intended to reduce noise by transporting audio over fiber optic
cable.
Called the Pro-Audio-Fiber,
the new system effectively converts audio signals to fiber optic signals and is expected to be
in production by the third quarter of this year.
Teeing off with Telos
At the Bradley Broadcast
booth ( where a good game of
golf was always shaping up!),
Telos Systems displayed its telephone hybrid systems and a
new phone interface module.
The new unit, the Telos 100
Direct Interface Module, now
allows the Telos hybrid system
to be directly connected to Central Office lines without an intervening PABX or key system.
On the RPU front, Marti's
RPT remote transmitter series
was demonstrated with its cornpander option, the MCS-800.
Marti's relatively new 4' parabolic dish was also of interest to
engineers wanting to keep RPU
budgets in line.
A broadband for the 940 to
960 MHz STL band, the PA-48
is priced at almost $500 less
than other similar dishes. Its
drawback is that it only takes
windloads up to 565 pounds.
But for a $1000 savings—$500
savings each for the send and
receive side— this drawback
probably can be overlooked by
most engineers.
Both Moseley and Marti introduced new multiplexers for
piggybacking signals on STL
channels.
The Marti Mux and the
Moseley DigiMux, which is a
fully synthesized digital system,
both carry at least six full duplex
program channels.
Marti's Dan Rau speculates
that multiplexing signals on s"ri,
channels will be aviable alternative for station owners wanting to
deliver programming feed from
one station to another.
Remote control expands
Remote control of transmitters
was also drawing crowds at the
NAB. Hallikainen & Friends recently streamlined the multiple
site DRC 190 for more mainstream use of single-site control.
It also streamlined the price;
the new DRC 200 is expected to
sell for $2500 total, and is expected to be available this fall.
Moseley, meanwhile, expanded its MRC 1620 remote
control software to handle multiple sites more effectively.
The new software, released
six months ago, now offers
user-selection of input channels
between status and telemetry
functions with 48 additional status lines.

For the more computer literate, Moseley introduced asoftware upgrade to its MRC 2 remote control. Engineers can
now write their own control
strategies through a "back door"
program called SMARTS.
All terms used in SMARTS
are based on transmitter control
terms, so it promises to be easy
to understand and use.
National Supervisory Net-

11111

work, meanwhile, demonstrated its off- premises remote
control system to NAB goers for
the first time. This newcomer to
remote control circles offers online intervention of transmitters
by engineering personnel in
Avon, CO.
Remote control is done via
satellite service and in addition
to eliminating the 2 AM call
rousing engineers out of bed to

troubleshoot transmitters, it
also provides other perks such
as on-line local and national
weather service, engineering
and FCC information and the M
Street Journal.
Burk Technology remote control products, which are compatible with the National Supervisory Network system,
were demonstrated with new
software enhancements.

Computer interface to the
ARC 16, which can be configured for multi-site control, is
now full function to offer remote automatic transmitter supervision; including auto logging and full access to ARC
16 control functions.
The company also displayed
the standalone DSU ( Digital
Speech Unit) for touch-tone
phone access to remote transmitter sites.
Dee McVicker is a free-lance
writer and regular contributor to
RW. To inquire about her writing
service, call 602-899-8916.
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The
STL/TSL
for the
90s is
here now.
And not a
moment
too soon.
•Two Way Multi-Channel
Communications
•Transparent Digital Audio
•Multiple Signal
Path Options

It's time for a new kind of STL. Drastic cost increases are
just one sign that the phone company is tired of balanced
equalized lines and is ready to pull the Class A plug. Meanwhile, microwave spectrum is scarce — in some areas,
channels are unavailable.
QEI's new CAT\Link Composite Audio Transmission Link is
the digital STL alternative. It transmits composite and other
signals over a single telco Ti data line*. Ti service costs
less than Class A, and it's so reliable that the big banks use
it for their vital financial data.
CAT\Link encodes the fully processed composite signal and
decodes it at your transmitter, so you can run the stereo
generator and processing at the studio. At the same time,
CAT\Link configurations can send and receive SCAs, control
channels, voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio,
transmitter readings, and satellite or remote programs.
With CAT\Link, you always get full stereo separation: There
are none of the phase or amplitude fluctuations that plague
dual-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 84 dB, and your
processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. So the
only thing you'll hear is clear, clean, undistorted audio.
Worried about replacing Class A lines, getting a microwave
channel, or sight- line infringement? Call QEI toll free at
800-334-9154 for full info on CAT\Link, the bidirectional,
digital, easy- wired STL. And turn the weak link in your
signal chain into one of the strongest.
•CAT\Link will also drive over a mile of twisted pair wire, nearly two miles of fiber optic cable,
or a 23 gHz STL.

Quality • Engineering • Innovation
P.O. Box D • One Airport Drive
Williamstown, New Jersey 08094
24 Hr. Service Hotline 609-728-2020 • Fax 609-629-1751
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Price shown based on console purchase price of $8995.00 and 60 month lease
First and last payments are due on signing
$1buy-out option
No financial statements or personal guarantees are required, if you have been in business for at least 2 years
48 hour ban turn-around guaranteed
Simple, one page ban application

No processing or filing fees

Other terms and payment plans are available

Terms and rates subject to change

without notice

RafiIn SYSTEMS INC.
110 High Hill Road

P.O. Box 458

Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • 609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133
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AM Bill to Take Off in House

Matthew Rinaldo ( second from left) predicted fast progress for apreviously stalled AM improvement bill in the House of Representatives.

by John Gatski

munications and Finance Subcommittee, told an NAB audience that the
Atlanta GA After a year of near- Radio Quality Improvements Act, HR
stagnation, akey congressman predicted
2714, now has the support of subcomthat astalled AM improvements bill is
mittee chairman Rep. Edward Markey
now likely to move quickly through the
(D-MA).
House of Representatives.
The bill includes provisions requiring
Rep. Matthew Rinaldo (R-NJ) the
AM stereo on receivers with FM stereo,
ranking Republic on the House Telecomrestriction of FM translators and man-

dates the FCC to seek interference reduction remedies.
The bill was expected to move through
the hearing process following the congressional Easter recess.
According to Rinaldo, Markey has
agreed to push the legislation with
amendments codifying the radio FCC's
abuse of process regulations that were
enacted to stem third party pay-offs during the licensing process.
Originally, the AM improvement bill
was an accompanying bill to HR 1136,
separate legislation introduced to stop
pay-offs during the licensing process.
The radio renewal bill did not move
very far, in part because lawmakers believed it was unnecessary after the FCC
revealed that its abuse of process regulations were working.

Atlanta GA Antenna computer
modeling and the anti-skywave antenna
testing schedule were highlighted in an
update on NAB AM antenna projects
during the convention.
ABC Radio Engineering VP Al Resnick, project coordinator, said the computer modeling search for an effective
low profile antenna has led to calculations of various top-hat length and counterpoise ground system height combinations for the optimal VSWR and field
measurements.
ADL Inc. of Pacific Grove, CA, is doing the computer work.
The latest low profile version, known
as the Smith-Mussellman antenna, is believed to hold the greatest promise, Resnick said.
Based on NAB-prescribed limits, alow
profile antenna must be no higher than
50' or exceed a50' radius. It also must
have aVS'WR of 2:1 and meet minimum
bandwidth (20 kHz) requirements.
"The tower that was chosen was an unloaded, sparse, Smith-Mussellman
proportionally-fed antenna," Resnick said.
The computer work now centers on
the top hat length and counterpoise
height to get the best performance,
Resnick said.
Through field strength calculations,
Resnick said increasing the height of the
counterpoise improved bandwidth, but
field strength was reduced.
"The continuation of this project will
be to seek the best combination of counterpoise height and top-hat length for
maximum bandwidth and a matching
circuit to connect a50 ohm coax," Resnick said.
Skywave performance estimates also
are being done with the computer, he
added.
After nearly a year of delays, the
NAB's anti-skywave antenna testing was
slated to begin in April or May, according to NAB Science and Technology Staff

of

AM

radio's

technical

plights, lawmakers were sympathetic to
HR 2714 and those who wanted radio
renewal are likely to support an amendment to it, codifying the FCC's regulations, Rinaldo said.
"It doesn't mean you are going to get
everything you want with regard to
renewal," Rinaldo said. "But you're getting three-fourths of aloaf instead of a
full loaf."
Although asupporter of HR 1136 and
HR 2714 as separate bills, the NAB
decided in February to back the technical bill with the amendment because it
would have abetter chance of passing
through Congress.
Rinaldo acknowledged that the technical bill has its detractors, including receiver manufacturers who do not want
to be forced into equipping receivers
with AM stereo.
But those concerns can be worked out
as abill progresses through the House,
he added.

Console Agreement
by Charles Taylor

Atlanta GA Wheatstone Corp., which
manufactures afull line of consoles and
console furniture for the radio industry,
has announced ajoint agreement with
another console maker.
Siemens-owned Neve, which has been
Engineer Kelly Williams.
producing audio-for-video consoles will
The 190' antenna, designed by Ogden
distribute broadcast on-air and production
Prestholdt, was constructed in a rural
consoles in Canada for Wheatstone Corp.,
area in Prince George's County Mary- based in Syracuse, NY. The move will give
land. Proponents of the antenna are
Neve agreater presence the North Amerihopeful it can effectively tune out the
can broadcast markets, according to comskywave signal in one direction, to minpany President Barry Roche.
imize nighttime interference.
"The agreement to distribute the
Some of the recent delay has come
Wheatstone product line gives us the
from longer-than-expected testing of a type of resources necessary to
counterpoise system, Williams said.
strengthen our position in broadcast
Once underway, performance testing with the aim of achieving a position
should be concluded by July or August,
similar to the one we now occupy in muhe added.
sic recording," Roche said.
The tests will be made using a5kW
Wheatstone products that Neve will
transmitter (400 W typical during the
offer to the Canadian market are: the Atest) on 1600 kHz, according to the NAB.
500, A-32EX and A-20EX on-air produc-

AM Antenna Briefing
by John Gatski

Because

tion consoles; the SP-5and SP-6stereo
TV and radio production consoles, and
the TV-500 live TV console developed for
fast-paced live TV production and complex audio sweetening projects.
In addition, Neve will distribute
Wheatstone's premium grade broadcast
furniture, abuilding block system with
custom fabricated countertops.
Wheatstone President Gary Snow said
his company would benefit by Neve's
Toronto sales office. It "has the personnel and the expertise necessary, on site,
to provide our Canadian clients with the
first class support that Neve is known for
throughout the world.
"I have to say that Neve is the best
partner that Wheatstone could possibly
wish for," he said.
In addition Neve also signed an agreement with Orion Research of Cleveland,
to manufacture, sell and service that
company's audio consoles for the TV
broadcast, production, remote and video
post markets.

DIELECTRIC

FM Antenna. . •
5-year system warranty

An exclusive offer from Dielectric. Manufacturers of FM
antennas and FM products for over 35 years, our full line includes single and multi-station antennas, combiners, filters,
switches, and transmission line. The Dielectric advantages:

•Improved technology for 1990 and beyond
•Directional patterns for FM upgrades
•Antennas for every power and bandwidth
requirement
•Variable spaced antennas for limited tower
apertures
-Minimum downward radiation
Full 5-year warranty on every complete Dielectric system!
Dielectric Communications
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Closer Look at AM Remedies
by Lex Felker
Washington DC At its 12 April, 1990
agenda meeting, the FCC took several
sweeping actions that could have aprofound effect on the shape of the AM
broadcast service.
Regrettably, the actual texts of the various decisions and proposals were not
immediately available; it now looks as
though they will probably not be
released until sometime after this
column is published. Nevertheless,
based on the Commission's presentation and press conference, it is apparent that several new ideas will be surfaced by the FCC.
This month's column considers three
such ideas, which may receive the most
discussion in the industry—expanded
band licensing, nighttime interference
calculations and nighttime operation for
daytimers.
Expanded band licensing
"Improved quality" has been a consistent theme in all of the Commission's AM efforts. Unfortunately, however, the fixed amount of frequency
spectrum has often forced the FCC into
playing a "zero sum game": Improving
the quality or coverage of one station
has only come at the expense of some
other station.
The allocation of ten expanded band
channels ( 1605-1705 kHz) has altered

the terms of the game somewhat by
providing additional capacity that can
be used to relax some of the congestion in the present band. And that is
exactly what the Commission says it
intends to do.
Despite the fact that many constituency groups are seeking special licensing treatment in this band, the Commission evidently intends to offer these
channels first to those existing stations
that create the greatest amount of
interference.
Because it seeks to achieve the greatest
amount of interference reduction with
the limited number of vacant channels
available, the Commission's proposal
would appear to be right on the mark,
conceptually. Its practical effects are less
certain, however, and won't be known
completely until the actual text is studied closely.
It may turn out, for example, that
most of the stations eligible for the
Commission's expanded band licensing
preference will be established, regional
facilities whose service areas have
eroded over several decades. It is unclear how of many of these stations'
licensees will be anxious to trade in
their present model on a new, expanded band facility.
Nighttime interference scrutinized
The new AM technical proposals will
also include anew means of computing
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hat is it about the Signature III that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed- for- radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)
•Mono/stereo input switch ( on stereo consoles)
•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are. its all of the above. But whatever the reasons.
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's " unstoppable" performance. In fact, they've
made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've
been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1123.
LPB Signature III audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651
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nighttime interference. Previously, for all
but the clear channel stations, the Commission has accounted for the cumulative effect of multiple interfering transmitters by computing their root sum
squared (RSS) field strengths.
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The permitted level of interference has
gradually increased over the years, however, because asubstantial portion of the
interfering signals have been ignored
pursuant to the 50% exclusion rule.
Now, apparently, the Commission intends to scrap this procedure and evaluate all proposed facility changes on asingle signal basis. This change is intended
to reduce the amount of actual interference. Here again, however, the practical
effects of this proposal are unclear and
await study of the actual Notice.
If the proposal disregards the cumulative effects of multiple interferers, however, it is quite possible that actual interference levels could increase.
Daytimer "enhancements"
It will also be interesting to see how
the Commission proposes to introduce
what it referred to in its press release as
"nighttime enhancement for daytimers."
In an earlier rulemaking, the FCC
offered to improve some stations' nighttime operations by authorizing sub-

standard (i.e., low power) facilities on a
secondary basis.
Such an approach would not appear
workable in atightened interference environment, however. Nor would this tactic appear consistent with the agency's
apparent desire to specify minimum
coverage areas.
All in all, providing daytimers with additional (or any) nighttime operation
would seem to be amost difficult proposition. Clear channel licensees will especially want to examine this aspect of the
proposal carefully.
The Commission has also indicated
that it will be considering a variety of
non-technical inducements to entice
licensees into improving their operations
and contributing to alower level of interference.
It has, for example, suggested that under certain circumstances tax certificates
might be available and that relaxation of
the duopoly restrictions might be authorized. It has also suggested that AM/FM
simulcast operations might be banned
altogether.
Clearly, in its quest for meaningful
improvement in the quality of the AM
service, the Commission has demonstrated a willingness to dispense with
prior conventional wisdom and consider a variety of imaginative options.
The agency's proposals deserve, and
will almost certainly receive, careful
scrutiny and reaction from every corner of the industry.
Lex Felker is atechnical/engineering consultant with the law firm of Wiley, Rein &
Fielding, Washington DC, and former FCC
Mass Media Bureau Chief. He can be reached
at 202-429-7000.
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Developments in DAT and Disc
by Mel Lambert
Studio City CA I'm sure that all of us
who made the annual pilgrimmage to
the NAB convention were left with little
doubt that radio's immediate future has
"digital" written all over it.
With affordable, user-friendly workstations now finding their way into agrowing number of stations throughout the
country, it cannot have escaped anybody's attention that digital is, most
definitely, here to stay.
In this month's column, I'd like to focus attention on some specific developments in the fields of DAT technology
and recordable compact disc systems
that were shown at the Atlanta World
Congress Center.
New DAT products
Four major manufacturers—NC, Sony,
Panasonic and Tascam—unveiled new
DAT recorders at April's NAB convention.
The new WC DS-D1900 timecodecapable machine, shown in prototype
form at the AES convention last fall in
New York, will be shipping within three
months, and has asuggested price of approximately $6000.
Currently, the machine is designed for
direct interface with an Adams-Smith
Zeta-3 timecode synchronizer via the
unit's 34-pin remote interface port. Iunderstand that in the near future additional interfaces also will be made available for other controllers and synchronization systems.
No details were available during the
NAB convention regarding DAT editing
systems, or direct control from workstations. However, the new DAT is
designed to serve as acomponent in the
firm's existing DAS Series Digital Audio
Mastering System. The system includes
aseries of ¡'CM processors and companion videodecks, an all-digital mixer, and
aRAM-based controller for defining precise edit locations and crossfade profiles.

(In essence, the first fraction of asecond
of audio is buffered into RAM and ready
for instant start; the deck then plays "catch
up" with digital data being replayed in real
time from the DAT cassette.)
Prices for these next-generation Sony
DAT machines are still being finalized,
although Iunderstand that the PCM7010 is expected to sell for between $5000

EMWEAL DOMAIN
and $7500. The PCM-7030 may sell for
$8500-$11,000; the PCM-7050 for $11,750$1Z000 and the RM-D7300 two-machine
editing controller for around $5000.
Deliveries are scheduled to begin by
early next year.

Non-timecode compatible DAT
Panasonic Communications & Systems unveiled a new duo of nontintecode capable DAT machines: the SV3700 and SV-3900.
Iunderstand that the company declined
to show any new developments in the
portable and studio "technology prototype" DAT machines demonstrated at last
year's NAB convention. The IEC has yet
to fully ratify the proposed timecode format for DAT; any showing of hardware before that decision is reached would be
"premature," the firm concluded.
Designed for awide range of applications within radio and production facilities, the two Panasonic machines utilize
the same basic transport and electronics
package, which includes ahorizontal cassette drawer and 400- times fastforward/rewind and search speed (to provide high-speed access to any point on a
two-hour DAT tape within 30 seconds).
Redesigned analog inputs with fourstage, one-bit Delta-Sigma A-to-D converters are also featured, with proprietary
Quad 18-bit DACs that are said to dramatically reduce zero-cross distortion and enStolen thunder
hance linearity at low signal levels.
Sony Corporation appeared to steal
The SV-3700 features afront-panel shutthe thunder of its competitors by unveiltle wheel, with 0.5 to 15 times speed range
ing three new timecode-capable DAT
and push button fade-in and fade-out
recorders, and a companion two- functions (for providing automatic levelmachine editing controller.
change ramps at the start and end of a
The PCM-7000 Series is comprised of recording). In addition, an infrared wirethe PCM-7010, PCM-7030 and PCM-7050,
less remote controller offers remote operwhich differ from one another in terms
ation of virtually every front-panel funcof operational flexibility.
tion.
The base model, PCM-7010, is inDigital I/Os comprise both AES/EBUtended for relatively simple on-air appliformat and IEC Type II (S/P DIF compatications, while the 7030 and 7050 are
ble). These now carry Start and Skip ID
designed for use as a player and
information within the subcode area for
recorder, respectively, within a full- true digital cloning of DAT cassettes.
function editing configuration.
Various options are also available for
Serial control interface
the new Sony DAT machines, including
Ihe SV-3900 is provided with few frontthe DABK-7030 and DABK-7010 timecode
panel controls; instead, a fully imreader/generators; DABK-7000 Series
plemented serial control interface proAES/EBU-format at SDIF-2 digital I/O
vides external remote operation of every
ports; and the DABK-7033 and DABKtransport function and programming
7013 RS-232C serial interface for external
mode.
computer control.
A standard 9-pin RS-422 serial port can
Of particular interest for radio and
be switched to follow ES-Bus or P-2 proproduction applications is the DABKtocols, making the new Pro-DAT transport
7032/7012 digital memory expansion,
compatible with virtually all editing conwhich allows 4Mbit of RAM to be added
trollers and automation systems, in addito any recorder. The expansion provides
tion to conventional PC-based controllers.
instant start without the normal delay
An optional, full-function Remote
from either Stop or Pause-Play mode exController, SH-MK360, features astanhibited by existing DAT players.
dard keypad for entering PNO and Start

IDs, plus dedicated buttons for all transthe DA30 allows the operator to "nudge"
port modes and ashuttle wheel with a the location of Start IDs at the head or
speed range from 0.5x to 15x play speed.
within amusic/sound cue until they are
A single controller can also be set up,
positioned correctly to allow tight replay
via the keypad, to address any one of 32
cueing.
different SV-3900 machines connected
Rather than commit to aStart ID locaon an ES-Bus Local Area Network. All
tion and then have to erase and re-record
32 machines can be selected to respond
it to shift the cue point, the DA30 allows
to Stop/Start and other transport comthe user to hit "Position" and then permands simultaneously from asingle SHform atrial Play from that Start ID.
MK360 controller.
If the ID location is too early or too
No prices were available for either the
late, single taps of the Rewind or Fast
SV-3700 or SV-3900.
Forward buttons will shift its position in
either direction by 150 milliseconds.
Carving a niche
The new Tascam DA30 looks set to
Recordable CD schemes
carve auseful niche of its own, if for no
Ingenuity persondied! Two companies
other reason than its low pro-user price
were showing systems for recording CDs
of under $1900, complete with wired rein the comfort of your production studio.
mote control.
Gotham Audio's SPOT 90 comprises a
Shipments are expected to begin by
modified Sony CITC-1000ES DAT mamid-Summer.
chine coupled via a standard IBMLike the new Panasonic offerings, this
compatible PC to a Yamaha WORM
new Tascam model lacks timecode. It
(Write Once/Ready Many) recorder.
does, however, incorporate some highThe complete system, which sells for
power features and specifications: Delta$42,500, allows fully compatible CDs to
Sigma A-to-D converters running at 18x
be made of station IDs, PSAs, jingle
oversampling, coupled with 18-bit DACs
packages, commercials, promos and
with 8x oversampling; AES/EBU-format
other material recorded on DAT.
digital I/Os; balanced +4 dB and unMedia costs are currently around $60balanced — 10 dB analog inputs/outputs.
70, per pre-grooved single-sided WORM
One extremely neat feature offered by
(continued on page 51)

EXTEND YOUR
LEVEL
OF SUCCESS
The ATS-100 Stereo (dual
channel) Extended Range
Audio Meter is aself-contained
audio measuring system. Dual
"VU" meters provide
precision visual monitoring.
Peak Program Meters offer
simultaneous level and peak
monitoring.
The ATS-100 input sensitiv-

ity allows for awide range of
levels, from - 60 to + 30 dBm,
and avisual indicator is provided for accurate phase measurement. The reliable, fully
solid state amplifier and power
supply, coupled with advanced
micro- processor control, is
assembled in acompact 3'/2"
rack mount frame.

McCurdy Radio Industries
108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, Ontario
Canada M4A 2L4 Tel: (416) 751-6262
Telex: 06-963533 Telefax: (416) 751-6455
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206
Tel: (212) 772-0719
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Obey the Rules or Pay the Price
Whether It's Station IDs or Transmitter Readings,
Listening to the FCC Will Prevent Costly Fines
question. Iwould not expect astation to
stuff the ID between movements of a
major classical work.
San Luis Obispo CA I've just returned
Purposely arranging your programfrom the NAB convention in Atlanta. As
ming so that an ID never occurs close to
usual, it was very interesting.
the hour seems to be violating the intent
of the rules. I'm not convinced that running an FCC-required ID once an hour
is all that harmful to astation's ratings.
Other than this legally required ID, the
station is free to identify itself as it
wishes.
Iespecially appreciate all the feedback
Iagree that there is some promotional
on this series of articles. In this installvalue in having the station identification
ment, I'll review acouple of the items
include the station frequency, so the listhat came up in discussion at the NAB.
tener thinks of the station in terms of dial
position.
Station identification
The rules allow the insertion of the freIt appears that some program consulquency, channel number or licensee
tants are suggesting that stations not run
name between the call letters and city of
the legally required ID at the top of the
license during arequired ID.
hour. Instead, they suggest a "20 minHowever, it's probably more valuable
ute music sweep" that starts at ten to the
to
include the promotional identification
hour.
before or after the required identificaFCC rule 73.1201(a)(2) requires astation. Examples I've heard include: "Slytion identification "hourly, as close to the
96 is KSLY, San Luis Obispo," "US-98 is
hour as feasible, at a natural break in
KKUS, San Luis Obispo," etc.
program offerings!'
Other than the top of the hour, the staWhether the ending of one song and
the beginning of another represents a tions are identified and promoted using
the audio logo (Sly-96 or US-98). The
"break" in the programming is open to
by Harold Hallikainen
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typical listener identifies the station
through this logo, which, fortunately,
tells her/him where to find the station.
Market identification
The top of the hour ID is for the FCC's
benefit. Many stations wish to be identified with anearby major market.
The FCC did have various rules
regarding dual city identification and
rules prohibiting any ID or promotional
announcement that attempts to mislead
the listener as to the city of license
(73.1201(b)(3) in the 1980 rules).
The rules also required each station to
maintain the main studio in the city of
license (73.1125 in the 1980 rules).

The Commission did grant various stations waivers of the studio location rule
("Arizona waivers") and eventually
decided that astation could put the main
studio anywhere in the "principal community contour" (5 mV/m daytime for
AM, 3.16 mV/m for FM).
The station must retain atoll-free telephone number in the licensed community. Currently, stations are allowed to
identify with other communities
provided the licensed community is
listed first.
An example is "KCBX, San Luis
Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties!"
The station is licensed to San Luis
Obispo (acity), but has translators covering San Luis Obispo County and Santa
Barbara County.
So, listen to your IDs and compare
them to the requirements of 73.1201. In
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Move up to state-of-the-art RF. Call Northeast Broadcast Lab for complete details!

DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
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DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
Depict your coverage!
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AUBURN, NH 03032
Tel: 603-483-1002
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Extension meters
Another NAB attendee asked about
extension meters that are more than
30.5m from the transmitter, more than
one floor from . the transmitter or in a
different building than the transmitter.
Extension meters are not allowed to exceed these limits (73.1550). You can,

Purposely arranging your
programming so that an ID never
occurs close to the hour seems to be
violating the intent of the rules.

•
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Northeast Broadcast Lab knows RF. And we
know you'll agree that there's never been an
Exciter with performance like this: THD and
IMD 0.005% max. 93 dB typical S/N. Solid
50 watt MOSFET power output even under
mismatch conditions.

1988, the FCC issued 14 violation notices
for ID violations.
Several were for stations not running
any ID. Others did not list community
of license immediately after the call letters. Another was cited for running the
ID eight minutes past the hour when a
break in programming would have allowed it to run on the hour.
One station was cited several times because the legally required portion of the
ID was inaudible compared with the
"promotional" ID.

datawophr
AService of OW, Inc

Fax ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754
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however, use "extension meter technology" (awire pair for each meter and a
wire pair for each control function) to get
"r,emote control," which is governed by
73.1400 and 73.1410.
Standard remote control systems trade
higher equipment cost for lower line
cost, making one communications pair
serve several functions (through time
and frequency division multiplexing).
There are many cases where line costs
are very low (the station owns lines
that go throughout a building or between buildings). In these cases, it may
be advantageous to use the less fancy
technology of extension metering to get
remote control. Note that if the installation does not meet the extension
metering distance limitations, it is considered remote control.
The Commission must be notified
within three days of the initial use of a
control point that is other than the studio or transmitter (unless responsible
personnel can be reached at the studio
or transmitter when the station is in
operation).
In 1988, several stations were cited for
not making provision for the operator to
observe the transmitter parameters from
the normal duty position.
These violations ranged from a studio/transmitter building constructed
with the transmitter downstairs and the
studio upstairs with no extension metering, to having paper taped on windows
blocking the view of the transmitter, to
the transmitter operator routinely sitting
at adesk in the office where the transmitter parameters were not visible.
Make sure your operators can observe
transmitter parameters from the normal
operating position.
Next month we'll continue trying to
come up with aroutine schedule for the
chief operator to inspect various portions
of the station.
In addition, we'll review the tapes of
the NAB sessions regarding FCC rules.
I'll look forward to your comments.
Harold Hallikainen is president of Hallikainen & Friends, abroadcast equipment design, manufacture, sales and installation
firm. He can be reached at 805-541-0200.
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Survey Evaluates NRSC Efforts
by John Gatski
Atlanta GA Although the recently adopted NRSC standard
was drafted to help the ailing
AM band, the standard will create new problems including increased receiver interference,
according to an anonymous
survey of current and past receiver designers.
Radio engineering consultant
Almon Clegg recently conducted
the survey of 11 designers and
gave areport on his findings during NAB in an AM Systems Engineering session.
Clegg said the NRSC standard
including the preemphasis/
deemphasis characteristic is a
"first step" in getting better quality AM broadcasts, but acknowledged that radio designers
do have some concerns.

The NAB and the Electronic
Industries Association (EIA) are
promoting the voluntary standard to receiver manufacturers
under the tag, "IQ."
In revealing the survey
results, a egg found that nine of
the 11 respondents believed
that voluntary NRSC standard
radios (with a50 Hz to 7.5 kHz
audio response and 10 kHz
bandwidth) will sound better.
According to their comments,
however, a wider audio band-

width also means signal-tonoise ratio increases and more
atmospheric and adjacent channel interference.
The noise increase would result in aloss of fringe listeners,
the designers noted.
Other problems associated
with the NRSC standard include the long-used AM ferrite
antenna's incompatibility with
wider-band radios, Clegg said.
Designers also commented
that a low-high bandwidth

switch will be necessary to cope
with interference, which was an
option the NRSC once considered for its AM standard. Other
technical remedies that were
suggested included noise
blanker circuits, 10 kHz lowpass filter and improved AGC.
All these remedies will contribute to an increased cost in
producing the radios, perhaps
as much as $5per unit, which
would be significant for lowcost portable radios.

Six of the 11 said the NRSC
"overlooked" these technical
considerations when deciding
on the standard.
Also of note, seven of the
designers said the AM radios
built 20 to 40 years ago sounded
better than today's AM
receivers.
In survey questions relating to
FM, Clegg said the designers
were very critical of audio
processing, which they said has
degraded the sound of an otherwise audibly excellent band.
"It is incumbent on the broadcasters to reduce audio processing and provide deaner sound,"
adesigner commented.

Trends in
DAT, CDs
(continued from page 49)
disc, although these prices are
expected to fall dramatically in
the near future, as the format
becomes more widely accepted.
A similar system was being
demonstrated by Sonic Solutions, whose Sonic System digital random-access recording,
mixing and editing system can
now be interfaced directly with
the START Laboratories' CD
Maker unit.
Basically, audio program material (analog or digital formats)
is input to the Sonic System,
recorded to hard disk, mixed,
edited to length and timed and
then output directly via acustom encoder to the WORM
recorder.
Again, the finished product is
fully compatible with all existing CD players.
A basic Sonic System costs
$23,000 (plus the cost of a
Macintosh workstation/controller); each encoder and
WORM recorder is priced at
$25,000.
Up
to
32
additional
recorders, costing $15,000, can
be added to a master encoding unit, for small-scale duplication applications by music
syndicators,
production
libraries, etc., or for making
multiple copies of the same ID
package, and so on. Media
costs are currently running at
$40 per blank WORM disc.
Mel Lambert has been intimately
involved with the production and
broadcast industries on both sides
of the Atlantic for the past dozen
years.
Now
principal
of
Media&Marketing, a consulting
service for the professional audio industry, he can be reached at
818-753-9510.
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When you need extra hands mixing audio,
Shure's AMS can help.
Until recently, you needed outstanding
hand-ear-eye coordination to mix audio in
multiple-microphone broadcast situations.
Now there's asystem that gives you
broadcast-quality audio when you can't
cover all the faders at once. It's the Shure
Automatic Microphone System (AMS),
featuring patented direction-sensitive gating.
The Shure AMS continuously compares
audio signal levels from two matched unidirectional condenser microphone cartridges
located back-to-back in each AMS micra
phone. The rear-facing cartridge monitors
ambient sound, while the front-facing cartridge handles sound from the desired
source. When the front cartridge output
exceeds the rear cartridge output by 9dB,
the AMS mic channel gates on automatically
in .004 seconds.
Because of this unique gating concept, an
AMS microphone channel will only gate on

when addressed from within a120-degree
"window of acceptance" centered a
c
t
e
l
ee
ee
front of the microphone. AMS mks not
addressed from within this angle remain off.
So the number of open microphones is kept
to aminimum automatically, with no need
for manual control.
Since the Shure AMS automatically
keeps track of the number of open micra
phones and adjusts the overall gain to
compensate, your broadcast level stays constant as mics open and close, without
troublesome gain-riding.
Direction-sensitive gating makes the

SHURE®

Shure AMS the best system to use in multiple-mic situations, from panel talk shows to
game shows to hearings on Capitol Hill.
More and more broadcast engineers are discovering the advantages of having
broadcast- quality multiple-microphone

audio without the headaches of manual mixing or the time-consuming setup of so-called
automatic mixers.
With AMS you not only get all the
advantages of atruly automatic microphone
system, you also get the broadcast-quality
audio and reliability of Shure microphones.
For acomprehensive AMS literature
packet, call us at 1-800-257-4873. For AMS
technical support, call Michael Pettersen at
1-708-866-2512.

The Sound of the Professionals..Worldwide.
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Specifications for
Integrated Circuits
This is the ninth in a12-part series called An Introduction to Digital Electronics. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.3 CEUs (continuing education units) to registered
students who successfully complete the course and an examination mailed at its conclusion.
Successful completion of the course and the final exam also will earn 1.3 professional credits
toward recertification under the maintenance of certification provisions of the SBE Certification
Program. To register, contact the Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333
Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA 22003, or call 703-323-3159. The fee for the course is $20.
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by Ed Montgomery
Part IX of XII
Annandale VA The increased use of
digital electronics has produced "families" of devices designed to interface
with each other. TTL family devices can
be connected to other TTL devices without the addition of external parts.

TTL—or transistor-transistor logic—is
identified by the first two digits of the
device's number. The 74XX indicates a
ITL IC that meets commercial specifications operating within 0 to 70° Celcius while 54XX are devices meeting
military specifications and are operable between —55 and + 125° Celcius.
Letters following these numbers identify asubfamily of the IC. This is illus-
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over 25 years, CCA Electronics, Inc. has provided
Forreliability
through simplicity. Specializing in simple

circuitry and rugged construction, CCA manufactures
dependable, longlife AM, FM, Shortwave and Longwave
Transmitters.
CC A transmitters
deliver durability
and reliability to satisfied
customers throughout the
world. The high quality
standards and design
simplicity produces the
best value of broadcast
transmitters in the world.

FEATURES:
• Time Proven Long Life
Design
• Rugged Construction With
High Quality Components
• Zero bias Triode in DC
Grounded Grid Circuit
• Conventional Plate
Modulation
• Longest Documented Tube
Life
• Designed for FCC, DOC
and CCIR Requirements
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Positive and negative logic
In the United States, ITL high levels
are usually represented by "1" and low
levels as "0." This is known as positive
ogic. High levels can also be indicated
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The voltage in between these two
levels is considered to be undefined. Voltages in the undefined area should be
avoided because they produce unpredictable results at the output of the device. Figure 1is an illustration of typical
TM input and output voltage levels.
CMOS ( Complementary Metal Oxide
Semiconductor) logic is also used in digital technology. The defined high and
low levels for the 74C00 series are also
illustrated in Figure 1.
CMOS ICs are low cost and consume
very little power. They operate on awide
range of voltages and have low heat dis-

Table 1.
no letters
LS
S
ALS
AS

standard TTL
Low Power Schottky
Low Power
Advanced Low Power Schottky
Advanced Schottky
Fairchild Advanced Schottky
TTL (fast)

by a "0" and low levels by a "1." When
this is the case, negative logic is said to
be in place.
It is important to define the characteristics of high and low levels. Low input levels are usually any voltage between 0and .8volts. High levels are defined as being between 2and 5.5 volts.

RK—RACK SYSTEM
AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSING

COMMON FEATURES
THREE RACK UNITS OF SPACE
INPUTS & OUTPUTS HAVE
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
COMMON POWER SUPPLY100. 120, 240,50/60 Hz
REDUNDANT POWER SUPPLY FOR SAFETY
SCREW TERMINALS FORINPUTS & OUTPUTS

10 MODULES FOR AUDIO NEEDS
RK-AGDA

RK-PA
RK-VCADA

RK-DAADJ

RK-MLD

RK-ALC

RK-DA

RK-SC

RK-LA

RK-SB

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

WE MAKE IT SIMPLE

low

400µA

CCA ELECTRONICS, INC.
25 Years of Reliable Broadcast Transmitters

high

400µA

trated in Table 1.
Most digital circuits operate with transistors in cut-off or in saturation. To
achieve higher switching speeds, nonsaturated transistors must be used. This
operation is achieved with Schottky
devices. Low or high power for these
devices is determined by how much current the ICs can safely handle.

low
1.6mA

fan in

fan out

device

CMOS

V
0

fan in

low

Figure 1.
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fan out
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SESCOM INC.
2 I00 WARD DR.
HENDERSON NV 8 90 I5

702-565-3400.800-634-5457,FAX

U.S.A.

702-5E5-4828
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sipation. However, they are slower at
switching than TTL ICs. CMOS devices
also must be protected from static electricity buildup. Their junctions can be
destroyed by the touch of a finger
charged with static electricity.
Differentiating signal and noise
CMOS has an advantage of determining the difference between signal level
and noise. This is identified as noise immunity or noise margin. The noise margin for TTL and CMOS devices is illustrated in Figure 1.
Noise is defined as unwanted voltages created from induction on the circuit or from strong radio frequency signals such as near a transmitter. The
results of noise are erroneous signals
fed to the logic circuitry.
The IC's ability to send its processed
information to other circuitry is its drive
capabilities. Its fan-out is the number of
standard inputs that can be driven by an
output. A typical TTL fan-out is 1Uovv
Power Schottky fan-out is 20. CM
fanout can reach 50.
The load or demand required by an individual gate is defined as the fan-in.
Typical fan-out and fan-in values are illustrated in Figure 2.
The currents listed in Figure 2illustrate
the electron flow the device can handle
at high and low levels.
u
Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher at Thomas A. Edison High School
in Fairfax County. He has taught broadcast
engineering at Northern Virginia Community College and worked as broadcast engineer
for several radio stations.

C270

C274

$3,995 $ 4,995 $ 5,995
2-TRACK

4-TRACK

\\ it It Center ' Frael:
Time Code S5,995

8-TRACK

REVOX OPEN REEL RECORDERS.
HIGHER QUALITY. LOWER PRICES.
THE C270 SERIES

This exciting new line of recorders
provides you with all the traditional Studer Revox
benefits—mechanical precision, electronic sophistication,
supreme sound quality and superior support—adding
up to state-of-the-art analog recording technology.
The C270 is available in 2, 4and 8-track versions with
or without remote/autolocator.

BEST BUY Compare the

" street" price and performance
of any C270 Series machine with the competition, and
you'll find there is no competition. The die-cast deck
plate and head block, the precision mechanics and a
host of powerful features tell you any C270 Series
machine will last as long as you need areelto-reel in this emerging era of digital workstations. And in the digital future, you'll need
analog recorders that will sound good—for a
long time. That's why your last reel-to-reel
should be aStuder Revox.

TIME CODE . . . OR NOT The C270 2-track version
offers optional center track time code for effortless
synchronization to picture or sound. The C274 4-track
and C278 8-track are both equally adaptable to production or post. The optional remote/autolocator stores 18
start/stop addresses and provides full transport and
channel remote control to fit into any professional
studio environment.

LODGING TOO

For station logging applications,
special super low speed versions of the C274 and C278
are available with built-in time/date code generator and
reader with search capabilities, providing up
to 25 hours of continuous audio on one reel
of tape.
Call your Studer Revox Professional Products
Dealer—or Studer Revox direct—to discuss
all the details. Or simply call 800-366-4900
to receive our C270 series color booklet.

C270 Remote/Autolocator

s-ruDER

Fl EVOX

Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • ( 615) 254-5651
New York ( 212) 255-4462 • Los Angeles ( 818) 780-4234
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto ( 416) 423-2831
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange ®
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
AMPLIFIERS
Want to

Sell

ATI P100 stereo preamps (2) Encore series
w/manual, $1251ea. JGlogowski, 107 NKenwood, Levittown PA 19055. 215-547-6199.
McIntosh MC-2500 unused, $2975; MC-240,
$1175; MC-40, MC-225 (2), $575/ea. RKatz,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403
818-377-5264.
ORK Ultimate II stereo preamp, separate PS
&preamp cabinets, excel cond, $125. TCrockett, Box 10501, Blackburn VA 24060. 703-9530222.
OSC 1400 stereo pwr amp, 300 Wichnl at
4/ohms, 200 WIchnl at 8/ohms, mono bridging, fan cooling, octal accessory plugs. $425.
RRoss, 88 Sherman St 2nd FI, Brooklyn NY
11218. 718-965-2420.
Ampex Mod-A-692 (
2) amp/speakers. Kinura
Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami Springs FL
33166. 305-887-5329.
Straight Wire Audio UA2amp cards, $55/ea.
GWachter, 631 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ85003,
602-258-6161.
Bogen CHB-35A 35 W, $50. Clark, Secor
Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914-693-2400.
Nakamichl 620 audiphile pwr amp 100
Wichnl, mint cond, wicircuit documentation,
$350. KHeyne, 415-664-0163
Ampro TP-5 TT preamps (2), (3) Sparta Tep
35, (2) Shure M64, all worked when removed
from service, $50lea/130. M Black, Hobart William Smith College, Geneva NY 14456. 315781-3456.
Crown PSA-2 500 W stereo power amp, rack
mtg, excel cond, $650/80. W Laughlin, 753
Ruth Ln, Hurst TX 76053.

Amps Including Hafler DH500, Macintosh
250, API 705, Yamaha M40, SCS 2350,
Soundcraftsman A2801 & Sunn Concert, call
for details & prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg,
POB 958, Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.

Cetec FM 2Bay, power gain of 1.00, freq 95.9
MHz, true circular polarization, plus 20 radomes designed for this antenna. HBeam,
Box 5588, Princetone WV 24740. 304-4252151.

LEL DA8dist amp, never used, $125; Gates
Courier 70 2-chnl remote amp wIAC pwr supply, needs work; Gates Attache 70 3-chnl remote amp w/AC pwr supply, needs work. L
Wilson, 409 Hillaire, Hopkinsville KY 42240.
502-886-1678.

ERI CPS-G1E single bay tuned to 96.5 MHz,
8months old, $2500. RJesse, 3645 South,
Springfield MO 65807. 417-887-9650.

McIntosh MC-2500, sealed, $2975; MC-240,
$1175; MC-40, MC-225 (2), $575 ea. RKatz,
Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks
CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

Macintosh MC40 mono tube amps (2), excel cond, $1000/130. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset
Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90027. 213-667-9310.
Opamp Labs 360 BM mic preamps (8) plus
additional line amps & mono amps,
$25ea/B0. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd, Los
Angeles CA 96027 213-667-9310.

AM tower 300; 1/4" angle-iron construction,
on ground in 20' sections ready for shipping,
wlguy wire; beacon & (2) sets of side lights,
flasher & photo cell, base insulator & (2) lighting chokes, $5000/80. RShroyer, Box 1460,
Yakima WA 98907. 509-248-1460.

Scott 121-C preamp, mono, mint cond, minor input modification, $75. B Leslie, Pro
Recording Srvs, 13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH 44125. 216-662-1435.

FM ANTENNAS

Telex MC Series record amps (
2), mono. M
Young, WJON, St Cloud MN. 612-251-4422.

1 BAY
2 BAY
3 BAY
4 BAY

Want to Buy
Western Electronic amps, mixers, speakers,
turntables, arms, mikes áliterature. RVanDyke, Squires Ave, EOucgue NY 11942. 516728-1327.
Ittbe amps, all models preamps & amps by
Marantz. DDeForest, 7441 Wayne Ave 10-D,
Miami Bch FL 33141.

$ 1,500
2,300
3,150
4,000

MORE BAYS AVAILABLE
All warranted, tuned
and tested

%Me amps áremote mixers incl RCA OP6, OP-7, BN-2 BA series, 80 sehes, etc W Davies, 5548 Elmer Ave, NHollywood CA 91601.
818-761-9831.

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Road ( 315) 488-1269
Syracuse. NY FAX ( 315) 488-1365

RCA, WE áAbe tube amps, mixers, mic's,
turntables & recorders. RVanDyke, 2Squires
Ave, EOuogue NY 11942. 516-728-1327.
Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

Crown IC-150 pro stereo preamp, rack mountable, excel cond, $125. W Laughlin, 753 Ruth
Ln, Hurst TX 76053
Dynakil Stereo 70 gd tubes $100180 or swap
for MKIII wr70 Vout or MKIV; also PAS preamp, $35/130 or swap. K Smith, Box 579,
Gorham ME 04038. 207-854-3019.

ERI 12 bay circular tuned to 985 avaitable Feb
1990, BO. J Stanford, 2228 Gravier, New
Orleans LA 70119. 504-822-1945.

Phelps-Dodge 10 bay, class C FM, 104.1
MHz, gd cond. LMagnuson, 200) Indian Hills
Rd, Sioux City IA 51104. 712-239-2100.
Shively 6810 8bay circular w/radomes, new,
tuned to 100.3, BO. JStanford, 2228 Gravier,
New Orleans LA 70119. 504-822-1945.

ANTENNAS & TOWERS

Harris/ERI 3bay ' Rototiller' Class Atype on
959 MHz. M Beasley, 300 W Reed, Moberly
MO 65270. 816-263-5800.

Want to Sell
Harrls/ERI FMH series 10 bay centerfed
'Rototiller' type at 923 MHz, gd cond, $9950.
GWachter, 631 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ ova
602-258-6161.

Worki Tower 429' solid rod, 1yr old, ER195,7
two bay antenna, lights & lines. BCarr, 1201
Fremont Pike, Woodville OH 43469. 419-8379696.

Gates-ERI 3bay CP FM antenna on channel 240 959MHz 2.21 kW in 3kW ERP, Mower brackets and deicers, $35001or trade for
350 Carousels. FVobbe, Box 5031, Lima OH
45802. 419-228-4199.

Jampro JCP FM elements w/heaters tuned
to 107.3, (3) connecting cables who power
divider, 51500/all/BO. R Shroyer, Box 1460,
Yakima WA 98907. 509-248-1460.

Phelps Dodge 3bay at 105.5 MHz wiredomes, $1300. RMartin, Box 5668, Colorado Springs CO 80931. 719-392-4219.

EIMER MX-55 ‘
"Workhorse"
A new concept in "
Compact Recorders

••••>

maw
NOW

Also Tascam,
Revox, Marantz
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Hughey & Phillips TI-2035 3500 W isolation
transformer, 115/230 V primary, 117/120 V
secondary, $960. NWinter, 210 W Cota, Shelton WA 98584. 206-473-3462.
Rohn 14" face, 200', on ground, $500; Jampro JLPC 3bay 983, $600; Andrews 15/8"
air dielectric, 200', $800. DCrisp, Box 1280,
Seaford DE 19973. 302-629-6636.
LeBlanc & Dick tower 1329', 7' face,
designed for 2TV & 5FM ant's wlcomm level 1100' that will support 122 bays, wind load
651b5111 2RS 222 specs includes EEG high
intensity strobes & red lighting, right light contactor & strobe status controller included, BO.
M Fields, 6760 Corprate Dr I1340, Colorado
Springs CO 80919. 719-548-1528.
Phelps Dodge CFM LP-22bay FM 945,
complete, ready to ship; dummy load 50 kW
RCA type 6000 & coax reducer, 31/8 to 41,16
w/gas pass & blocking rings, BO. LVanDam,
WUPO, Newberry Ave, Newberry MI 49868.
906-293-8522.
FM antenna, 500', 12 bay wide-icers, 98.7
MHz, 4bay FM, 95.1 MHz. JStevens, WLAU,
601-649-1840.
Shively 4-bay whadomes, tuned to 103.1,3
yrs old, perfect cond, $1400/130. TCranford,
FM97, POB 1465, Grand Island NE 68802.
308-381-3697.
Cablewaye FCC15850J air dielectric cable,
320' of 15/8", in gd cond, have connectors
to sell w/cable, on spool & in easily accessible location for pick up, $800/FOB. DRozek,
475 South Ave, Beacon NY 12508. 914-8318000.
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•Power Supply
up to 460VDC

•Transmitting - MICA
Sangamo,Come4F-Dubliier
•OilFilled
Non-PC8 Oval, Rectangular
a

Relays • Fitters • Trartsistors

Any Parts starting with 1N Of 2N

1-800-323-0460
FAX 1 - 802-425-3554
Kellner Electronics, Inc.
Charlotte, VT
05445

608-271-1100
5618 Odana Road
Madison, WI 53719
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•Custom labels
available

•Opto isolated
•Solid state relays
•BA- 12 d BA-6R remote
available
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ALERT MONITOR

Cables/aye 750' 5" heliax, spooled. D
Bischoff, KKCW, 12655 SW Center, Beaverton OR 97005. 503-643-5103
Phelps Dodge CP-1000-4 4-bay, circular,
1023, all connectors, just removed, freq
change. T Donnelly, KRJH, 111 N Main,
Hallettsville TX 77964. 512-798-4333.
Rohn 65G 300', 3yrs old, guys, bolts, beacon, side lights, on ground in 20' sections
ready for shipping, $12,000. M Blakemore,
WC/P, Peachtree/Central, Murphy NC 28906.
704-837-2218.
ERI FMHH G5-4 4-bay, high power horizontal only 4bay antenna tuned to 94.5 MHz 1/3MHz. Available in Eugene, OR. Contact
Chris Reid Murray, CE, KMGE. 503-484-9400.

Want to Buy
Tvo-bay lightweight FM broadcast antenna
for emergency use, tunable to 91.7 MHz,
about 1kW per capacity. EGoetsch, 303 W
Prospect, Rhinelander WI 54501. 715-3626000.
2-4 bay circular, tuned to 983 or 98.5. JStanford, 2228 Gravier, New Orleans LA 70119.
504-822-1945
LPTV antennas UHF & VHF & heliax 15/8"
&larger in lengths between 50'-5001 JWorrell, 4618 Gabriel Dr, New Orleans LA 70127.
504-241-6634.
Andrew 1304 or 1308 4bay or 8bay hor,
tuned as close to 92.9 as possible. AWilkerson, POB 340, Lenoir City TN 37771. 615-9867536.
Tower, 350' & CP FM high per antenna on
932 or near by freq. EMoody, KJEM, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
Class A3-bay on 98.9 plus or 2chnls; also
need a10 kW FM xmtr in gd cond w/ 6-bay
antenna on 98.9 MHz. JMaxton, KGGF, PUB
1087, Coffeyville KS 67337, 316-251-3800.
Self-supporting tower, 100'; ERI 2-bay rototiller, low per antenna. ESutton, WOKI, 1900
Winston, Knoxville IN 37919. 615-531-2003

AUDIO PRODUCTION

Audi-Cord 132R network delay recorder;
Gates 994-6543-001 Solid Statesman AM
limiter; Harris 994-6631-006 Solid Statesman
FM limiters (2), black face; Harris 994-6631006 Solid Statesman FM limiter, grey face;
Harris ME-1mod enhancer, AM mono; Gates
M6214F Cartridge Tape II stereo cart R/P; (2)
Gates M6212C stereo PB cart machines;
Maze rack mounted reverb, all equip operational. B Hopkins 501-863-6126.
Bdct equipment; Orban 1118 dual reverb,
$600; dbx 1404 Type II noise reduction (2),
$400; ITC Delta I
stereo cart machine, $2260;
CRI SEP800 4 band stereo compressor,
$1250; CRL SPP-800 stereo AGC, $1250, all
prices negotiable. HGinsberg, 45 Roosevelt
Hep, Colchester VT 05446. 802-655-9530.
dbx Model 1404 2chnl NR unit, use wiaay
video or audio tape recorder, provides 30 to
50 dB of NR, $400. ARomanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-4611700.
Orban 5364 De-Esser 2chanl, excel cond,
BO. Falk Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln, Louisville KY 40228. 502-239-1010.
Symetrix T-101 Telephone interface never
used (2), BO. D Eressy. 508-945-4855 am.
Sony PCM-F1 (
2) digital audio processor + n
gd cond wIpwr supply, use wiany VCR,
$1000/ea. P Christensen, 3101 University
South, Jacksonville FL 32216. 904-721-9111.
Eventide H-969 Harmonizer, $1500. BGlasser, Box 9917, Canton OH 44711. 216-456-7166.
Eventide 1745M 3separate delays on output
&pitch ratio, excel cond, $600. FVirtue, 1618
N Broad, Philadelphia PA 19121. 215-7632825.
Lexicon 224 version 4.4 just back from factory w/complete check out, like new, $3250.
F Virtue, 1618 N Broad, Philadelphia PA
19121. 215-763-2825.
Lexicon 1200 mono, audio time compressor/expander, excel cond, $700/130. JZelinger,
4401 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90027.
213-667-9310.

Want to Sell

Tascam PE-40 4band, 4chnl parametric ED
unused, $250. D Lerner, 115 W 23rd, New
York NY 10011. 212-463-0795.

Ceiwave LP FM 3bay antenna, in service,
ready for sale, tuned to 92.1 MHz, BO. KDiebel, 1207 Louisa, Rayville LA 71269. 318-7284915.

AKG BX20E very gd cond; Marantz tube amplifier Mod-8; Marantz tube preamp Mod-7.
Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166 305-887-5329.

AKG ED( 20E reverb whemote, excel cohd
w/spare 2nd unit for pts, custom modified for
smoother decay, $250. K Heyne, 415-6640163.

Shively 6810 10 bay, high power, tuned to
101.1 MHz, 25 yrs old, vgc, $10,000/130. A
Basa, WAVV, 11800 Tamiami Tr E., Naples FL
33962. 813-775-9288.

Studio Technology RCU-1 R/C unit, distinguishes between mono & stereo and controls
an external synthesizer, excel cond, $400. M
Byrnes, 4400 Massachusetts NW, Washington DC 20016. 202-885-1030.

Custom made 900 MHz & 450 MHz STL:s,
all yagi's new & used. JWoddell, 1412 Mohave, Parker AZ 85341. 602-669-2483

triet4

•30 labels included

ERI FIACP-10 recently removed, 10 bay on
101.1 MHz, BO. M Cooney, 610 N Kiwanis,
Sioux Falls SD 57104. 605-336-2706.

Scala HDCA-10EB yagi antennas, 75 ohm,
104.1 & 106.9 MHz. D Leinen, Independent
Resources, POB 23498, Oklahoma City OK
73213. 405-728-2525.

......

reset
•FLASHING indicators

Jampro JSCP antenna bays (
5), no heaters,
gd cond, orig 105.9 MHz, also inter-bay line
avail, $1000 ea/B0. G Ogonowski, 213-4653171.

computer grade

FOR THE RECORD

•AUTO or manual

Rigid line 31/8", 440', 20' sections, some
hangers & 90° sections, $4000. C Haynes,
1850 Lynch, Jackson MS 39203. 601-9481515.

Rohn 65G 90' in 4-20' sections & one 10',
complete w/guy wire, insulators, bolts, anchors,tA sell or trade for self-supporting tower. C Freinwald, KBSG, 1739 Minor, Seattle
WA 98101. 206-343-9700.

Do you have an upcoming remote?

We now have available for rental:
2- LINE COMREX
WIRELESS MIC • PORTABLE DAT
plul

oto,

h nr,re. al re monable rate, '

Silver Lake Audio
25911 Hillside ( d Bald, in. NY 11510

(516) 623-6114

Phelps Dodge CP 22bay CP, 1009 MHz,
gd cond, moo. AMcCartny, KUIC, Fax 707446-0122.

Studio Sound S-305 passive filter sets (2),
matched pair, rack mount, very rare, $250
ea/BO. RKatz, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

RCA 10 bay tuned to 92.9, approx 900' of 4"
coax, both on ground ready to ship, will sell
separetely, $12,0001130. M O'Brien, KTGL,
3201 Pioneers Blvd Ste 208, Lincoln NE
68502. 402-483-6814.

Howe Phase Chaser, like new cond, $500;
Heath 10-104 15 mHz oscilloscope, $200;
McMartin AM-25 AM noise meter, works gd,
$50. G Barnett, Broadcast Centre, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 619-328-1104.

Cablewave HCC 158 1-5/8" coax, 75', no connectors, $8/foot. RBiever, KDOM, 1450 NHiway 60, Windom MN 56101. 507-831-3908.

Klark-Teknik ON 405 E0 new cond, never
rack mounted, $350. RHull, 8236 E71st Suite
133, Tulsa OK 74133. 918-254-0464.

Allison Kepex noise gates (2) w/pwr supply,
$100/80. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd, Los
Angeles CA 90027.
Orban 111B stereo reverb, brand new, BO. R
Sundell, POB 734, Upland CA 91786. 714-9850701.
Lew power AM medium wave radio station
complete wIMcMartin audio console; (2) Spotmaster PB cart machines; Ampex tape
reproducer; Shure mie mixer; TT's, mies,
speakers and much more, all equip is ready
for broadcast service, buyer must supply own
shipping & handling (negotiable), all equipment must be sold by June 1990, $9000
negotiable. AKrasowski, 1196 Tivoli Dr, Deltone FL 32725. 407-860-1219.
Harris ME-1 modulation enhancer, rack
mount w/manual, $125. LLeBlanc, WIOL,
P08975, Concord NH 03301. 603-225-5521.
Ramko DA280 10x8 dist amp in rack mount
w/pwr supply, $400/130. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90027. 213-6619310.
Eventide H-949 harmonizer, changes pitch
&has prod effects built-in, $2250. W Waldron,
KSOS, Layton Hills Mall, Layton UT 84041.
801-546-1722.
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AUDIO PRODUCTION . . . WTS
Outboard processing equip including dbx
187, Yamaha R1000, Eventide PS-101, OuadBN8-120, Orban 111B, Dellagraph EQ-10, Furman LC3, lmmedia 1313238, Altec A322C,
Gates SA-398 & Eventide 1745, call for details
&prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg, POB 958,
Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.

Used, Demo, Returns,
Tradein's, Overstock,
Scratch and DentLimited Quantity,
First Come,

Studio Sound S-305 passive filter sets (2),
matched pair, rack mount, very rare,
$250/BO/ea. RKatz, Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
ART DM digital reverb whemote, MIDI. SWytas, 165 Linden, New Britain CT 06051. 203224-1811.
Rafle ME-15 stereo 2/3 octave graphic EQ,
new cond, $250. M Osborne, WKSO, POB
9494, Ellsworth ME 04605. 207-667-7573.
Shure M63 E0, filter, $50. M Maciejewski,
WMUS, 3565 Green St, Muskegon MI 49441.
616-744-1671.
Various pieces of equip including ITC RP
R/P cart machine; (2) 47" equip racks; 5element Yagi antenna; (3) Switchcraft 96 jack
patch panels; SMC 521 PB cart; MCI JI1-110
& (3) Ampex AG600B R-R's; (5) RCA BFC antenna bays w/radomes; Heath GC1000 most
accurate clock; (2) Marti RPT1/150K xmtrs;
Scala PR-450U paraflector. M Young, WJON.
St Cloud MN. 612-251-4422.
Shure M610 graphic mic EQ, $75. M
Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Dolby 361 ANR (2), $450/ea plus shipping.
M Holwin, Anamnesia Studios, 49 SOxford.
Brooklyn NY 11217. 718-852-7630.
Otan 674A stereo paragraphic EQ, $575.
M Maciejewski. WMUS, 3565 Green St,
Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.

Want to Buy
Tube limiteis compressors and EQs. Fairchild
660 & 670, Teletronix LA2A, LA3, any Pultec
E0s, Lang EQs, etc; also other vintage tube
signal processing equip. J Kreines, 5330
Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
Eventide BD955 broadcast digital delay with
15 kHz bandwidth & 6second delay, must be
in excel cond. MByrnes, 4400 Massachusetts
NW, Washington DC 20016. 202-885-1030.

WANTED

PU1TEC EQ1
We will pay $ 1000.00 for
almost any Pultec program EQ
models EQP1/EQP1A/EQP1A3.
We will pay $ 1500.00 for any
Fairchild 660 and $3000.00 for
any Fairchild 670.

Also wanted:
EQH 2/EQH3/MEQ5/MAVEC/
MB1/1T1 & SONTEC EQ any S/
tube or ribbon mica and limiting
amps.
CALL OR WRITE TO:
Dan Alexander Audio
2944 San Pablo Ave.
Berkley, CA 94702
(415) 644-2363
FAX: 415-644-1848

Symetrix SX201 parametric EQ. BTidwell,
POB 338, Valdosta GA 31603. 912-244-5180.
Symetrix 511A noise reduction. BTidwell,
P013 338. Valdosta GA 31603. 912-244-5180.
WE/RCA speakers, amps, mixers, mics, U's,
on-air lights, equip magazines, catalogs.
manuals & any tube equip. R Van Dyke.
Caffrey House. Squires Ave, EQuogue NY
11942. 516-728-1327.
Marshall Electronics AR-300 tape eliminator all analog tape delay simulator. AGregory,
3003 20th, San Francisco CA 94110. 415-2851953.
Digital delay unit for talk format or combo
digital delay & production unit. A Roycroft.
POB 1602. Hilo HI 96720. 808-935-6858.
Amps & preamps w/tubes; speakers; Aetec
604Es, JBL drives etc; EQ's & other processors by Pultec, Langevin, Brook. DDeForest,
7441 Wayne Ave 10-D, Miami Bch FL 33141.

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
Broadcast Electronics Control 16-X latest
software version, 4reel to reels, network delay, triple cart, 3Go Carts, will install, setup
&train, $27000. W Keeney, 863 Benner Pike,
State College PA 16801. 814-238-5334,
SMC 352 stereo Carousels (2) RSC-50 random controllers (2): SMC AS-16 switcher;
SMC SSP-3060 programmer; SMC LA-2465
stereo line amp; SMC PDC-3 clock; SMC
PSA-230 pwr supply; SMC 772 dual play stereo cart; TS-25 tone sensors (2); RC-10 remote
controller 2/40 cable; (2) ITC 250 Series stereo R-R's; Renos A77; Otan ARS 1000 M;
SMC green equip racks (3), prefer sale as system, removed Oct/Nov '89. BHopkins, 501863-6126.

First Served
Terms:
Payment with Order
AKG D1200E MIC
$ 125
AKG D190ES MIC
85
All P1000-1 PREAMP
295
All DA2016 DIST AMP
975
BARCUS BARRY 202a
PROCESSOR
295
BENCHMARK DA 101 DIST AMP 250
BENCHMARK mda101 DIST AMP 275
CAL SGC-800 STEREO LIMITER 1400
EV SENTRY 100A SPEAKERS
195
EV PL10 MIC
EV P1_20 MIC
EV REIS MIC
EXCALIBUR CD- 1AUDIO
INTERFACE
JBL 4312 SPEAKER
JBL 4401 SPEAKER
LUXO COPY STAND
ly1/111MIL 1L IIL

L .,.

150
354
225
77
225
115
55

Cetec/Schafer 903E 19 sources & 4random
access sources & RAS manual control, program console, pwr supply & rack, missing
memory otherwise complete, $20001130. B
Glenn, 11 SBenton, Kennewick WA 99336.
509-586-4165.
Harris System 90 brain, switcher & (2) IGM
42 tray Go-Carts, will sell together or in parts,
BO. RLafore, Box 1327, Valdosta GA 31603.
Gates KSP10 & RA10 automation programmer, sub programmer, clock, source cards &
cables, gd for parts, $500. EMoody, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AK 72712. 501-273-9039.
BE Control 16 totally computerized system
w/network join, 4reels (2), Otan fixed carts,
(3) Carousels, remote start. gd cond,
$12000/130. ASutton, POB 1380, Moultrie GA
31776. 912-985-0980.
Sono-Mag RAS Pro, (
4) 35ORS13 Carousels,
racks, power supply, remote control, audio
switcher, memory, clock, extender cards,
spares for all, complete books, $7K. DDunsmoor, KRRZ, 216 SBdwy, Minot ND 58702.
701-852-4646.

LMINL
,

MICROTRAK 10P
95
MICROTRAK TELEFILE
125
MOD SCI CP-803 COMP PROC 1025
MOD SCI SCA 186 SCA GEN
2800
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RECORDER
8900
OTARI MX5050 MKIII-2
(minor damage)
OTARI CTM 10 CARTRIDGE
PLAYER
OTARI C8109
REMOTE CONTROL
OTARI ARS1000DC TAPE
PLAYER
RADIO SYSTEMS DA8AMP
REVOX B77 TAPE RECORDER
RE VOX PR99 R/R ROLL
AROUND STAND
RUSSCO STUDIO PRO 7
SANSUI CDX701 CD
SANSUI CDX711 CD
SHURE SM7 MIC
SHURE 330 DEMO MIC
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SONYT CDS PR011 CASSETTE
RECORDER
650
SONY TCD-D1OPRO PORTABLE
DAT RECORDER
2200
SONY C48 MIC
700
STRAIGHT WIRE AUDIO DA CARDS
195.00 PWR SUPPLY
40
TAPCO 4400A REVERB
125
TASCAM 112R CASSETTE
RECORDER
595
TECHNICS SP 15 7
490
TECHNICS SP1OMKII 7
795
TECHNICS SLP 550 CD
195
TECHNICS S191200 CD
935
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TECHNICS SAF2MK2 SPEAKERS 220
TECHNICS SLP770 CD PLAYER 350
TECHNICS SL1200MK2 7
340
TELEX WIRELESS MIC FMR-2
925
TELEX PH75 HEADSET
85
UREI SR1 RACK MOUNT
20
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Wegener 1601 mainframe inc all audio, tone
decoding & receive translating cards for SMN
Starstation affiliates; Harris 6529 sat video
rcvr, $1360/130. HBundrick, 1115 Washington,
Natchifoche LA 71457. 318-352-9696.

Sono-Mag SMC RP-1000 brain, DS-20
switcher, PDC-3A timer flag unit, pwr supply,
TS-25 tone snesor, (4) Otan ARS-1000, (4) BE
auto rewinds, (4) SMC 350-RSB Carousels,
(3) racks w/doors, manuals, spare parts,
$14,000. D Denton, 405 E Norman, Montgomery City MO 63361. 314-564-2275,
SMC DPI-Cautomation system complete, includes: (4) 350 RSB Carousels. (4) SMC/Otani
R-R PB decks, SMC dual cart, single play
deck, (4) matching equip racks, logging w/Xtel printer, digital programmer w/brain & remote encoder wlmonitor, all manuals. DKulbel, POB 886, Carroll, IA 51401. 712-792-4321.
Sono Mag DP-2, DS-20 (
6) 350 stereo
Carousels, (4) AR1000 Otan R-R, DS 20
switcher. DP2 brain w/upgrade card in gd
cond, $14000. PSwint, 2620 Dogwood, Joplin
MO 64801. 417-624-1310.
IGM dual 25 Hz tone detector. HKneller, 813639-1112.
Sono-Mag Carouosel, worked when removed from service, $600/B0. A Lane,
WEHB, P013 2892, Grand Rapids MI 49501.
616-451-9904.
ATC fade start unit wlmanual, $20; Gates
ATC time announce control mdl TA w/manual, $15; ATC 55A silence sensor w/manual,
$35. J Feasel, W64BG, 13549 Morse Rd,
Pataskala OH 43062. 614-927-2592.
Colorado Magnetics NS-200-B Transtar network switcher, mint cond, w/fanout board &
instruction manual, $600. NAllebaugh, WICE,
100 John St, Cumberland Al 02864. 401-7259000.

Want to Buy
BE Sat-16 satellite program controller system
Aor Bwith or without printer. LMaierhofer,
101 Armory Blvd. Lewisburg PA 17837. 717523-3271.
250 or 350 Carousel or similar type multiple cart machine any type, mono or stereo,
will pick up. FVobbe, Box 5031, Lima OH
45802. 419-228-4199.
Any commercial video insertion system,
small to mid-range tape capacity. prefer 3/4"
or 1". JWorrall, 4618 Gabriel Dr, New Orleans
LA 70127. 504-241-6634.

i
J NORTHEAST
BROADCAST LAB

CAMERAS (VIDEO)

(518)-793-2181/(215)-322-2227
(603)-483-1002/(214)-612-2053

Harris 9000 complete stereo, (6) Scully reels.
(2) Instacart 48's, CRT. CPU, all manuals. BO.
Harmon, PO Drawer J, Plant City FL 33564.
813-754-9191.
IGM 700 w/monitor control, audio chassis,
network switcher, programmer, automatic logger withumbwheel cart encoding electr, rack
mount access, manuals, cables, as is,
$300/all. MMeyer, Box 70 Madison WI 56256.
612-598-7301.
Gates 25 Hz tone detector & R-Rcontroller
(3), $751ea. EMoody, 216 NMain, Bentonville
AK 72712. 501-273-9039.
IGM Basic Aautomation system, all or part,
Audicord network delay, (5) Revox PR-99
PB's, (4) 24 cart Carousels, (3) Audicord cart
PB's, logging. BO. CGustafson, 590 W Map'e, Kalamazoo MI 49008. 616-345-2101.

Want to Sell
Norelco PC70 3tube color studio camera systems (20) w/21-210mm studio lenses. CCU's,
all cables. complete. Ampex 3tube color studio camera, Hitachi 3tube color studio camera, both w/CCU's, studio lens & cables, BO.
JKrepol, 6147 Walker, Philadelphia PA 19135.
215-624-1050.
JVC KY2000/RS (
2) cameras sat type recently
retubed w/14:1, w/optional CCU & 50' cable,
clean. $6000. RKrangle, 680 Haines NW, Albuquerque NM 87102. 505-842-1418.
Sharp XC-700 3tube, retubed. case & accessories, $18001130; (2) JVC 562-U tube color
camera, $400/130. TQuinn, 208 Cherry, Capitola CA 95010. 408-475-0423.
JVC KY210 3 tube w/access, like new. J
Jones, 920 Main St N, Southbury CT 06488.
203-264-3666.

IGM EC Controller w/IGM 48 tray Instacart,
gd cond, $7000. BCroghan, KCEE/KWFM,
POB 5886. Tucson AZ 85703. 602-623-7556.

Hitachi FP-60 complete chains (2), w/lenses,
viewfinder, RCU's, CCU's, etc, just taken out
of service Jan 90, BO. RShriven, Marietta College, McKinney Mass Media, Marietta OH
45750. 614-374-4802.

BE 1600S stereo sequencer, 16 event
w/bcoks; (2) SMC TACtime announce control,
BO. LVanDam, WUPO, Newberry Ave, Newberry MI 49868. 906-293-8522.

Hitachi KP-C100U color chip CCTV w/16mm
auto iris Rainbow lens, lw hrs, $300. PRussell, Bowdoir College, Sills Hall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

Radio World

AV Ft

FAX:(617) 924-0497
Phone: (617) 924-0660

"Otari's full line Analog and Digital
Representatives for New England and Brazil.

(617) 924-0660

Panasonic WV 6000 2/3" high band tube,
420 lines hor resolution, 2line vert enhancer,
12X servo zoom lens, RCU wicable. $1000.
W Watrous. 739 S Orange, Sarasota FL
34236. 813-366-3316.
Ikegami HL79D 3-tube camera ENG configuration w/Canon J13x9BIE lens, w/(3) NiCad
batteries, (3) chargers, hard case, AC adapter, (2) cables for power & Sony 4800 recorder, $ 18000. NLindquist, POB 14920, Columbus OH 43214. 614-888-4788.
RCA CC002 single tube color camera ease
&AC pwr, $150: Panasonic WV RC 30 Panasonic remote control unit for Panasonic 777
color camera, 50' of cable, $800. DHurd, Box
4
85 5
38S
.tation A, Searcy AR 72143. 501-2794658.
Panasonic WV 360 PB/W camera, pushrod
zoom, $100. DHurd, Box 853 Station A. Searcy AR 72143. 501-279-4658.
JVC KY 2000B 3-tube color camera, case, AC
pwr supply, Anton Bauer battery bracket, mic
holder, multipin cable for EFP, 10-100 Tamron
zoom, $1000. D Hurd, Box 853 Station A,
Searcy AR 72143. 501-279-4658.
Sharp XC-800 3-tube bdct color camera, Fuji
12X lens w/2X ext. 2L image enhance road
case, etc, excel cond. $3600/B0. RJensen,
Racine Telecable Corp, 5812 21st, Racine WI
53406. 414-632-3131.
Panasonic WVCD 20 B/W security camera,
new, w/25mm & 8mm lens (2), $1900. DHurd,
Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143 501-2794658.

ITC 750 stereo R/P, $500; ITC 850 stereo R/P,
MOO; Scully 280 mono RIP, 7.5/3.5 ips, $450;
Ampex 350 transport/Inovonics electr, $450;
Teac 7030 stereo R- R, $200; Wollensak 3M
portable R-R, gd cond, $120. GWachter, 631
N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
Tapecaster 700S (5) (
2) R/P, (3) Ponly, just
removed from service, spare sec cue electronics, $600; BE cart winder, virtually no mileage, BO. D Sparano, 518-382-6167.
ITC RP Series stereo R/P, excel cond, $1800.
G Aycock, Rt 11 Box 458 A, Longview TX
75603. 214-757-5633.
BE 2100 stereo RR brand new, BO. RSun.
dell, P013 734, Upland CA 91786. 714-9850701.
Audicord A(
3) side by side in 19" rack, mono, gd cond, BO. CGustafson, 590 W Maple.
Kalamazoo MI 49008. 616-345-2101.
ITC PDII (2) players, (1) recorder, mono, gd
cond; Ampro CT2501 player, $100ea/B0. J
Zelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles CA
90027. 213-667-9310.
Tapecaster 700 RP mono RP in gd cond,
$300. JMons, 3911 SFirst, Abilene TX 79601.
915-676-7711.
ITC RA record amp, for use w/3D, 3tones, gd
cond, $500. M Brown, 3740 SW Corms, Portland OR 97219. 503-245-4889.
ITC PD II R/P gd cond, mono, $950; ITC PD
II play, gd cond. mono, $700. or $1300/both.
G McCoy, Box 100 Central City NE 68826.
308-946-3816.

Audio Video Research

JVC BY-110 3-tube camera w/S-VHS upgrade,
Fuji 16X lens, MK50 shotgun mike and KAM50 mic grip, A/C adapter/charger. (2) DC11U
NiCad batteries, VF400 4" B&W viewfinder,
studio zoom & focus controls, (2) cables, custom case, service manual, high resolution &
top quality performer, like new cond, $3495.
B Hines, IPS, RD 1Box 413A, Export PA
15632. 412-468-4115.

ITC Premium SP (
2), mono, gd cond, new
steel cases, $625 ea; Audicord ASeries (2)
single play mono, fairlgd cond. $300 ea: Audicord ASeries side by side RR (2) play slots
wIrecord module in middle, gd cond. needs
record amp cards, 550. BLunderville, Radio
New England, 75 Gardner, Hirgham MA
02043. 617-749-1304.

106 Main St.
Watertown, MA 02172
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SENNHEISER • SHURE • SIMON SYSTEM • SONY • SOUNDCRAFT • SOUND WORKSHOP/OTARI • STUDIOMASTER • SUMMIT AUDIO • SYMETRIX • TANNOY • TC ELECTRONICS •
TELEX • 360 SYSTEMS • 3M • THRESHOLD • TIMELINE • TRIDENT AUDIO • TWELVE TONE SYSTEMS • US AUDIO • ULTIMATE SUPPORT • VALLEY INTERNATIONAL • WHIRLWIND
And many others...
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ITC PD-II cartridge R/P's (3), gd cond, mono, $500/ea/B0. JSwett, 4025 Lugano Way,
Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602-526-1975.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC PDII mono, gd cond, player, single tone,
clean, $350. GBeeker, 4110 West Bank, Tampa FL 33624. 813-960-8153.
Ramko cart winder, $150. G Wachter, 631 N
1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
Spotmaster Mod-500C R/P Kinura Records,
377 Westward Dr, Miami Springs FL 33166.
305-887-5329.
UMC Beaucart R/P, gd cond (3), 3tones,
spare parts, manual, $1995/all. BCarr, 1201
Fremont Pike, Woodville OH 43469. 419-8379696.
ITC SP w/rack mount, $800; ITC RP w/delay
&all tones. $1400; ITC PD-II w/record. $1000:
Beaucart II (2), $5001ea; & Spotmaster RPD700 w/delay, $1000. Clark, Secor Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914-693-2400.
ITC WP mono PB, BO. TDriggers, 818 Quail
Ct. Healdsburg CA 95448. 707-433-9370.

Gates Criterion Irecord amp, one mono rack
mount & one stereo, rack mount; ATC/Gates
Criterion IPB w/150 Hz tone detector. H
Kneller, 813-639-1112.
Harris Criterion Compact 90 mono, R/P.
$795. BMountjoy, POB 1240, Elizabethton TN
37644. 615-543-5349.
Tomcat Pacific Recorders PB (
2) w/19" rack
&manual, great for spares, $2650. M Barley,
1846 Roseneade #250, Carrollton TX 75007.
214-601-1294.
BE 1070 stereo cart players, one used for
parts, & a1070 stereo FOP HKneller, 813-6391112.
Fidelipac CTR 14 & ESD 10 stereo R/PB &
elect splice detector, both units must be sold
together, slight head wear, $1800. R Smith,
3407 W Olive #108, Burbank CA 91505. 818367-6335.
Sparta 4520 (2) single cart players, operational & functional when removed, $100 ea;
Tapecaster 700-P (2), $200 ea & 70ORP, $350,
no tones, in service, w/manuals. W Waldron,
KSOS, Layton Hills Mall, Layton UT 84041.
801-546-1722.

Your Classified Ad
Here
Call Simone Leeser
998-7600

Ikegami 305 w/24-400mm lens, CCU, cables,
gd tubes. BO. AWeiner, 14 Prospect, Yonkers
NY 10705. 914-423-6638.
Philips PCP-90, minicam, complete w/backpack CCU, lens, set-up panel & camera support harness, (3) 1" plumbicons, BO GSpitler,
BES Teleproductions, 6829 EAtmore, Richmond VA 23225. 804-276-5110.

USED MICROMAX Stereo Playback Cart Machines

Panasonic WV 340 PB/W camera, pushrod
zoom, $100. DHurd, Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143 501-279-4658.
JVC KY 1900 3-tube color camera, case, EFP
AC pwr supply 10-100 Tamron zoom. $900. D
Hurd, Box 853 Station A. Searcy AR 72143.
501-279-4658.

Want to Buy
RCA Dumont iconoscope & image orthicon
cameras, tubes, tripods and parts. AWeiner,
14 Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY 10705. 914-4236638.
JVC BY-110U & any related access, in particular, lens & mic access, send item & parts list.
R. Lawrence, Moonshadow Video, 4280
Reston, Roseburg OR 97470, 503-679-8966.
Old Norelco, RCA, Bendix, Ikegami portable cameras, HL33, HL35, PCP-70, PCP-90,
etc. AWeiner, 14 Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY
10705. 914-423-6638.

8 pair of used PR&E Micromax Stereo Cart
Machines received as trade-in's for Phase
Trak

90's.

Operational

and

in

very

good

physical condition. Sold "as- is", no warranty.
Each assembly consists of 2 side- by- side
machines in standard rack- mount chassis.

$995 for each rack pair (2machines)

=E
Tel 217/224-9600

Call or Fax Elaine Hayes at
BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
Fax 217/224-9607
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BE E

Radio World

A.E4HALL
Electronics
THE BEST DEALS ON QUALITY
REBUILT & BRAND NEW
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
We BUY & TRADE equipment too!
Please phone or send for our latest flyer.
10:00AM-6:00PM EST

804-974-6466
FAX 804-974-6450
Audi-Cord ASeries dual R/P cart machine,
working order. BO. R Meadows. Southeastern Sports Prod, 1203 Seaton Ste 117,
Durham NC 27713. 919-544-1366.
MEI Digisound digital hard-disk cart recorder, great for automation, inc (2)332 meg hard
disks, (2) remote keyboards, tape drive, software & manual. System configured for 15 kHz
stereo/mono, 76 minutes of stereo, 152
minutes mono storage or any combo, fully
functional, low hrs, $10000. JAddle, WFMT,
312-565-5033.
Want to Buy
Playback & record units in good working order. AMod, 828 SGetty, Va/de TX 78801. 512278-1102.
Spada Century, will purchase cart machines,
prefer mono, reasonable prices paid. BMayben, 137 McMurthe Ln, Huntsville AL 35806.
205-721-9393.
ITC 3-D or equiv, 3-stack stereo cart machine
w/record amp, 3tone; ITC ESL-IV splice locator/eraser or equiv. HKneller, 813-639-1112.
Stereo RIP in gd working cond, BE,
Tapecaster. ITC preferred. H Bundrick, 1115
Washington, Natchifoche LA 71457. 318-3529696.
R/P cart machine witones, mono preferred,
will trade for 6' equip racks. ALane, WEHB,
POB 2892, Grand Rapids MI 49301. 616-4519904.

CASSETTE ed REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Superscope C-207 LP professional CR, like
new, 3heads, servo control, EO & bias adj,
limiter & more, $165. DZimmer, 3055 14 Tyndall, Tucson AZ 85719. 602-623-2933.

1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901
Telex 235 & 300 series duplicating equipment, BO. Falk Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln,
Louisville KY 40228. 502-239-1010.
Fostex 8753 interface, control any Sony Type
5recorder w/Fostex synchronizer, $300. A
Romanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.
Fostex 3040 outboard Dolby CNR units (2),
each provides 4 chnls of NR, $4001ea. A
Romanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.
Denon ON 950F CD's (3); Denon CD cases
(220); rack mount kit, will sell as is for $2699.
JHansen, Box 699, St Cloud MN 56302. 612253-9600.

Ampex 351 wIlnovonics amps, $800; Scully
2806 w/amp, $500; Ampex AIR-700, $1700;
Ampex AG-600 wIcarrying case. $100 & MCI
JH-110B w/Russ Lang cabinet (2), $2600/ea.
Clark, Secor Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914693-2400.
Sony PCM-F1 (
2) digital audio processor for
recording onto any VCR w/pwr supply in gd
cond, $1000/ea. PChristensen, 3101 University South, Jacksonville FL 32216. 904-7219111.

Studer Revox HS-77 Mk IV FT mono, 15/75
ips, wood case, mint cond, $675/B0. RKatz,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403
818-377-5264.

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1131 Virginia Ave
Campbell CA 95008
(408) 866-8434

AKAI 40000 stereo - .4
/• .7/
.2 I
ps, no manual, $75. LSpivey, Highway 231 S, Hartford KY
42347. 502-298-3268.
1

Sony PCM-701ES digital processor/recorder.
never used, $1250. B Foid, Box 1052, El
Granada CA 94018. 415-726-4786.
Otani 4050 audio duplicator cassette, 4yrs
old, $900. JJones, 920 Main St N. Southbury CT 06488. 203-264-3666.
Pioneer RT-707 R-RRP, works, $150. M Meyer, Box 70. Madison WI 56256. 612-598-7301.
Ampex AG-440 2-track stereo PB only
w/Shafer electr, $600180. G Barnett, Broadcast Centre, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-3281104.

REBUILT
All CART & MCI
We guarantee quiet, flutter
free performance when we
meticulously rebuild your
Moe

Single Decks
Triple Decks
MCI CAPSTAN
MCI REEL

$150.00
$175.00
$40000
$200.00

Metal shaft resurfacing on
other motors available.
Audio Magnetic,/ Professionals

Ali
fERVKES INC

224 Datura Street. Suite 614
West Palm Beach. FL 33401
1 (800) 826-0601
In Florida (407) 659-4805

All CART & MULTITRACK
You have started to notice a
loss of high end, excessive
oxide shedding. or possibly
even visible signs of wear on
your heads. You are now
sacrificing your recording
quality
- We recommend our head
relapping and assembly
alignment services. For a
fraction of replacement cost.
we guarantee full performance
restoration to factory
specifications.
- Let us help you "Keep
Ahead" in the industry
Audio Magnetic/ Professionals

1111111111'''

seRvices INC

224 Datura Street. Suite 614
West Palm Beach. FL 33401
1 (800)826-0601
in Florida (407) 659 4805

Authorized

Authorized

°TART SONY TEAC Parts Dealers

OTARI SONY ¡'LAC Parts Dealers

• Digital/Optical 8.. Electrical
inspection
• Precision recontourin g of
heads
• Complete digital/optical
alignment oi assembly
Magnetic
Head Test Report"'" 8. Data

• EXCIUSiVe " Audio

Teac V-530X several cassette racks, gd cond.
LMagnuson, 2000 Indian Hills Rd, Sioux City IA 51104. 712-239-2100.

Sheets

Ampex AG-440 stereo decks (
3), very clean,
working, good heads, two chnl wlAmpex
electr, $750/ea or BO. G Barnett, Broadcast
Centre, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-3281104.

We also carry a lull line of
replacement heads and nce
pa rts.
Our 25 years ofexperi e
hed
and reputation are unmatc

Revox PR-99 2speed PD, excel cond, BO.
KDiebel, 1207 Louisa, Rayville LA 71269. 318728-4915.

Ampex AG-440B 1" 8trk multitrack, rollaround console, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman,
P
7
6
0
2B 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2715.
Scully 270 reproducers (
2) stereo, gd cond.
$200/80; Scully 270 reproducers (2), stereo,
gd for parts, BO; Magnecord 1024 stereo (2),
$150ea/B0. R Fess, POB 250, Macomb IL
61455. 309-833-5561.
Automation starter set ITC 770 PB (4), gd
cond, $700 ea or $2400/all; ITC 770 R P/B
w/custom rack, gd cond, $1700, or all for
$4000. JTorsitano, KNIS, 6363 Hwy 50 E, Carson City NV 89701. 702-883-5647.
ITC deck stereo 3yrs old, gd cond, $1350.
JArzuaga, POB 980, Ouebradillas PR 00742.
809-895-2725.

in the industry.

Jiff:

MAGNETIC SCIENCE

'249 Kennedy goad
P.O. Box 1'21* Greenden, NJ 07839
Tel (201) 579-5773
Fax ('201) 579-602.1

Fostex 4030/4035 external synch for any RRw/remote, mint cond, $1000. $ Wytas, 165
Linden, New Britain CT 06051. 203-224-1811.
Ampex AIR-700 10", 2irk, 71/2", 15 ips,
$995. BMountjoy, POB 1240, Elizabethton TN
37644. 615-543-5349.
Ampex 602 FT gd cond, $200. Dlbel, 2600
NHighway, Spencer IA 51301. 712-262-1240.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN 17111E

Fostex Model 80 8trk, 7" R-R, 15 ips Dolby
C. gd cond, $1200. SWytas, 165 Linden, New
Britain CT 06051. 203-224-1811.
Ampex 440C Merv°, 1/2 trk, roll around
cabinet, vgc, $1500. SRosenthal, 3145 Geary
Blvd Ste 344, San Francisco CA 94118. 415584-5614.

sILD.E.R
"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing all open reel
& cassette tape recorders. CD players. & other Studer/Revox equipment.
Over 12.000 units serviced Nationwide since 1978. Fast 48-72 hour service w/90 day warranty. Huge parts
inventory. Capstan shaft resurfacing
&head relapping service. New & used
machines available w/warranty.
Visa/MC

00

STUDIO-SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr...100
Schaumburg, IL 60173
Phone: (708) 843-7400
FAX: (708) 843-7493

3M M79 4trk, 1/2" ATR, excel cond, w/resolver, $750/80. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd, Los
Angeles CA 90027. 213-667-9310.
Scully 280 automation PB's, gd cond (2),
$750/both. BWatson, 1551 EAmar Rd, W Covina CA 91792. 714-949-6249.
Nagra IV-Ssync pilot tone, 7" reel case, leather case, NC pwr pack, handle, strap, excel
cond, $4800; Nagra OGB 10 1/2" reel adapter, excel cond, $750. SRosenthal, 3145 Geary
Blvd Ste 344, San Francisco CA 94118. 415584-5614.
MCI JH-110 4trk stereo w/remote gd cond (2),
$4000/ea or $7000/both. BWatson, 1551 E
Amar Rd, W Covina CA 91792. 714-949-6249.
Otan ARS 1000, (
2) P/B decks, very little use,
$1200. ABasa, WAVV, 11800 Tamiami Tr E.,
Naples FL 33962. 813-775-9288.
Ruslang R-Rroll around wood consoles (3),
$150/ea. RShroyer, 215 N4th St, Yakima WA
98907.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia Blvd. 4116
818.907-5161
North Hollywood. CA 91607 FAx 818-784-3763

Ampex AG 350-2 PB electr. 33/4"-7 1/2"
speeds, $350 inc shpg & manual, tube PB fully functional. G Meloon, 28 W Scribner,
DuBois PA 15801. 814-371-1330.
Marantz CO207LP like new, 3 heads.
$165/80. RZimmer, 3055 NTyndall, Tucson
AZ 85719. 602-623-2933.
Tascam 32, 2trk 71/2-15 ips in excel cond,
some head wear. 6500. RSmith, 3407 W Olive #108. Burbank CA 91505. 818-367-6335.
Nagra IV LE FT portable, 7.50 ips w/crystal
sync & resolver, case. AIN per supply & manual, recently overhauled. $2800/80. R Barwig, Barwig Recording, 5254 W Agatite,
Chicago IL 60630. 312-283-2820.
Sony PCM-2500A, PCM-25008 R-DAT, used
very little, $5,000/80. TNoordyk, VVSHN, POB
190, Fremont MI 49412. 616-924-4700.
Studer Revox HS-77 Mk IV special fact order FT mono, 15/75 ips, only 10 hrs use, wood
case, mint cond, $575/80. R Katz, Allegro
Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Pioneer 1020L 33/4" - 71/2" ips, 1/4" 2chnl
lots of 10" reels of tape included. Wedding
supplies, $400. BFord, POB 1052, El Granada CA 94018. 415-726-4786.
Presto 800/908 7.5-15 ips professional plus
rack, pick up in NYC, $1000. BRose, Program
Reo, 228 E10th, NY NY 10003. 212-674-3060.

Century 21 Auto Seque for CD players, like
new cond, works great, $3250; Revox PR-99
PB units (2) w125 Hz tone detectors, $900 ea.
W Waldron, KSOS, Layton Hills Mall, Layton
UT 84041. 801-546-1722.
Duplicators including comp Kaba cassette
duplication system, Recordes DUR II, Pentagon C4322 7Wollensak 2770AV. call for details & prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg, POB
958, Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.
Ampex 351-2 2-trk, mint cond, one has original tube electr, other has lnovonics, both in
roll-around, one walnut, one plywood. RNelson, Tropical Bdct, 14093 SW 142 St, Miami
FL 33186. 305-238-5024.
Fostex 4030/4035 audio-for-video synchronizer, mint cond, $1000/B0. SWytas, 165
Linden, New Britain CT 06051. 203-224-1811.
Want to Buy
Roll-around matching set suitable for housing two Revoxs. DSparano, 1-518-382-6167.
MCI JH110 Bor C1/4" 2track, 7.5-15-30 ips;
MCI JH110 Bor C 1/2" 4track, 33/4-7.5-15
ips. Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.
Inovonics 355 & 900 pwr dual channel
record-play electronics, must have sync
xformers on repo cards. LBeige!, Box 85042,
Los Angeles CA 90072. 213-466-3596.
Technics RS1500 or 1520 must be in gd
cond. SPsi, 1100 Rancho Conejo Blvd, Newbury Pk CA 91320. 805-373-7777.

s

Inovonics 375 (
3) R/P elect, solid state for
Ampex recorders, $150ea/B0. J Zelinger.
4401 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90027.
213-667-9310.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

HEADS
RELAPPED

oratory services include..

Ampex AG-350 FT mono (2); AG-350 1/2 trk
stereo; AG-440 1" 4trk; AG-440 1" 8trk; AG350 1" 4trk; PR-10 1/2 trk stereo; PR-10 FT
Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.

Sony PCM-F1 2trk digital processor, 14 & 16
bit, A/C pwr supply, batteries. Kiwi case, excel cond. $1500. S Rosenthal, 3145 Geary
Blvd Ste 344, San Francisco CA 94118. 415584-5614.

and Service

your worn heads to
f
originalI.
performance
a f
ractio
speccations at
no
the replacement cost. Our labRestore

Pioneer 1020L 10 1/2 R-R, 33/4- 71/2 ips
complete w/10 reels of tape, Wall edit supplies,
$400. BPaid, Box 1052, El Granada CA 94018.
415-726-4786.

Otani MX5050-850 1/
2"8trk low hours, mint
cond, calibration tape & xtras, $3000. CVolpe,
540 Stammers Run, Bato MD 21221. 301-3916927.

3

Tascam 42B R-R 4 months old, like new,
$2100, $25 shipping & insurance. D Peluso,
2880 EFlamingo, Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121.
702-732-2200.

Studer Revox port case for A77 w/mon spkrs
& per amps, exc cond, $275/130. R Katz,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403
818-377-5264.

Otan iMX-5050B II (
2), $2000/ea; Otan MX505
BO, $3000. CMonk, 1301 Atlantic, Atlantic City NJ 08401. 609-344-2020.

-PARTS-

Roberts 720 1/2 & 1/4", vgc w/case, $90 plus
$10 S&H. PSalois, KPCR, POB 1Hwy 54E,
Bowling Green MO 63334. 314-324-2283

Ampex 440-B (
2) in rolla-bout consoles, low
hrs, excel cond. stereo 2trk, $1750 ea; Scully/Metrotech slow loggers (2), gd cond, on air
use thru April, $395 ea. BLunderville, Radio
New England, 75 Gardner, Hirgham MA
02043. 617-749-1304.

Ampex AG-500-2 portable case, mielline mixing, BO. M Saddy, 141-60 84 Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 718-846-2062.

SCULLY
TAPE RECORDERS

May 9, 1990

Tapesonic stereo 2trk 10.5 eels, 3speed,
$350; Crown 5X844 4chnl R/P 3speed, mint
cond, $700; Teac A4010S (2) 114 trk stereo, auto reverse, gd cond, $200 ea or $350/both;
Telex 1422 2trk stereo plus 1/4 head for PB
(2), $350/both. JParsons, 10375 Cannas, No
Huntingdon PA 15642. 412-863-9590.
Scully 270 (
4), PB only, $300 ea. EMoody,
KJEM, 216 NMain, Bentonville AR 72712. 501273-9039.
Studer MO operation/service-parts manual
for 1/4 to 21" versions, $60 pls shpg. RCannata, Cantrax Recorders, 2119 Fidler, Long
Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Otani MX 5050 BII, less than 1yr old, perfect cond, complete Milt back sides, buyer
pays freight, $2200; Otan MX 5050 4trk 1/4"
older unit but in great cond, heads like new,
left brake needs slight adjustment, complete
w/dbx MR, pre-wired, buyer pays freight,
$2200. BHanson, Reel Tras Prod, 209 EEl
Cortez. Columbia MO 65203. 314-449-8433.
Tascam FP 70 ft SW for 3440 & 40 Series
machines, $25; Tascam 44-480B extender
service board, new, $20. RCannata, Cantrax
Recdrs, 2119 Fidler, Long Beach CA 90815,
213-498-6492.
Pioneer 1020L 375-7.50 ips, 1/4" 2chnl, lots
of 10" reels of tape included along w/editing
supplies, $400. B Ford, Turbo Sound, POB
1052, El Granada CA 94018. 415-726-4786.
Studer Revox port case for A77 w/mon spkrs
&pwr amps, excel cond. $275/80 RKatz, Allegro Snd. 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Sony PCM 701 ES, 14/16 bd, 2chnl processor, turns any VHS/Beta recorder into a2chnl
digital audio recorder, $1400/B0. BFord, Turbo Sound, POB 1052, El Granada CA 94018.
415-726-4786.

Ampex and Scully Spare
Parts, Accessories, Motor
Remanufacturing.

VI

INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 1555
Mtn View CA
94042

Direct order line (800) 848-4428

in

CA Dial (408) 739-9740

UD
FAX: 1-408-739-0809

Telex 62922869 ESL

Tape recorders including Otan MX7800, Teac 3340S. Scully 280, Revox A77, Hitachi DE10, Nakamichi 550 & Sony TC124, call for
details & prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg, POB
958, Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.

Ampex AG-350 FT in console, 7.50 & 15 ips,
gd heads, service manual, vgc, $600/80. R
Barwig, Barwig Recording, 5254 W Agatite,
Chicago IL 60630. 312-283-2820.

Telex CD2M & CD2S slave unit, 2moo old,
like new, duplicates 5tapes at atime, $1700.
RMeadows, Southeastern Sports Prod, 1203
Seaton Ste 117, Durham NC 27713. 919-5441366

Telex 3plus 1high speed portable cassette
duplicator, duplicates 3cassettes at atime,
$450. RMeadows, Southeastern Sports Prod,
1203 Seaton Ste 117, Durham NC 27713. 919544-1366.

Teac/Tascam 3340180-8 remote controls; foot
or console top operation. JMcCallum, 3311
EBruce Randolph Ave, Denver CO 80205.
303-388-8548.
2-chnl electronics for Scully 2808 R- R. R
McDonald, 5231 Horton, Mission KS 66202.
913-722-2677.
Nakamichi 480 2head, non-monitoring version perferred. JLauria, 1153 38th, Brooklyn
NY 11218. 718-633-3010.
Ampex AG500 for parts. Dlbel, KICD, 2600
NHighway Blvd, Spencer IA 51301. 712-2621240.
ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.
MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Cetec 2008 mixing console, great cond, just
taken from service, BO. DSparano, 1-518-3826167.
Quantum QM8 eight chnl, 4output audio
board, $1100. G Aycock, Ri 11 Box 458 A,
Longview TX 75603. 214-757-5633.
Gates Stereo Producer 4cfml audio board,
stereo, gd cond. LMagnuson. 2000 Indian
Hills Rd. Sioux City IA 51104. 712-239-2100.
Gates Producer, 4chnl mono, gd cond, $110:
Gates Producer, 4chnl mono, as is. $65. G
Wachter, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ mom
602-258-6161.
Tascam M312 12 x4x2audio board, BO. R
Hiett, Box TV3, Harrisonburg VA 22801. 703433-9191.
Sound Workshop 1280 12 channel board
w/super parametric Ea, exc cond, $2000. C
Volpe, 540 Stemmers Run, Baltimore MD
21221. 301-391-6927.
CCA Futura Six 6chnl slide 'ader board, fair
cond. $500/60. D Sparano, 518-382-6167.
Altec Mod- 1589B mixer- amp. Kinura
Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami Springs FL
33166. 305-887-5329.
Speck 16 inputs. 8busses, outboard ps, easily port, exc cond. $775/60. R Katz, 15015
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403, 818377-5264.
Gates Gatesway II (
2) w/pwr supplies & extra 110 modules, on air till end of April, fair/gd
cond, $575 ea. BLunderville, Radio New England, 75 Gardner, Hirgham MA 02043. 617749-1304.
Quantum 0M-8 8inputs, 4busses, quad &
stereo mon. Irg triad input xfmrs, audiophile
snd. Duncan linear faders, exc cond,
$775/80. RKatz, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
LPB S-13C stereo, 8inputs, wlmanual, excel
cond, $2600. JGlogowski, 107 NKenwood,
Levittown PA 19055. 215-547-6199.
Gates Dualux II 8chanl, gd cond, $1000.
Clark, Secor Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914693-2400.
Ampex Mod AM-10 (2); Mod MX-10 mixers (2).
Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.
Gates Producer Board 4-channel mono, solid state, works, $200. MMeyer, Box 70, Madison WN 56256. 612-598-7301.
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CONSOLES ... WTS
Autogram AC-6excel cond, $2400/60; AC8, excel cond witimer. $3400/60; Sparta A156 5chnl mono, gd cond, $400. JSwett,
4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602526-1975.
Teac 144 4Irk portable cassette, excel cond,
$250/60. R Fess, POB 250, Macomb IL
61455. 309-833-5561.
Fostex 450 8in 4out production mixer, excel cond for production sound reinforcement,
$500. RSmith, 3407 W Olive #108, Burbank
CA 91505. 818-367-6335.
Sparta AS-30B stereo/mono, 4chnl w/pwr
supply. gd cond, $350/60. M Black. Hobart
William Smith College, Geneva NY 14456.
315-781-3456.

WE'RE BUYING!
INTERESTED???

Then call Jim or Chuck
@ 317-962-1471 @
ALLIED EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

Bu
SELL

8BEM100 dual-chnl mono, 8mixers, gd cond,
some updated 3600 series electr, $850.
Hayes, POB 429. Siler City NC 27344. 919742-2135.

y We selectively buy used
I radio equipment

RCA BC-6B early 60's tube-type workhorse,
mint cond, used in educational TV station &
in storage 15 yrs, $500. BHayes, POB 429,
Siler City NC 27344. 919-742-2135.
Harris M-90, Auditronics 110 Grandson, mono & stereo inputs, 4or 2chl outputs, max
18 modules, test osc, stereo 8pos, input sel,
plus much more, BO. JGeogiades, WRRO.
216-373-1440.
Ampro AC-8D dual-bussed mono, 8chnl, 4
inputs per chnl, 32 Inputs, manuals, $995.
Mountjoy, POB 1240. Elizabethton TN 37644.
615-543-5849.
Sparta A-20 solid-state mono, 8chnl, w/manual, fair cond, $500 plus shping. M Hagans,
218 W Hampton, Mesa AZ 85210. 602-9643100.

TRADE

HA.nnis

ALLIED

Harris Stereo 53 mic inputs, 9stereo line level inputs gd cond, BO. RWore, Box 1327, Valdosta GA 31603.
LPB Alpha series 8chnl, 24 input console
w/3 inputs set up for mic level, program & mono mixdown output busses, in board monitor
amp, in board pwr supply, 3 yrs old,
$2500/F0B. D Rozek, 475 South Ave, Beacon NY 12508. 914-831-8000.
Tascam 10, 12 in 4out, $550. AWeiner, 14
Prospect, Yonkers NY 10705. 914-423-6638.
Quantum 0M-8, 8inputs, 4busses, quad &
stereo mon, etc, excel cond, $775/60; Speck
16 inputs, 8busses, etc, excel cond, $775/60;
Snake, 16 phantom-rrerd inputs wiext pa, 250'
Belden 19-pair cable wlmil connectors &
stainless-steel strain reliefs, etc, excel cond,
$750/60. RKatz, Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403 818-377-5264.

EQUIPMENT

EXCHANGE

317-962-1471
Studiomaster 16 input mike chnls 4or 2ouptut chnls, BO. LShew, Techni Sound, 9731
Acacia No 146, Garden Grove CA 92641. 714530-9490.
Auditronics Series 110-4 6input mod 4output comes w/3' prod table, 2Irk Scully 280,
all working, BO. JCaracciolo, WORE. 1600
Stewart, Westbury NY 11590. 516-832-9400.
Sparta A-1013 mono 4-chnl board, excel cond.
w/manuals. BWeiss, KJLA, 3435 Broadway,
Kansas City MO 64111. 816-753-7707.
LPB S515A 8input mono Signature II console, gd working order, $950/60. KKushnir,
Empire Comm, 2120 Bluebell Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95403. 707-545-8300.
Consoles including API 2042, Altec 25013
& Damon 5200, call for details & prices. E
Boucher, EAB Recdg, POB 958, Lewiston ME
04243. 207-786-3476.

Want to Buy
Gates/Harris Diplomat need spares, mic
cards, pwr supply & transistorized program
amp. DBurton, Box 453, Estherville IA 51334.
712-362-2644.
CCA-ORK Futura Six any cond, for parts,
must have VU meter and 2/3 cards, some si d
pots too. GErway, 3450 SE Martinique, SUart FL 34997. 407-283-5871.
Gates Gateway, will purchase your console,
preferably not working, also prefer in South.
BMayben, 137 McMurtrie Ln, Huntsville AL
35806. 205-721-9393.
Parts for McCurdy SS-8600 stereo console,
faders, plug in preamps, etc. M Mathis, Box
426, Magee MS 39111. 601-849-2413.
Manual for RCA BC-6B Consolette, need
block diagram & schematics for renovation.
N Priest, 212-924-3119.
Gates Executive complete. D lbel, 2600 N
Highway, Spencer IA 51301. 712-2621240.

Ampex-by-ML unmounted 12ohm speakers
(2) for Ampex 620, 620-F, 622 speaker-ampls,
ex cond. $60/ea. JNewman, 401-848-7133.

DAP 310 peak limiter in vgc, $300. G Meyer,
Box 623 Washington MO 63090. 314-5835155.

Sparta Centurian II stereo mixer modules,
write w/price per module, will consider mixers which need work. DProctor, WCPE. POB
828, Wake Forest NC 27587.

Sony SB-200 echo adaptor, $30; Lafayette
DNR-50 Dolby stereo unit, $50: Pioneer SR
202W stereo spring reverb unit, $50; Shure
M688 stereo mic mixer, $100, all in gd cond
w/manuals. PZeleniuch, Tapes Inc, 5733 S
Park, Parma OH 44134. 216-886-6679. Aft
5PM.

Tesar Audio Prisms, (
2) new. S Mahalick,
22141 Cleveland Rd Suite 310, South Bend
IN 46628. 219-674-5577,

Literature, manual, schematic for RCA console BC-26, 1952 mdl. BLeslie, Pro Recording Srvs, 13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH
44125. 216-662-1435.
RCA & WE tube consoles, mixers. amps,
'FT's. speakers. mics, on-air lights, literature.
RVan Dyke, Caffrey House, Squires Ave, E
Quogue NY 11942. 516-728-9835.
Harris Stereo 80, 994-6867-002 manual or
copy. JMeredith, WYTH, Box 635, Madison
GA 30650.
Gates Dualux II power supply. Dlbel, KICD,
2600 NHighway Blvd, Spencer IA 51301. 712262-1240.
Howe 10,000 parts, cards, faders, new or
used. AMcCartny, KUIC, Fax: 707-446-0122.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Binson PE603-TU fair cond wIcase, $75. C
Volpe. 540 Stemmers Run, Baltimore MD
21221. 301-391-6927.
Community Light & Sound RS40 4-way
speakers ( 1pair) w/Community VB790 bass
bins, in Anvil cases, excel cond, $1800 plus
shipping. J<reines, 5330 Kennedy, Mi/brook
AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
Cooper Time Cube Mod-920-16. Kinura
Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami Springs FL
33166. 305-887-5329.
Eventide H-969 Harmonizer, $1500. 8Glasser, Box 9917, Canton OH 44711. 216-456-7166.
Pultec EQP-1 excel cond; Furman Sound Le
Patch PB-40. Kinura Records, 377 Westward
Dr, Miami Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.
Snake 16 phantom-pwrd inputs wlext ps, 250'
Belden 19-pair cable wlmil connectors & stainless steel strain reliefs, 10' Neumann XLR
snake mates w/box or Belden snake, exc
cond, $750/60. RKatz, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
UREI 529 room equalizer, excellent condition,
$400. FVirtue, 1618 NBroad, Philadelphia PA
19121. 215-763-2825.
Voice of the Theater speakers (2) A-7,
wIcross-overs; Infonics cassette duplicator,
RC-2; Magnefax tape duplicator, five copy mono & stereo heads, open reel. Kinura Records,
377 Westward Dr, Miami Springs FL 33166.
305-887-5329.
Klipsch La Scala speakers, horn, road
cases, fiberglass finish, excel cond, BO. R
Kaufman, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625.

Roland TR-626 digital drum machine,
programmable, mono/stereo/individual outputs, like new, $250. MOsborne, WKS°, POB
9494, Ellsworth ME 04605. 207-667-7573.
Alembic 2 ch guitar preamps (2). Hiwatt
LlOOR & Music Man 210, call for details &
prices. E Boucher, EAB Recdg, POB 958,
Lewiston ME 04243 207-786-3476.
JBL 4502, JBL C5OSM & Earth 1312HC, call
for details & prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg,
POB 958, Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.
DOD/Digitech 831-C graphic EQ. 31 band,
as-new cond, $175. BLeslie, Pro Recording
Srvs, 13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH
44125. 216-662-1435.
Keyboards including Arp string ensemble,
Hammond C3, Hohner 06 clavinet, Fender
Rhodes piano & Dubreq stylophone, call for
details & prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg, POB
958, Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.
Guitars including ESP strat copy, Hamer
electric, Applause AA14-1 & Fender F230
acoustic 6-string, Royce banjo, call for details
&prices. EBoucher, EAB Recdg, POB 958,
Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.
Klipsch MCM-1900 3-way, $1800/60. JFlannery, 8395-A Shallowcreek Rd, Liverpool NY
13090. 315-622-9199.
EV, JBL or similar for prod room, limited
space, ceiling mount preferred. LMaierhofer,
101 Armory Blvd, Lewisburg PA 17837. 717523-3271.
JBL 43118 loudspeaker. RMcDonald, 5231
Horton, Mission KS 66202. 913-722-2677.
WE & RCA speakers & tube equipment, disc
recorders & reporducers & blank recording
discs, catalogs, manuals, 16" transcriptions.
R VanDyke, 2Squires Ave, E. Quogue NY
11942. 516-728-1327.

Want to Sell
Orton 418A stereo limiter (2), adjustable HF
limiting & release time, auto bypass Won power off, excel cond, $4001ea. MByrnes, WAMU,
American University, Washington DC 20016.
202-885-1030.
Broadcast Electronics AM400 compressorlimiter, w/manual. $225. LSpivey, Highway
231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.
Otan 8100A Optimod, mint cond, $2400
plus shipping. LDupree, 1115 Texas Ave, Alexandria LA 71301. 318-487-0347.

Broadcast & Communications

AUDIO- VIDEO - RF
Where Service is # 1
Now in our 11th year

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

FM and TV
Data Bases
for your P.C.
Coll today to request o free sample

Communications Data
Services
6105

E. Arlington

Blvd.

Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034

SANGAMO-ACUSHNET
MICA CAPACITORS
PLASTIC CORP.-NON-PCB
OIL FILLED CAPACITORS
RFANTENNA AMMETERS
RCA COLLINS GATES
TRANSMITTER PARTS
CRYSTALS for RCA,
GATES 8i COLLINS AM XMTRS

THE

SOURCE

CALL US FOR
YOUR

ALL

NEW

EQUIPMENT NEEDS

Toll free: 800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)
305-651-5752
FAX:305-654-1386

186 20 N.E. 2nd Ave.
COMMERCIAL RADIO Co.
BOX 43, CAVENDISH VT 05142

802 -226 -7582
FAX: 802-226-7738

Miami FL 33179

ELECTREX CX »WIN).

CASSETTES - CARTS - REELS

J

IAUDIO/VIDEO

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on audio
and video:
BASF CASSETTES • AMPEX R- R's
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & 3M CARTS
For more information
call person-to-person collect:
Kris Elliot at 818-992-4288
or write to:J8i1 Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin PI .
,Woodland
Hills, CA 91367
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

& TV. Transmitting Tubes
TV. Camera Tubes
•CRT's & All Industrial Tubes
•Vacuum Variable Capacitors
•Stage Lamps & Lighting
•Broadcast Equipment & Parts
(New-Demo- Rebuilt)
•
RCA & Harris Replacement Parts

.

Fusion Electronics Inc.
15 Main Street

East Rockaway, NY 11518
Tel: 800-645-2300
516-5996400
Fax: 516-599-6495
Telex: 125237

RIGGINS
ELECTRONIC
SALES
GEORGE RIGGINS
WA6DZR
3272

211111P

FiIIIIIIM IM1 '
I • '
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008

(619)

438 4420

EAST WILLOW ST.

LONG BEACH, CA

90806

(213) 598-7007

Mod Science CP-803 composite clippers (2),
like new, $500/ea. R Jesse, 3645 South,
Springfield MO 65807. 417-887-9650.
Collins 26V-Icompressor limiter, gd cond,
BO. M Black, Hobart William Smith College,
Geneva NY 14456. 315-781-3456.
Spectra Sonic C complimiter, excel cond,
$250/60. JZelinger, 4401 Sunset Blvd, Los
Angeles CA 90027. 213-667-9310.
Orban 8000A Optimod rebuilt, tune up & upgrade, $1750. LVanDam, WUPQ, Newberry
Ave, Newberry MI 49868. 906-293-8522.
CBS 4110 FM Volumax gd cond, recent cal
to factory specs. $300. GOgonowski, 213-4653171,
Orban/Optimod FM 8100 wking when removed. $2500. LSelzle. Box K. Greeley CO
80631. 303-356-1310.
Volumax, Gates, Spotmaster all kinds of old
processing. call for info. SKing, 1703 Avondale. Amarillo TX 79111. 806-355-9777.
Urban 9100A Optimod perfect cond,
$1800/130; Orban 9000A Optimod, like new,
$1500/60. JSwett. 4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602-526-1975.
RCA BA6A tube compressors (2). R Robinson. 203-269-4465.
CBS Audimax Ill mono AGC; CBS Volumax
FM 410 mono peak limiter; Harris MSP-90
AGC, stereo wide band; Harris MSP-90 Tri
Band AGC, stereo; dual MSP-90 AM peak
limiter, (2) mono units in one chassis. H
Kneller, 813-639-1112.
Optimod 8000A worked perfect when removed from service 2/90, $1700. M Cooney,
610 N Kiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104. 605336-2706.

Orton 8100ST studio chassis for Optimod
8100 dual STL configuration, gd ccnd, $400.
M Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green St,
Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
CAL SGC800 AGC w/Dynafex NR, excel
cond, $1250. M Maciejevrski, WMUS, 3565
Green St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
CAL SMP 850 stereo limiter, current mdl, excel cond, $1250. MMacewski, WMUS, 3565
Green St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.

Want to Buy
CRL SMP-800 any model, gd cond. L
Maierhofer, 101 Armory Blvd, Lewisburg PA
17837. 717-523-3271.
RCA BA-GA or similar tube type limiter. A
in : ,14. Prospect. Yonkers NY 10705. 9144W2ele38

EASY NRSC

Fairchild 660 or 670, Teletronix LA2A. LA3,
other tube compressors & limiters; also other vintage tube signal processing euqipment.
JKreines, 5330 Kennedy. Millbrcok AL 36054.
205-285-6179.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

•Radio

Harris MSP-90 AM processor in very gd
cond, $500. G Meyer, Box 623, Washington
MO 63090. 314-583-5155.

CBS Labs 411 FM Volumax, 2mono units,
use two for stereo, BO. M Saady, 141-60 84
Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 718-846-2062.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be
glad to help you with any of your requirements.
FCC's Engineering

Kepex Mod RM-160 rack mount card case.
Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.

Volumax 400 peak controller, AM, $100; Audimax Ill automatic level controller, AM. $100;
FM Volumax 411 stereo peak controller, FM,
$125. LWilson, 409 Hillaire, Hopkinsville KY
42240. 502-886-1678.

LIMITERS

Harris MSP-90 units in good condition, BO.
RHines, 250 W Court 800E, Cincinnati OH
45202. 513-241-9500.

SPENCER
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Auditronics 110, still need one mic input
module w/EQ, Mdl 110-IME for Auditronics 110
Grandson. D Payne, WZPL, 317-637-8000.

We take trade-ins for used
and new radio equipment

Allied has served broadcaster needs since the
60s! Our veteran broadcasting salesmen will
"horse trade" with you-give them atry today!

BE Spotmaster 8BEM100 8-chnl, dualbussed mono, w/Daven step-attenuators, 16
inputs, $695. 8 Mountjoy, POB 1240,
Elizabethton TN 37644, 615-543-5849.
Sound Workshop 1280-B 12 in 8out recording console, vgc, 8x2stereo mix w/8x1 musicians mix, 3band EQ. trilight LED, complete w/wires, $1500. PZeleniuch, lapes Inc,
5733 SPark Blvd. Parma OH 44134. 216-8866679 aft 5PM.

We sell used and new
radio equipment

Radio World

"post- processor" for REAL
AM Improvement! Simply
connect it between your
existing limiter and the transmitter for " protected" pre emphasis and overshoot- controlled lowpass filtering to
NRSC specs
A

Inovonics
SANTA CRUZ, CA

1

Orban/Optimod 8100A in gd cond. M
Cooney, 610 NKiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104.
605-336-2706.
dbx 163X compressorffimitor. BTidwell, POB
338, Valdosta GA 31603. 912-244-5180.
UREI LA-3A or LA-4production compressor/limiters. R Kaufman, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625,
CAL SEP400 or SEP800. M Maciejewski,
WMUS, 3565 Green St, Muskegon MI 49441.
616-744-1671.

( 408) 458-0552

MICROPHONES
Kepex Noise Gates (
8); Kepex Gain Brain.
Kinura Records, 377 Westward Dr, Miami
Springs FL 33166. 305-887-5329.
CAL FM System SPP-800, SEP800, SMP800 & SG-800, excel cond, in use, w/manuals, $3995. JBemrose, 2402E 37th N, Wichita
KS 67218 316-832-9600.
Wilkinson LGC-1 limiter/AGC unit w/manual, $225. LSpivey, Highway 231 S. Hartford
KY 42347. 502-298-3268.
Volumes stereo F1A4110 Slimline, good cond,
w/book, $225. TCrockett, Box 10501, Blackburn VA 24060. 703-953-0222.
Gentner Audio Prism new cond, never rack
mounted, $1400. R Hull, 8236 E71st Suite
133, Tulsa OK 74133. 918-254-0464.
Aphex Aural Exciter II broadcast aural exciter, prof model, balance in/out, rack mount,
excel cond, $750. M Byrnes, 4400 Massachusetts NW, Washington DC 20016. 202885-1030.

Want to

Sell

ElectroVoice DS-35 dynamic mic. Falk
Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln, Louisville KY
40228. 502-239-1010,
RCA SK-48 program velocity, new, in original
box, $235. DMiller, 11647 W 83 Terr, Lenexa
KS 66214. 913-492-8822.
RCA, ElectroVoice & Shure, send for list. B
Davies, 5548 Elmer, NHollywood CA 91601.
818-761-9831.
Telefunken Tube CM-61 very rare, uses std
plug-in tube, mint cond wIcustom ps, BO. R
Katz, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Neumann KM-88 rare 3-pattern w/nickel capsule, hot-setup percussion mic, mint cond
w/orig case, $875/60; Neumann KM-86 3pattern, mint cond, $675/130; AKG D224E (2),
unused, $350/BO/each. RKatz, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.
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EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

1036 William Hilton Pkwy

Consulting

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Studio & Transmitter
Site Designs

MEHALKO

Mine Hill
CC New Jersey
07801

1(201) 361-1917 Mike Mehalko

PEElanrds

=ENGINEERING
Radio Engineering Consultants
FCC Applications - Upgrades
Pre- purchase evaluations

create and revise your circuit artwork
in a flash with PCBoards Software

Turnkey systems - Field service

For IBM's or Compatibles

Experienced, Economical & Fast

LAYOUT

(904) 591-3005
Barry Magrill
President

— SCHEMATIC

$99.00 ea.

P.O. Box 1010
Fairfield, FL

Member IEEE

•

P-C- B ARTWORK MADE EASY!

Station planning & Design

32634

-- AUTO- ROUTER

Demo Pkg. $ 10.00

PCBoards
2110 14th Ave. S.
Birmingham, AL 35205 ( 205) 933-1122

GOODRICH enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS, CONSOLES
EXCITERS, RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTER AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68164 U.S.A.
PH: 402-493-1886
FAX: 402-331-0638
TELEX: 940103 WUPUBTLX BSN

Bill Elliott, Consultant
48 Imperial Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

USE THE ACTIONGRAM
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION

413-442-1283

new station
construction

field service
AM directionals

RON KROB

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place

broadcast technical consultant

5203 Leesburg Pike # 800

3 Hurd Street
y

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls. IA 50613
319-266-7435

Turnkey Installations
F.C.C. Applications
Automation
Field Service, R.F. & Audio
Superior Audio Imagery
Nationwide Service

COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS
BUY & SELL
AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

EGA Graphics- Color

Doug Vernier

(803) 785-4445

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 member AFCCE

MSDOS

Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

le"

FM Database pool

Broadcast Technical

Mefnc, AECCE

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

FM CHANNEL SEARCH

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

(414) 242-6000

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

SOFTWARE
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Falls Church VA 22041

EBS Gen.IDecoder Repairs
5 business day turnaround
—Free Estimates—

THIS SPACE AVAILABLE

pay only the . hipping co,ts)

Call Simone Leeser
At 1-800-336-3045

\lo.1 rim., run S-1; to S7; total

205-539-9643
Jerome M. Hall & Co

703-824-5660

4910 Four Star Court
Fort Collins, CO
80524
303 484 2704

800-523-3117

3913 Drake Ave. SW.,

Member AFCCr

Huntsville, AL 35805

DISPLAY YOUR CONSULTANT'S CARD HERE
AND BE SEEN BY OVER 21,000 READERS
Call Simone Leeser at 800-336-3045

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
• Installation • Field Service

Experienced & Affordable
4289 Roan ridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

HARMON'S TOWER
SERVICE, INC.
Maintenance, Painting,
Antenna & Equipment
Installation,
Winch Services
435 B Broadway
Columbus, GA. 31901

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085

This
Space
Available
1-703-998-7600

(404) 327-1074

TOWER SERVICES
Light Replacement
Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Experience

John Nix

„,

INSTALLATION SERVICES

TOWER AND ANTENNA
SPECIALISTS
NEW INSTALLATION, REPAIR,
MAINTENANCE, or INSPECTION
.Factory Trained Technicians e Four Installation
Crews . Fully Bonded & Insured
.Engineering dFabrication Support
division of
CENTRAL TOWER INC.
1,1

P.O. Box 530, Newburgh, IN. 47630
Phone: 812-853-0595

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION.
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

A

STEEPLEJACK CO.

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

PO Bon 13244 Salem, OR 97309
DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

503-581-4056
1-800-321-4056

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

BROADCAST COMPUTER
DATABASE BBS

300 to 19200 Baud
N-8-1
Multi-Node System

BSG

(919) 968-4200
Broadcast Support
Group, Inc.

VALLEY SOUND REPAIR
WE REPAIR & REFURBISH
Broadcast Audio Equipment:
including consoles, tape recorders,
cart machines, cart reloading.

FCC Information
On- Line Call Sign Search

109 Conner Drive
Wilshire III, Suite 105
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

RR -1Box 24A

712-262-6231

On- Line Engineering Formulas
Messages. Conferences. Files, Doors

AM/FM, Studio,
Transmitter Installations

Spencer IA 51301

712-262-7397

MIRKWOOD

R.F. Systems

BRE.N11.I.\'(;ER
BROAD( AST
E.Nt;INEERIN't;. INC.

(713) 937-9097

ENGINEERING

Rural 8t Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784

Installation

Call Simone Leeser
At 1-800-336-3045
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MICROPHONES ... WTS
ElectroVoice RE-20 gd cond, $100/BO. J
Swett, 4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ 86004.
602-526-1975.
RCA 77DX vintage ribbon mic, excel cond,
BO. R Kaufman, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625.
Neumann U-67 vintage tube mic, excel cond,
BO. R Kaufman, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625.
Neumann U87, one pair, excel cond, $1000
ea. G Heitmann, 914-266-4141.
Fostex M22RP MS stereo studio mic, excel
cond w/aluminum carrying case, $400. Don,
3142 Market Place, Bloomington IN 47403.
812-339-4446.

EV RE-20, never used, $250. R Meadows,
Southeastern Sports Prod, 1203 Seaton Ste
117. Durham NC 27713. 919-544-1366.
Telefunken tube CM-61, very rare, uses std
plug-in tube, mint cond w/custom ps, BO. R
Katz, Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
RCA 77DX, needs repair, $25. LWilson, 409
Hillaire, Hopkinsville KY 42240. 502-886-1678.
Schoeps CMC-55U (
2) Colette Series 48V
condenser mics w/switchable cardioid/omni,
matched stereo pair w/addt1 MK8 figure-8capsule & suspensions for M-Srecording, mint
cond, $2650. JWayne, Silverdisc Prod, 405
Tarrytown Rd, Ste 444, White Plains NY
10607. 914-591-5240.

Beyer M-160 double ribbon mic in perfect
cond, $180. JWayne, Silverdisc Prod, 405 Tarrytown Rd, Ste 444, White Plains NY 10607.
914-591-5240.

Neumann KM-88, rare 3-pattern 'iv/nickel capsule, hot-setup percussion mic, mint cond
wlorig case, $875/130; Neumann KM-86 3
pattern, mint cond, $675/130; AKG D224E (2),
matched pair, unused, 6350/BO/ea. RKatz,
Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks
CA 91403 818-377-5264.

RCA ribbon mice including (1) 44-BX; (1) 77D; KU3A10,0001; BK-11; BK-5; SK-46;
WE639A, will trade for other high quality condenser, dynamic, ribbon mica & audio equip.
Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings).

E

Radio World
Want to Buy

RCA top dollar and/or trade old RCA movie
mikes for RCA (pre-44A) ribbon-field coil
mikes such as PB-17 or PB-31 etc. JWebb,
15117 Hamlin, Van Nuys CA 91411. 818-7696738.
RCA-77DX, Shure SM-5B, Shure SM-7, &
Sennheiser MD421-U reasonably priced, gd
cond. JEmmet, Box 750, Olyphant PA 18447.
717-489-0005.
RCA & WET, etc pre 1960 ribbon, carbon,
condenser & dynm, mies, have mic's & other equip to trade. RVanDyke, Squires Ave,
EQuogue NY 11942. 516-728-1327.
Telefunken ELAM 2508 or 251s any cond;
AKG C12s and C24s, any cond. JKreines,
5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-2856179.
Vintage tube condenser mies especially
Neumann/Telefunken/Schoeps/AKG; & classic ribbon mica, RCA 77s/44s. JKreines, 5330
Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:

Radio Broadcast Equipment Sales Representative
Hall Electronics, Inc. is looking for an aggressive, motivated sales engineer.
We're looking for prior exper as abdct engineer. Previous exper in bdct equip
sales aplus. We offer excel commissions & benefits. We are one of the leading rebuilders of radio broadcast equip with more lines being added regularly.This is the first sales position available in our fast growing company &
the growth potential offered by this position is tremendous for the right individual. Send resume/salary requirements to:
Hall Electronics
elm

E

$HALL

POB 7732,

Electronics

HELP WANTED
NAC PD with digital library considering aformat change, serious inquiries only please B
Hallihan, Box 3125, Turlock CA 95381. 209634-0318.

CHIEF ENGINEER
(Long Island)
Chief Engineer needed to manage
satellite uplink and plas hack studio facility located in Smithtown L.1. for
new state-of-the-art digital audio
broadcasting service. Must be experienced pro, familiar with satellite
transmission equipment, computer
literate and capable of managing 24
hour/day playback studio crew and
maintenance technicians. Call ( 213)
513-1630 or send resume to:

The Digital Radio Channel
22010 So. Wilmington Ave., Suite 100
Carson, California 90745
AUN: Doug Talley
Radio Ventures, based in Washington, DC,
is seeking Chief Engineer for WMXB-FM
(Class B) in Richmond, Virginia. Must be
hands-on, self-motivated with excellent technical, administrative, communication skills.
Requires good RF & studio maintenance
skills. Good salary & benefits. Send resume
&salary requirements to Radio Ventures, 5210
Auth Rd, Ste 402, Marlow Heights MD 20746.
EEO.
Eastern Iowa/Western Illinois stations seek
achief engineer. Must have transmitter repair
experience. RF knowledge amust. Studio engineering & microwave knowledge required.
Excellent pay & benefits. EOE. Send resume
&salary requirements to: Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 90-0501RW.

Charlottesville VA 22906

804-974-6466

Production wiz up for grabs 14 year vet
prefers NY area but will relocate for killer offer. Call B Ranes, 718-526-6501.

POSITIONS WANTED
Audio engineer w/4 years recording exp
seeks FT production position w/radio or TV
station in Pittsburgh PA or Youngstown OH.
M Anderson, 412-843-3934.

Talented, versatile, 13 yr vet announcer looking for aposition w/C&W FM in NW NC or SW
VA. RWishon, Route 1Box 545, Yadkinville
NC 27055. 919-679-2379.
Engineer will yrs exper wants gd job, w/gd
company, gd audio/RF & high pwr FM, serious offers only. 812-477-4946.

RCA 77-DX working model in nice shape,
mount wistand desirable. E Esser, 2000
Riveredge #797, Atlanta GA 30328. 404-9539369.
Vintage Mies for museum carbon condenser, dynam ribbon, parts, stands, call letter
plates, on- air lights, broadcast literature. R
VanDyke, 2 Squires Ave, E. Quogue NY
11942. 516-728-1327.
RCA 44's, 77's áother ribbons, working or
not, WE 639 etc. W Davies, 5548 Elmer Ave,
N Hollywood CA 91601. 818-761-9831.

Exper sports announcer looking to become
the next sports director for your station in IA
or WI, will relocate. RBertram, 319-652-6640.

RCA 44BX or 77's vintage ribbon mes, BO.
RKaufman, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625.

Bdct Vet w/30 yrs caper, w/last employer 15
yrs, desire Southern US as project eng or corp
eng, BSEE, SBE Pro Broadcast certi, NARTE
master certi, NABER, FCC, extra ham. Write:
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn: Box 90-04-03RW.

Will buy or trade for RCA 4AA condensor
mike no major missing parts please. JWebb,
15117 Hamlin, Van Nuys CA 91411. 818-7696738.

Free tapes, free resumes, 5yr pro wants
you, hurry supplyies limited & avait only in the
Midwest. Bill Csongradi, 605-882-3239.
Engineer seeking new challenges, 17 yrs exper in Detroit, 3yrs in Florida, will relocate.
813-753-8889.

Announcer, 4yrs exper plus 2yrs pro acting exper, seeks evenings or nights at CHA
or AC station in NYC/Tri-state area. RLynn,
579 W 215th, 38, New York NY 10034. 212569-3932.

CE/Asst CE, FCC genrl, ham, ASEE, non
smokerldrinker, heavy theory, former CE in
Boston, Houston, Miami, Ft Lauderdale, avail
now. M Gottesman, PUB 1957, Pine Bluff AR
71613. 501-536-6100 X321.

Engineer, 20+ years exp all phases, AM/FM
broadcasting including high power & complete station construction. P Shirley, 3354
Hayes, Baldwinsville NY 13027. 315-635-9411.

Quality entertainer, 33 yrs exper, marketable, special: Oldies/Big Band, 7/Midnight/all
night. JEnglish, 3440 Marinatown Ln, N Ft
Myers FL 33903. 813-283-3910.

Eimer writer/producer in radio looking to
help station w/programming & promotion. K
Rubel, Box 46245, Chicago IL 60646. 312929-0191.

CE w/20 yrs exper in high per FM/AM directional, great wlaudio & RF is seeking possible multi-station position. P013 1223, Cockeysville MD 21030.

CE w/big production voice over 12 years
hands-on engineering exp, seeks CE position
w/production in competitive top 100 market.
G Morgan, 704-563-8676.

Experienced/reliable announcer looking to
become the next sports director for your station in Iowa or Wisconsin, PBP, production,
will relocate. Robert, 319-652-6640.

Production wiz w/14 yrs exper avail for NY
area, writer, producer, engineer, will relocate
for reasonable offer. BRanes, 718-526-6501.

Creative copywriter w/degree in advertising
& present copywriting position w/top
40/Country station seeks freelance work,
SKD, 318 Cooper Ave, Hancock MI 49930.

Experienced, degreed professional seeking responsible career position in production/promotions, concept-to-completion experience, studio & remote, some Top-10, all
offers considered. GEaton, 4493 Major, Drayton Plains MI 48020. 313-623-1673.

Gospel radio chain on air personality get
numbers, creative character voices, will relocate for correct response, offer. M Michaels,
3371 NW Jct, Ft Lauderdale FL 33311. 305791-6729.

SBE sr engr FCC 1st/gen 15 yrs audio, RF,
digital exper CE, Electronics Instructor, tech
writer. Write to: RW, POB 1214, Falls Church
VA 22041, Attn: 90-04-01RW.

Announcer/DJ '87 Marquette broadcasting
major looking to relocate South/Southwest
US, let me impress you with atape. M McKenna, 708-636-0119.

EMPLOYMENT
SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads at the
flat rate of $25 per listing per month ( 25 words max). Payment must accompany insert: there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $2. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened,
upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for display rates.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE
of charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 3issues of Radio World. Contact information will be provided, but if abox number is required, there is a $2fee which must be paid with the listing (there will be
no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
IBM Ouietwriter model 2printer, wrvarious
type fonts, direct interface to IBM PC's, thermal transfer printer. Falk Recdg, 7914 Fegenbush Ln, Louisville KY 40228. 502-239-1010.
Solar gas turbine G5-350 225 kW synch gen
3phase & single phase, 2700 lbs, 730 hrs,
$20,000. RPulver, 15521 SW 152 Terr, Miami
FL 33187. 305-238-8574.
Comm TCB-1 phone line couplers, $100/ea,
B&W 210 audio osc, $200; B&W 410 dist meter, $300; Racal type A-17B1 tower light xfmr,
$200; Kintronic isocouplers, FMC-76, $2500;
FMC-05, $1000; Eventide delay BD-931. $800;
GE dist meter, $109; Heathkit oscilloscope 104560, $200; Elgin recorder connectors ERC19645 (4), $60/ea; Omega phone system (30)
touch tone dialing w/KSU, $3000. Clark, Secor
Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914-693-2400.
Jerrold Channel Commander II 2modulator IF-to-chanl modules, tuned for 18 & channel 6, $100/es. RAnderson, 10 Court, Cynthiana KY 41031. 606-234-1400.
Ohmite Memcor high wattage resistors, vitreous enameled, slide adjustment, 6.75" long,
various wattages, 300 total pieces, BO. LSpivey, Highway 231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502298-3268.
NEC Electra 16/48 3-year old programmable
phone system w/pwr supply & cards for 16
phones, w/40 phones, you arrange installation, $1800. Alan, 1380 Valley Forge, Lansdale
PA 19446. 215-368-4444.
United Transformer (
1) CG-104, (2) CG-44
per supply chokes, new, $150/ea. LSpivey,
Highway 231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-2983268.
Extel weather wire printer, like new, $750. A
Moil, 828 SGetty, Valde TX 78801. 512-2781102.
Broadcasters are invited to call our BBS
service RADIO DAZE AM & FM BBS, free, no
membership fee, on line 24 hours aday. M
Shannon, Box 644, Mishawaka IN 46544. 219256-1836.
Doug Hau 3chnl signal-to-noise meter, 19"
rack mount, works good, $125/plus UPS &
shipping. GKirby, 13613 US 36, Marysville OH
43040.
Paradyne equip rack, black, 78" tall, 30"
deep, fully enclosed, $175. Lord Broadcasting, 13313 SE 208th, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.

Jerrold SSE-200AN service encoder for cable application, Stardacic series, $50. RAnderson, 10 Court, Cynthiana KY 41031. 606234-1400.
Wang 2200VP computer complete, wl CPU
unit, CAT/keyboard, (
2)8" floppy drives, desk.
CPU unit needs one new regulator transistor, like new, BO. GBarnett, Broadcast Centre,
Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-328-1104.
Teletype Model 40 300 line printer in Local
Data Quiet 300 cabinet, fast, works like new,
BO. G Barnett, Broadcast Centre, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 619-328-1104.
Dummy loads, Electro Impulse 25 kW FM air
cooled, like new, also 75 kW air cooled AM.
CGoodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.
New printer ribbons (25) for Texas Instruments 850/855, $60/130. GBarnett, Broadcast
Centre, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-3281104.
Complete 5kW radio station all equip must
go. cart machines, Ti's, furniture, monitoring
equip, xmtr, etc. JSwett, 4025 Lugano Way.
Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602-526-1975.
Paradyne DCX-825 12 chnl cable data modem w/manual, excel cond, w/2 external Bell
type line drives, $1500/80. BShaffer, 2923
SWestern, Marion IN 46953. 317-668-5481.
Heathkit ID-4001 weather computer, gd cond,
$200; (4) RCA 7' equip racks, $100ea; Maxitel sports remote amp, gd cond, $250430;
Pulse Dynamics M-288 sports remote amp,
average cond, $100/130; (4) Astrolite sportscaster headsets, gd cond, $100ealBO; Audiolab TD-1A bulk tape eraser, gd cond,
$50/130. JSwett, 4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff
AZ 86004. 602-526-1975.
Metal cart racks, mounts on wall, each holds
25 carts, appx 50, $5ea. LSelzle, Box K,
Greeley CO 80631. 303-356-1310.
Broadcasting Yearbooks 1950's thru 1985,
BO. AWilkerson, P013 340, Lenoir City TN
37771. 615-986-7536.
Gates ACC-2chassis, less per surely &
speaker amps; Heath AR-15. HKneller, 813639-1112.
Nidec NAH-1202F6 motors (
3) for Audi-Cord
cart machines removed for shaft burnishing,
otherwise in excel cond, $100ea. RShroyer,
215 N 4th St, Yakima WA 98907.
IMS computers, (2) terminals, hard drive,
floppy drive, Datacount software installed,
$4995. B Dunnavant, WZYP, POB 389,
Athens AL 35611.
Vikron PB heads (
3) for Audi-Cord series E
cart machines, new, stereo, $75ea; mono (2),
$35ea; Dummy (3), $5ea. RShroyer, 215 N
4th St, Yakima WA 98907.
Nortronics 2Irk 9202 PB heads (3), new,
$35ea; Nortronics 2trk 9200 head in mount,
new, $35. RShroyer, 215 N4th St. Yakima WA
98907.
Extel teleprinters (
2), (4) boxes spooled paper, both excel cond, BO. RFess, POB 250,
Macomb IL 61455. 309-833-5561.
Onan 40 kW 3-phase diesel generator for
emergency operation, $4500. Smokey,
KMMC, 1703 Allondale, Amarillo TX 79106.
806-355-9777.
Executone Equity telephone system, 20
phones & parts, $1000. A McCartny, KUIC,
Fax: 707-446-0122.
Wilkinson SIA3 240V, 3phase surge protector, mint cond, $1800. G Gilbreath, KNPR,
5151 Boulder Hwy, Las Vegas NV 89122. 702454-2085.
PJ7 ADC stereo patch cords (
4), $20. LWilson, 409 Hilaire, Hopkinsville KY 42240. 502886-1678.
ADC 2X 48 point ve front patch bays, one
normaled, one reg, $25 ea. RCannata, Cantrax Audio Recdg, 2119 Fidler, Long Beach CA
90015. 213-490-6492.
Tascam 44-480B extender service board,
new, $20. RCannata, 2119 Fidler Ave, Long
Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Closing/liquidating AM station, all studio inventory, production room inventory, xmtr/tower
equip inventory and lots of misc equip inventory must go, call for all the details & prices.
JClinton, WMLC, 601-268-7892.
Pro-Co cable, 500', 40 pair indv shielded,
$1250. M Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green
St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Audio Engineering audio magazines, various issues 1947-1960. BLeslie, Pro Recording Srvs, 13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH
44125. 216-662-1435.

TIME & TEMP ANNOUNCER
High Quality Digital Audio * Up To 10 Incoming Phone Lines * Rotates Up To
?? Commercials * Easy Local Commercial Recording * Male or Female
Voice/Foreign Languages Available * Hear Units On-Line At 601-587-4233 or
605-343-7300 * Orders Received Before 4/1/90 Prices Will Start At $2995,
Regularly $3,495 * AUTOMATION TIME/TEMP ANNOUNCER ALSO
AVAILABLE *
Information Or Order Call 800-658-5432

Time And Temperature Co. Of S.D.
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1
f2 SONEX.SOURCE
58 NONOTOCK ST.
NORTHAMPTON, MA. 01060
'Your Source for
Sonex Acoustical Foam'

WIN R1DABOCK
(413) 584-7944
ADC 48 point patch bays, brass 1/4 jack's
balanced & 1is normalled, gd cond, $25/es.
RCannata, 2119 Fidler Ave, Long Beach CA
90815. 213-498-6492.
Tascam FP 70 FT SW for 3440 & 40 series
machines, $25. RCannata, 2119 Fidler Ave,
Long Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Capps disc cutting needles, new; heating
stylus ampere boxes wNU meter & control;
Meissner mixer, 5inputs battery operated;
Canon plugs, 3-prong, male & female;
Harmon-Kardon DPR7 mixers, new. Mr. Oliver,
212-874-7660 in afternoons.
Let the Government finance your new or existing small business. Grantsl'oans to
$500000. Free recorded message: 707-4498600. (MN8).
A6Itec 1567-VU mixer, w/xformers, VU meter
&more. Grampian cutter heads 1D feedback;
lead screws for 6N presto cutter; patch bays
24 inputs, patch cords; manuals for Ampex/Pultec/Altec etc,; 40 new tubes & resistors left; Sencore transistor & diode tester;
Daven 600 ohms attenuators (silent);other
items. Mr Oliver, 212-874-7660 in afternoons.

Want to Buy
Spare McCurdy furniture and/or board parts,
McCurdy rack panels or rack doors would be
helpful, also any woodgrain cosmetic board
panels. D Sparano, 518-382-6167.
Airchecks collector will buy/trade airchecks
of 60's & 70's radio, especially interested in
Hanford & Boston, will send list on request.
E Brouder, 159 Orange, Manchester NH
03104. 603-668-0652.
WWII vintage radar equipment. AWeiner, 14
Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY 10705. 914-423-6638.
Remote meter for FM transmitter EBS receiver, gd cond. G Meyer, Box 623, Washington
MO 63090. 314-583-5155.
Schematic for Integral Systems per amp or
at least numbers for the output transistors. P
Rebmann, WEIY, 813-682-3143.
Ross 31M or 15S either 31 band mono or 15
bands stereo model. S Pal, 1100 Rancho
Conejo Blvd. Newbury Pk CA 91320. 805-3737777.
Bdct software, non-engineering, bdct related that runs on Radio Shack Mdl 111/4 computers. E Ford, KBPK, 321 E Chapman,
Fullerton CA 92634. 714-992-7418.
Vintage equipment manuals, catalogs &
related literature, especially want Fairchild,
Langevin, Altec, etc & RCA broadcast equipment books. B Leslie, Pro Recording Srvs.
13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH 44125.
216-662-1435.
ARRL Radio Amatuer handbook, 1948 edition, gd cond, will consider 1947 & or 1949.
NAllebaugh, WICE, 100 John St, Cumberland RI 02864. 401-725-9000.
Jan record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose.
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Nems-Clarke 108-E 6power phase monitor
in original box, mint cond wlmanual, $350. F
Vobbe, Box 5031, Lima OH 45802. 419-2284199.
TFT 730A SCA subcarrier mod monitor. $950.
DLerner, 115 W 23rd, New York, NY 10011.
212-463-0795.
General Radio 1931A & 1931B AM mod monitors. H Kneller, 813-639-1112.
TFT 753 AM mod monitors (2) gd cond,
$200ea/B0; Potomac AM-19D digital antenna monitor, (2) towers, one pattern, gd cond,
$500180. JSwett, 4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602-526-1975.
Rust SFM-19 19kHz signal & freq monitor,
107.9 Xtal; CCA AMM-1T mod mon, needs
work, BO. LWilson, 409 Hillaire. Hopkinsville
KY 42240. 502-886-1678.
Want to Buy
McMartin TBM-2200 stereo monitor, must be
serviceable cond. CCooper, 4720 Radio Rd,
Ocean Springs MS 39564. 601-432-1032.
Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.
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MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Sankyo 700 sound projedor, record playback,
mint, $249; Super 8mm Sankyo XL-620 Supertronic sound camera Mime lapse intervalometer mint, $299. H Deans, 170 Grand,
White Plains NY 10601. 914-949-5920.
Zeiss 16mm Moviscope w/magnetic sound
reader, mint, $299; Zeiss 16mm Moviscope
needs lamp, chip on screen, $125; Moviola
16mm 4gang sync block, mint, $250; Moviola Super 8mm 4gang sync block, mint, $200.
HDeans, 170 Grand, White Plains NY 10601.
914-949-5920.
Sony 800B super 8mm full coat recorder,
sync and crystal, mint, $299; Uher 4400 Report monitor, AIR, case AC adapter, mint,
$599; Eumig jewel 8mm & super 8mm magnetic sound striper, mint, $99. HDeans, 170
Grand, White Plains NY 10601. 914-949-5920.
Boles matte box, $99; Boleo ESM crystal sync
motor, $399; Bolen Flex4 double super 8mm,
Rex-o-fader, 8-36mm, 1.9 Switar auto exposure, 3 Switar primes, grip, mint cond,
$399. HDeans, 170 Grand, White Plains NY
10601. 914-949-5920.
Negro Ill, internal xtal, rolloff filter, Sennheiser
805 w1KAT 15, leather case, ATN pwr supply,
excel shape, $1450; New B & H70 DR w/Anvil case, 1" Comat, instructions, $325. J
Kreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054.
205-285-6179.
Auricon Super 1200 16mm sound, like new,
complete w/(2) magazines opt & mag amp mic
cases, cables, factory installed new mag head
12-120, zoom, $2200; GBC zoom 1.8 1590mm, $175; Canon zoom 2.8 15-150. $225;
Spirotone Fisheye 1.8 12mm, $90; Synchronizer 3gang 35mm. new, $95 plus shipping. LMeister, 321 River, Nutley NJ 07110.
201-667-2323.

Want to Buy
Mitchell 35/16mm cameras & access, other
professional 16/35mm cameras; upright
Moviolas, especially 35mm; Westrex 35mm
optical recorders; Zeiss 9.5mm Distagon,
reasonable, need not be mechanically inclined, mint cond. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy,
Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Will trade Scientific Atlanta 7300 dual 75 card
for dual 15 card. PPosen, Box 291, Palm Desert CA 92260. 619-340-9383.

Sony SRF-A-100 AM stereo radio, BO. JStanford, 2228 Gravier, New Orleans LA 70119.
504-822-1945.
Telefunken multiband tube type auto radio.
W Wilkes, Box 103, Brisbin PA 16620. 814-3788526.
Sony SRA100 port rcvr, RCA on-air lights. K
Anderson, 2358 SMain, Salt Lake City UT
84115. 801-466-3196.
Wegener mainframe equipped for Transtar
service. MMaciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green
St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Motorola handheld radios UHF band, 460
MHz, models HT-600, MT-1000, or Radius P200. C Hoffman, 251 174th St $404, Miami
Bch FL 33160.
Motorola hand held radios, UHF band, 460
MHz, mdls HT-600, MT-1000 or Radius P-200.
CHoffman, 251-174 St, Ste 404, Miami Beach
FL 33160.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want to Sell
Comex PTLX 3-line xmtr (2), new, $3000/ea.
D Stephan, 219 McFarland, Cincinnati OH
45202. 513-241-6565.
Comm single line PLX II transmit & RLX
receive unit, $990. GWachter, 631 N1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
M/A COM 23 CC microwave radio system,
Hughes SIX 141 xmtr, Scientific Atlanta 8350
AGC mtr mon. Lenco distribution amp. Ward
Beck distribution amp, Videotek RF demodulator, sell as package or BO per unit. TPelissero, 1069 Tenth Ave SE, Minneapolis MN
55414. 612-378-1254.
Micro Controls RCR-9 system perfect shape,
set-up for one telephone pair. $950/80. V
Richardson, 1024 College, Jackson KY 41339.
606-666-4946.
Marti AR-M UHF mobile relay receiver, BO.
P Baillon, 1218 Pioneer Blvd, St Paul MN
55101. 612-222-5555.
Sony PCM-F1 (
2) digital audio processors for
23 GHz FL system w/pwr supply in gd cond,
$1000/ea. P Christensen, 3101 University
South, Jacksonville FL 32216. 904-721-9111.
Moseley DRS-1wireline, 20 chnl, digital remote control system w/extra spare parts &
boards, $1250. G Wachter, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
Gentner VRC-1000 control unit, fail/safe,
command relay, cable accessory, cables,
manuals, in use, like new, $3000. DDenton,
405 ENorman, Montgomery City MO 63361.
314-564-2275.

Sansui 4channellquad rcvr, 45 W per chnl,
blown output devices, bored, $50. BFoid, Box
1052, El Granada CA 94018. 415-726-4786.

Marti RPT-25R portable xmtr; Marti R-50/450
RPT rcvr; xmtr antenna, base rum« antenna,
cables & manuals, $1295/all. BMountjoy, POB
1240, Elizabethton IN 37644. 615-543-5849.

Microdyne 1100-FFC satellite receiver, newly rebuilt by Microdyne, like new, unused,
$750. RAnderson, 10 Court, Cynthiana KY
41031. 606-234-1400.

Marti SIL 10mono, 950 MHz, excel cond,
$2500. JArzuaga, POB 980, Quebradillas PR
00742. 809-895-2725.

Drake ESR 2240 satellite receiver, receives
audio & visual signals, BO. PBaillon, 1218 Pioneer Blvd, St Paul MN 55101. 612-222-5555.
GE MUP radios (
3) 25 W 2-way 450 MHz
band. $750. EMoody, 216 N Main, Bentonville AK 72712. 501-273-9039.
TFT EBS monitor w/FM receiver, Bet EBS
monitor. Fine Tuning Assoc., 804-873-6832.
GE Century II 25 W single chnl VHF Iranceiver w/PL, $75. PRussell, Bowdoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
HH Scott Stereomaster 387 AM/FM ruin' integrated amp 100 W1ch, $90 or will consider
trade for classic mic. C Brennan, Brennan
VCR Service, 661 Horseshoe Curve, Pike
Road AL 36064. 205-272-0692.
Yamaha 1760 digital AM/FM tuner auto
search 10 pre sets, DX mode carton & manuals, excel cond, $75 pis shpg. R Cannata,
Cantrax Recorders, 2119 Fidler, Long Beach
CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Marti RR30-150 dual freq rcvr. M Young,
WJON, St Cloud MN. 612-251-4422.
Motorola HT-220 VHF, single chnl, 2W handheld w/built-in 2-tone pager, wIcharger, $125;
GE Delta S UHF, mobile for parts, receiver
OK, $40. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Harris 6550 satellite rort chassis, incl pwr
supply & downconvertor, no demod cards, gd
cond, $400. M Maciejewski, WMUS. 3565
Green St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Motorola MT-500 hand held radios, VHF
band 150 - 160 Mhz, 4chnl Man, $800/all.
CHoffman, 251 174th St $404, Miami Bch FL
33160.

Want to Buy
Scientific Atlanta 7325 7.5 kHz audio card.
B Reece, North Road, Houlton ME 04457.
207-532-6587.
Johnson Electronics ST-4A subcarrier
receivers, converted for 4800 baud data
reception, 92 & 67 kHz. DLeinen, Independent Resources, POB 23498, Oklahoma City OK 73123 405-728-2525.

Harris 9100 facilities control full AIS, logging, 16 status, 3calculations, 8analog, 16
control, 1studio & 2transmitter units, BO. J
Georgiades, WRRO, 216-373-1440.

Sine Systems
RFC- 1/B
"DIAL UP"
Remote Control
Complete systems starting at

less than $ 1,400.00!
HALL

Electronics
POB 7732
Charlottesville VA
22906

804-974-6466
Wegener 1601 mainframe w/1683-08, 1645,
1646 cards and PS, $15130; Microwave Associates VR4XS, $1800 plus shpng. M Hagens,
1705 N Queensbury, Mesa AZ 85201. 602962-7130.
Moseley 505 SIL stereo composite, tuned to
949.000 MHz, excel cond, $3900. JArzuaga,
POB 980, Quebradillas PR 00742. 809-8952725.
Advanced TC-8 remote control, xmtr/rcvr &
antennas, 1yr old, including manuals. BCarr,
WRED, 1201 Fremont Pike, Woodville OH
43469. 419-837-4696.
Moseley PCL 6010 SIL, xmtr/rcvr & antennas, 1yr old, wlmanuals. BCan, WRED, 1201
Fremont Pike, Woodville OH 43469. 419-8374696.
Equatorial rcvr w/2' dish & LNA electronics,
BO. M Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green St,
Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Rust RC1000 telco model, recently removed
from service, $600/80. ALane, WEHB, POB
2892, Grand Rapids MI 49501. 616-451-9904.

Wilbert mast 7-30-357/367 heavy duty telescoping w/Dodge 150 custom van & 12 volt
compressor, van interior customized w/deluxe
RV front seats & carpeting, automatic transmission, cruise control, pwr steering, tilt
wheel, AC, pwr heavy duty disc brakes,
AM/FM stereo radio, all in gd cond, $8000.
SGarfield, WYED-TV, 919-553-1700.
Motorola MT-500's (
3), VHF band 150-160
MHz, 4chnl w/scan, $800/all, write for info to:
CHoffman, 251-174 St, Ste 404, Miami Beach
FL 33160.
MRC-1600 w/Moseley SCM-1 subcarrier
generator. A Kord, VVWRX, 401-732-5690.
Scientific Atlanta 4.5 meter C-Band satellite
dish, $1200. DGeorge, WSSM, P08 4304,
Madison WI 53711. 608-276-3541.
Gentner SPH-4 telephone hybrid, lots of features, looks great, stored for 2yrs, $450; FonBox telephone coupler, complete interface for
bdctg, works fine, $150. DDoelitzsch, WOOD,
1Broadcast Ctr, Marion IL 62959. 618-9978123.
Comex LXT, PLX, LXR, TLX, RLX, low freq
extenders for cleaning up telephone transmission lines, $400-$800. R Meadows, Southeastern Sports Prod, 1203 Seaton Ste 117,
Durham NC 27713. 919-544-1366.
TFT 2601 10 channel digital remote control,
excel cond, just removed from service, $1500.
EStokes, WCVR, POB 249, Randolph Ctr VT
05061. 802-728-4411.
Wegener electronics for Transtar radio satellite service including 1608, 1601, 1689, (2)
1610, (2) 1644 & 2046, $3000. DDoelitzsch,
WOOD, 1Broadcast Ctr, Marion IL 62959. 618997-8123.

Want to Buy
TFT 7615 status & control package for 7610
R/C system. JStanford, 2228 Gravier, New
Orleans LA 70119. 504-822-1945.
Marti late model solid state xmtrs & (1) recvr
161.67/70, will trade our tube models or sell
outright. L Maierhofer, 101 Armory Blvd,
Lewisburg PA 17837. 717-523-3271.
Pre 1985 SIL 900-950 MHz to donate to missionary radio network which doesn't need
FCC Rule 74.550 conformance. LAmstutz
4526 Arlington, Fort Wayne IN 46807. 219-4298366.
Cheap older non-type accepted SIL transmitters & receivers in the 950 MHz range for
ham radio public service project donations accepted. BCroghan, KCEE/KWFM, POB 5886
Tucson AZ 85703. 602-623-7556.

STATIONS
Want to Sell
1kW AM in Shelbyville TN established in
1959 on 1580 kHz & still operating under original ownership, all real estate, inventory á
equipment included in sales price of $175K
cash or reasonable cash offer. AWilkerson
Box 340, Lenoir City TN 37771. 615-986-7536.
Top 80 Market C-IFM & adjacent market CIll FM, $3.0 million, excellent western markets
w/strong radio revenues. CStrandell. 221 Willowbrook, Clinton MS 39056. 601-924-3087.
CP for AM 10,000 W Florence SC area, great
potential as religious station, confidential, serious inquiries only, may work w/right buyer to
help build. D Moran, Box 1092, Salem VA
24153 703-389-3631.
AM/FM combo 5000 W AM non-directional,
6000 W FM non-directional. Southeastern
NC, low down payment, owner financing avail,
$585K. Wayne, 919-965-4906 ( PM's).
Class 8FM, stereo, Northern CA area, BE
automation system, good money maker. R
Trumbo, Box 117, Quincy CA 95971. 916-2834144.
AM & or FM radio station in Central Arkansas, good area, excellent potential. Ask for
Vivian, 501-470-1525 or 501-568-5448.
AM IkW, FT, ND single station market, includes nice studio/transmitter property near
town, established by owner in 1970. RHobbs,
2009 Cromwell, Nashville IN 37215. 615-3732351.
AM station 10,000 W in Orlando FL market,
original owner of 25 yrs is retiring, modern
plant, 16 acres valuable land, masonry studio/xtmr bldg, twice the pwr of other Orlando
AMs, priced to sell w/or w/o real estate. E
Allmon, Box 555519, Orlando FL 32855. 407425-0623.
Need interested buyer for 5000 W AM, we
are bidding for the FM side of an AM/FM
simulcast station, we may pay AM plus FM
price to get the FM only, you could walk off
with the AM (license, studio, four towers,
X'mitter, buildings & land) for practically nothing! While we marry up two traditional competitors, you can step in and steal the remaining AM for asong and give us arun for our
money! Serious inquiries only to: Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA 22041. 9004-02 RW.
First time opportunity, owner/operator, 1000
W, 24 hr clear channel AM 540 in Central
Utah, $200K cash, $225K terms, serious
responses only. M Halloran, POB 636, Delta
UT 84624.
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FM CP

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

Northern Illinois

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division

$65 1 000

Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length up
to & including 2.5 minutes,
$1.50 ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.

414-482-2638

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
AM/FM combo 5000 W, AM non-directional,
6000 W FM non-directional, Southeastern NC
low down payment, owner financing avail,
$585K. Wayne, 919-965-4906 (nights).
LPTV CP's & troubled stations, buy, trade or
joint venture, send details w/price & terms or
call. JWorrall, 4618 Gabriel Dr, New Orleans
LA 70127. 504-241-6634.

.35 Years profrssrimal eipertence!

Lifetime member AES R.D.MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.
69 Sandersdale Rd.,
Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

FM 100,000W station in Utah, for more info:
Fax 1-801-673-1546.

Twelve how; of music and life of Elvis, gd
cond, 7" reels, BO. GErway, 3450 SE Martinique, Stuart FL 34997. 407-283-5871.

FM CP, class C3, 25 KW ERP, Pine Bluff AR,
$551300 or sell percentage. MGottesman, Box
1957, Pine Bluff AR 71613-1957.

ScotchCart II dozens of new & gd cond
mixed length, BO. Clark, Secor Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914-693-2400.

Sell your radio station. Pay no commission.
Save thousands of dollars. Confidential notification of buyers nationwide. Call Broadcast
Marketing Service, 205-734-4888 for details
today.

Want to Buy
AM or FM's w/little or nothing down & owner
financing, will consider other areas. LHaber.
Box 136, Woburn MA 01801. 617-246-5634.
LPTV CP's & troubled station, buy or trade
or pint venture, send details w/price and
terms. JWorrall, 4618 Gabriel Drive, New
Orleans LA 70127. 504-241-6634.
In Western Washington looking for FM or
AM/FM, must be low priced, bankruptcy, problem stations, or daytimers OK. Lord Broadcasting, 13313 SE 208th, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.
Distressed or failing stations, can take over,
no or little cash, let's deal, AM or FM. TCrockett, Box 10501, Blackburn VA 24060. 703-9530222.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Modulation Sciences DSCA-188 data Sidekick SCA gen, 92 & 62 kHz. D Leinen, Independent Resources, POB 23498. Oklahoma City OK 73213. 405-728-2525.
Moseley SCG-8 subcarrier gen w/67 & 92
kHz cards. near new. $500/80. KBrowall, Box
808, Riverton WY 82501. 307-856-2922.

AllaD
Cartridge Rebuilding
Service
We dean. bad & pack. Serviced within 10
work days! Work guaranteed

3310 lakely Ave, Eau Claire, V1154701
(715)835•730
Capitol AA-4music lengths 3to 6min, like
new, $2.25ea. RThomson, 1167 W Javelina,
Mesa AZ 85202. 602-897-9300.
Fuji 130 1/2" videotapes, approx 400, ea
w/blk hard-cover case, $3.45 ea. D Murray.
Murray Video Prod, 1918 Sloan, Latrobe PA
15650. 412-539-0465.
Audiopak A-2 carts (250), new & almost new.
40's & 70's. G Jablonski, WHMI, POB 887.
Howell MI 48844. 517-546-0860.

Want to Buy
Music would like to buy 10 to 20 10" reels of
big band era music. BCupit, Box 1129, Vidalia LA 71373. 318-336-7466.
Audiopak A-2's suitable for reloading. E
Ford, KBPK, 321 EChapman, Fullerton CA
92634. 714-992-7418.
2 & 4trk open reel pre-recorded music tapes
50's, 60's, 70's vintages. RMcDonald, 5231
Horton, Mission KS 66202. 913-722-2677.

CCA FM 10DS stereo generator. TBarnes,
KRIL, 2735 E8th Ste 45, Odessa TX 79761.
915-332-6870.

Vintage 7" tape cards & reels, tape not important, Scotch, Audiotape, Irish, Soundcraft,
etc. Boxes must be clean & usable, prefer Pre1960. Especially wanted are audio tape colored reels from 1950's. BLeslie, Pro Recording Srvs, 13709 Maple Leaf Dr, Cleveland OH
44125. 216-662-1435.

SWITCHERS (VIDEO)

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

Want to Sell

SMC 510 singles (3) for bdct eng students
training, must be in working cond or need minor repair, will pay shipping and send tax receipt. FSmith, 2408 Chamberlain, Chattanooga IN 37404. 615-624-7126.

Want to Buy

ISI 8218 20 input master control switcher,
$4000. D Sturzenbacher, 3600 SWestport,
Siox Falls SD 57116. 605-361-5555.
Dynair mini split wipe and key gen, requires
external sync gen, $250. ARomanoff, 374 N
Ridgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004.
213-467-1700.
Crosspoint Latch 611Z 8inputs/2 ME, 5encoded chromo key, auto fade, downstream
keyer, $2500. DLahey, 17094 McGutfie, Salinas CA 93907. 408-663-5192.

Used VCR's tape decks, stereos 10' reels, etc.
HSamna, 1213 Pine Lane, Chester PA 19011
Any consoles (2) for bdct eng students training, must be in working cond. FSmith, 2408
Chamberlain, Chattanooga IN 37404. 615624-7126.

Grass Valley 1400 2M/E down stream key
chroma key, $895. 8 Clinger, 401 College,
Ashland OH 44805. 419-289-5137.

Any 1kW AM xmtr for bdct eng training program, must be in gd cond or need minor repair, will pay shipping and send tax receipt.
FSmith, 2408 Chamberlain, Chattanooga IN
37404. 615-624-7126.

Panasonic WJ 540 P6-input B/W switcher
w/2 25 " multipin cables, $200. DHurd, Box
853 Station A. Searcy AR 72143. 501-2794658.

Private school seeks working audio & video
production equip, especially consoles ácamcorder. Alan, 1380 Valley Forge, Lansdale PA
19446. 215-368-4444.

Vital VIX-114-4A 3-M/E switcher w/all options
& spare parats, built-in blackburst & color
background, $3500. DBrichetto, 4700 Coster,
Knoxville IN 37912. 615-688-3151.

Bdct audio eng student in need of old retired audio & test equip. T Backer, 102 E
Smith, Herkimer NY 13350. 866-9956.

Tektronix rackmount frame to hold WFM's
vectors, etc, $75/ea. ARomanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-4671700.
Precision/Paco E-200-C RF signal marking
generator, gd cond w/manual, $75. LSpivey,
Highway 231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-2983268.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Why Buy When You Can Rent?
POTOMAC, DELTA, BIRD.
Other Equipment Available
Call For Rates and Availability

RADIO RESOURCES
1-800-54- RADIO
1-800-547-2346
301-859-1500
Digimax D-1200 9digit frequency counter,
new w/manual, $299.95. LSpivey, Highway
231 S, Hartford KY 42347. 502-298-3268.
Tektronix 520A vectorscope, recently calibrated, exc cond, $4000. RKrangle, 680 Haines
NW, Albuquerque NM 87102. 505-842-1418.
Sencore VA62, VC63, TP212 video analyzer, VCR test assc & HV probe, mint cond,
w/manuals, $2050/all. EKehesv, 2907B Cedar
Creek, Greenville NC 27834 919-752-7245.
Simpson 458 oscilloscope old but in perfect shape w/manual, BO. RFuss, POB 250,
Macomb IL 61455. 309-833-5561.
Potomac RMP-19(204) remote meter panel
for AM-19 phase monitor, mint cond, $400. N
Winter, 210 W Cota, Shelton WA 98584. 206473-3462.
Leader LAS550 test set; Tek 1503 time domain reflectometer; Leader LBO-15 scope;
Hitachi 7MHz battery powered scope; HP
5383 225 MHz freq counter; HP 5384 freq
counter; Telewave wattmeters (4); Potomac Instruments FIM-41 field intensity meter: Delta
5amp meter & transformer; Loftech TS-1 (4);
Bird power analyst & 3" flanged line section
w/5 elements. Fine Tuning Assoc., 804-8736832.
Sencore VA-62, NT64, VC-63, PR-57, all like
new, $2500. LClinton, l(ARN, POB 4189, Little Rock AR 72214. 501-661-7500.
Senior Voltohmist RCA w/AC-DC-ohms
probe WC98C, $100180; Precision 660 tube
&transistor tester, $50/80; Heathkit IM-4180
FM deviation meter w1NiCad batteries &
charger, $50; Heathkit 10-30 5" oscilloscope,
needs work, CRT gd, $35; Heathkit IB-1103
freq counter, needs work, BO; Heathkit IM21 ACVTVM, $35. LWilson, 409 Hillaire, Hopkinsville KY 42240. 502-886-1678.
Tek 453 50 MHz oscilloscope w/book &
probes, $300; Cushman CE24A freq selective voltmeter. $1975/80. RNelson, Tropical
Bdct, 14903 SW 142 St, Miami FL 33186. 305238-5024.

Want to Buy

College station seeks cart machines, TT's,
mics & consoles & R-R's for on-air & production. KFulk, WLHA, Holt Commons, Madison
WI 53706. 608-262-1206.

McCurdy 14023 extended range meter. J
Beahn, 4001 Brandywine NW, Washington
DC 20016. 202-364-3868.

Want to Sell

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast
equipment. IQuinn, 408-475-0423.

Motorola R2001 or R2400 communications
system analyzer. C Hoffman, 251 174th St
.404, Miami Bch FL 33160.

Scotch Cart II AA, mostly 40 & 70 length, exc
cond, will trade these 42 tapes for 50 ProCarts or similar, will also sell all 42 for $84.
BGardner, Box 1069, Springerville AZ 85938.
602-333-2080.

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges, EE student at Purdue.
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.

Motorola R2001 or R2400 communications
system analyzer. CHoffman, 251-174 St, Ste
404, Miami Beach FL 33160.

Want to Buy
TAPES, CARTS & REELS

Plastic modular cart racks each holds 10
carts & fit together to form wall of carts,
enough to hold 8,000 carts or more, can also
hold compact discs. $350. BRussell, 1657 Hi
Drive, Simi Valley CA 93063. 805-584-3690.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Trade 35 & 5.5 minute carts for 40's & 70's
maybe 100 seconds carts. Tim, 123 The Blvd,
Eden NC 27288. 919-623-3118.

Wayne Kerr RF bridge, 15 kHz to 5MHz/S,
as is, $50. LSpivey, Highway 231 S. Hartford
KY 42347. 502-298-3268.

Fidelipac 300 series empty shells, (approx
500), unused, 40$/ea. GWachter, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

BK 1035 wow-and-flutter meter, mind cond,
w/manuals, $420. E Kehew, 29078 Cedar
Creek, Greenville NC 27834. 919-752-7245.

Yamaha DX-27 synthesizer, FM pro model.
programmable, MIDI compatible, excel cond,
$375. M Osborne WKSQ, POB 9494, Ellsworth ME 04605. 207-667-7573.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
Harris FM 2.5k w/MS-15 exciter, 41 & 67 kHz
SCA modules tuned to 95.9 MHz. M Beasley,
300 W Reed, Moberly MO 65270. 816-2635800.

BE
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TRANSMITTERS ... WTS
McMartin 1977 25 kW FM w/1980 Continential exciter, $27500. C Porter, Box 498, Carthage IL 62321, 217-357-2170.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER

Gates BC-1F AM tuned to 1380 kHz, needs
tubes but works on those included, BO. L
Reding. 215 N Main, Pleasanton TX 78064.
512-569-2194.

FINEST REBUILT TRANSMITTERS

LEASING AVAILABLE
ON USED
TRANSMITTERS

We're the leading re-manufacturer of transmitters worldwide.
Transmitters are available:

AMERICAN BROADCAST

"Tuned & Tested on YOUR Frequency
*Guaranteed and Installed
•Completely Re- manufactured
• Expedited Service available

FINANCIAL CORPORATION

414-482-2638
Rotron main blower motor assy, new for CCA
transmitter, $ 100. G Wachter, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

Trade- Ins gladly accepted - WE DELIVER!
See your choice in transmitters WORKING in our
huge new showroom BEFORE you take it home!

SIntronic FM10 10W w/full metering & filters
in cabinet 89.3 MHz, $1000. Clark, Secor
Road, Hartsdale NY 10530. 914-693-2400.

NO ONE ELSE OFFERS YOU THIS!
SEE & TEST IT ALL YOU WANT!

CCA
10,000DS
ist
CSI
12,000E

Collins 820 D-1 AM, 1kW, gd cond, Inc all
access & tubes, $4000. PCahill, POB 400,
Wanchese NC 27981. 919-473-3434.

414-482-2638

McMartin BF 25 kW FM, BO. JStanford, 2228
Gravier, New Orleans LA 70119. 504-822-1945.

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Road ( 315) 488-1269
Syracuse, NY
FAX ( 315) 488-1365
VISA

TTC UST 106A 100W translator, currently ch
5in ch 46 out. used 6months, $11000 . D
Sturzenbacher, 3600 SWestport, Sioux Falls
SD 57116 605-361-5555.
RCA 50 kW BTA-50H excel condition, PCB
free, $39500. CStone, 234 EMeadow, Eden
NC 27288. 919-623-9966.
Reliable FM RF amp 200-1000 W output on
20 W drive. w/schematics. EGoetsch, 303 W
Prospect, Rhinelander WI 54501. 715-3626000.
RCA BTA1M 20 yrs old, some spares, $3000.
C Porter, Box 498, Carthage IL 62321. 217357-2170.
RCA 1964 10 kW FM wtIg77 McMartin exciter,
$7500. CPorter, Box 498, Carthage IL 62321.
217-357-2170.
RCA 10 kW BTA-10H PCB free, completely
rewired, on air, $12500. CStone, 234 EMeadow, Eden NC 27288 919-623-9966.

tee

$500
REWARD
Up To

For information leading
to the purchase of used
AM/FM Transmitters
• $ 500 for most 20-30kW FM
• $250 for late model FM's
5-20kW
• $ 100 for any FM over 1kW &
any AM newer than 1975

ï

-

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smote) Road ( 315) 488-1269
Syracuse. NY FAX ( 315) 488.1365

Harris FM 10H clean, working, why° BX 15
exciter, BOImay trade. A Branch, Box 1979,
Decatur GA 30031. 404-325-7847.

Collins 831 D-1 FM 3kW, excel cond, w/all
access & tubes, $6000. PCahill, POB 400,
Wanchese NC 27981. 919-473-3434.

Will trade 5kW FM xmtr for 2to 3kW FM
xmtr. Jstrongquist, 2816 Haghers, Duluth MN
55811. 218-722-3017.

Sparta 680 solid state exciter on 96.7 MHz,
used one time, excel cond, $1200. KDiebel,
1207 Louisa, Rayville LA 71269. 318-728-4915.

Collins 830F 10 kW FM on 98.5, BO. JStanford, 2228 Gravier, New Orleans LA 70119.
504-822-1945.

E

Radio World

0E1 675 FM bdct exciter w/changeable freq
& companion stereo gen, $1695/both. B
Mountjoy, POB 1240, Elizabethton TN 37644.
615-543-5849.

Is Your Transmitter a Disaster
Waiting to Happen?

Pomar Electronics

Most transmitters made before 1977 contain PCBfilled high voltage capacitors.
If such acapacitor is involved in afire or suffers amajor leak, you could be facing
an " environmental disaster" with litigation, massive cleanup, and major downtime. Many broadcasters are replacing PCBfilled capacitors with a PCB-free
replacement kit from

WANTS USED
TRANSMITTERS
EQUIPMENT

For the best deals
call
Oscar Pomar
1615 STA. MARIA AVE.
LAREDO, TEXAS 78040
(512) 722-9437
FAX: 512-722-1795
RCA BTA-5T 5kW AM, gd cond, BO. JSwett,
4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ 86004. 602526-1975.

RCA BTA-521 on 1010 kHz; Collins 21E; Bird
Wattwatcher, excel cond, $10,000. S King,
1703 Avondale, Amarillo TX 79111. 806-3559777.

INICT In
CI

mom 1::1'
"

• 11

High performance
at affordable prices.
• New front panel programmable
composite STL's.
• New directly programmable FM
composite receivers
• New options for synchronous
boosters and translators
• New FM exciters, transmitters,
amplifiers: 2W to 30kW
•Same old price, quality service and
reliability

1Rext, Inc.
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92101
619-239-8462

San Diego, CA
Telex 229882

Fax 619-239-8474

Collins 310Z-2 FM Exciter excel cond w/STL
interface & extender, will tune to freq, $2000.
G Ogonowski, 213-465-3171.
CCA FM 10 DS power supply; CCA FM 10 DS
equip rack for exciter & power supply. T
Barnes, KRIL, 2735 E8th. Ste 45, Odessa TX
79761. 915-332-6870.
Bauer 607A 1kW w/660 exciter, needs work,
complete gd spare xmtr, BO. KKushnir, Empire Comm, 2120 Bluebell Dr, Santa Rosa CA
95403. 707-545-8300.
Collins 831 1kw FM, hybrid exciter, 4tubes,
excel cond, w/manuals, $7500. W Waldron,
KSOS, Layton Hills Mall, Layton UT 84041.
801-546-1722.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable,
Shively & Comark antennas.
1983
1980

Harris FM 2.5K
Harris FM 20 K

1976
1978

RCA BTF 20E1
Collins 5 kW AM Power Rock, 828 E-1

1984
1976

McMartin BF 3.5 K
CCA AM 50,000D, 50 kW AM

1974

Harris BC 1H1

1972

Harris BC 10H, 10kW AM

201 Old York Rd.
York Plaza Ste 207
Jenkintown PA 19046
215-884-0888
FAX No. 215-884-0738

on

Reader Service Card

Replacement kits are available for the Collins 21E 5kW, Collins 21 EM AM, RCA
BTF-10D, RCA BTF-20E1 FM, ITA 5000A AM, Continental 315 B, CCA 5000D
AM, Harris BC5H AM and the Gates BCIG AM transmitters. We can also supply
replacement kits for less popular transmitters.
For information, give Joan Looi acall at (312) 227-7070, FAX us at (312) 227-6646,
or drop us aline at: 2900 W. Chicago Ave, Chicago, IL 60622.
For standby 1to 2.5 kw FM. BStuart, 3015
Johnsonville Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916257-2121.
AM transmitter 500 to 1000 W, will take old
Gates, Collins, RCA. Clannace, 239 St John's
Ave. Yonkers NY 10704. 914-476-2172.
Modulation transformer 360 to 1000 W, prefer multimatch type similar to CVM-5. CIannace, 239 St John's Ave, Yonkers NY 10704.
914-476-2172.
250-1 kW amp to go wfTE3 exciter, 931 MHz,
old but in gd cond. KBrowall, Box 808, Riverton WY 82501. 307-856-2922.
FM xmtr, 250 W or less or FM RF amp w/100
W output. exciter/stereo gen not needed. M
Ross, Box 550369-101, Dallas TX 75355. 214348-2618.
Harris/Collins 5kW AM, must be in gd cond.
R Merrill, WZKY, P013 2639, Gulfport MS
39505. 601-832-5111.
AM, 2.5 kW in gd cond, will consider 5kW.
ATerry, WODY, Box 545, Bassett VA 24055.
703-629-5900.
Any 40-200 W VHF or 1-2 kW UHF xmtrs, top
prices, finders fees. JWorrall, 4618 Gabriel
Dr, New Orleans LA 70127. 504-241-6634.

WANTED
AM and FM
Transmitters, all
powers. Finders fee
for locators. DON'T

Rockwell Intl 528-0629-001 400 MHz RF
amp, new, 80 W, uses 4631-S tube, less pwr
supply but otherwise complete, $50. JCunningham, KEOR, At 2Box 113B, Stonewall
OK 74871. 405-265-4496.

not being paid, sell
to the oldest
broadcast supply

CCA FM40E exciter, freq programmable,
$1600. M Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565 Green
St. Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.
Want to Buy

house in Latin
America.

GUARANTEE
RADIO
SUPPLY CO.
1314

Iturbide

LAREDO, TX 78040
(512) 727-8458 (fax)

TOP DOLLAR
For Your Old
Transmitter, STL or Exciter !
Call for a quote
We arrange quick
dismantling & removal
PCB's? No Problem Call Us

FM 3-5 kW, grounded grid, McMartin or CCA
preferred. E Sutton, WOK), 1900 Winston,
Knoxville TN 37919. 615-531-2000.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Rd
Syracuse, NY
(315) 488-1269
FAX (
315) 488-1365

TUBES

McMartin older B-910 FM exciter. CGoodrich,
11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.
AM solid state tkW. JFrew, 1410 Hwy 411
NE, Cartersville, GA 30120. 404-382-1270.
Any 40-100W VHF 8100-1000 W UHF xmtrs.
JWorrall, 4618 Gabriel Drive, New Orleans
LA 70127. 504-241-6634.
RCA BTE-10C schematic &lor service manual for exciter. JWoddell, 1412 Mohave, Parker AZ 85341. 602-669-2483
RCA RIA IS or similar AM xtmr, for missionary radio station, gd cond. LAmstutz, 4526
Arington, Fort Wayne IN 46807. 219-429-836&

Tubes, 1000's have receiving & amp number
your looking for, some transmitter tubes tco,
$2most. A Branch, Box 1979, Decatur GA
30031. 404-325-7847.
Eimac 4CX1000A, new in box, $500/130. K
Kushnir, Empire Comm, 2120 Bluebell Dr,
Santa Rosa CA 95403 707-545-8300.
Penta Labs Super Premium output tubes
wlincreased plate dissipation, new whvarr, individually tested, KT88, $18; EL34, $9, quantity discounts avail. RKatz, Allegro Snd, 15015
Ventura, Cherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.
Eimac 4-500 A's for AM McMartin xmtr, 1000
hrs. $150 per tube; tube transformer for 4-500
Atubes in McMartin 1kW AM, new. TNoordyk, WSHN, POB 190, Fremont MI 49412,
616-924-4700,

ELECTRON
TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804,3CX 10,
000H3, 3CX20, 000H3,
4CX5000A, 4CX35, 000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014

take the chance of

(512) 722-3233

Translator any 10 W. JStrongquist, 2816
Haghers, Duluth MN 55811, 218-722-3017.

Circle 42

Chicago Condenser Corporation
amajor manufacturer of MIL Spec and commercial high voltage capacitors with
a45-year history of quality.

RCA BTA-56, 15 yrs old, supr cond, stable
ampliphase, 5kW AM, $10,000; Collins 21-E
5kW AM, $4500. Smokey, KMMC, 1703 Allondale, Amarillo TX 79106. 806-355-9777.

RF amp for amateur TV station, AM, 450MHz
range, up to 1060 W. G Kirby, 13613 US 36,
Marysville OH 43040.

TRANSCOM CORP.

61

FM 20 or 25 kW. EMoody. KJEM, 216 NMain.
Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 6146B, 4CX2508,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands, Eimac, Amperex, RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

Want to Buy
RCA 15GP22 CRT AWeiner, 14 Prospect Dr,
Yonkers NY 10705. 914-423-6638.

TUBE REBUILDING
FREELAND
PRODUCTS
Since 1940
SAVE ABOUT

50%

—We buy dud tubes800-624-7626
504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323

Want to Sell
Pente Labs super premium output tubes Wincreased plate dissipation, new, KT-88, $18;
EL-34, $9. RKatz, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately /' 2the
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553

tubes wanted 6072/6072A (no RCA) RKatz,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403
818-377-5264

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,
000H3, 3CX20, 000F13,
4CX5000A, 4CX35, 000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
1-800-528-5014

FAX 916-666-7760
6B4's (
15); 80's (2), all check good, never
used, $75. BCrane, Box 340, Lenoir City TN
37771. 615-986-7536.

Tubes wanted, 6072'/6072A, no RCA, need
1000 pieces. RKatz, Allegro Snd, 15015 Ventura, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
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RECORDERS

Marconi MK VII several camera heads,
CCU's, encoders & pwr supplies, for parts or
repair, $100/ea. G Spiker, 6829-E Atmore,
Richmond VA 23225.

Want to Sell
JVC CR4400U 3/4 port recorders (4) w/access, $800 ea/BO; (3) Sony RM-430 edit controllers, $500160; JVC BR-6400U VHS
recorder, $1500/B0. TQuinn, Monte Vista Std,
208 Cherry, Capitola CA 95010. 408-475-0423.

Ampex VR1200, 1200B parts, Mark Xheads,
audio & ctltrk assemblies, erase assemblies,
vacuum pumps, blower motors, reel shafts,
air filters, manuals & more, BO. JKrepol, 6147
Walker, Philadelphia PA 19135. 215-624-1050.
Sony Betamax SL0320 industrial beta
recorder, excel cond, BO. KRubel, Box 46245,
Chicago IL 60646. 312-929-0191.
NEC II 7000 1" VTR, low hrs, extra parts,
$6500. DLahey, 17094 McGuffie, Salinas CA
93907. 408-663-5192.

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.

JVC CP5000, CP5200 players, CR6060U R/P,
Panasonic NV9100 players (7), Sony 1/2" Elk)
A/R AV3600 (2), AV3650 editors (2), Panasonic
NV3020, NV3160 editor, case of new tape, BO.
JKrepol, 6147 Walker, Philadelphia PA 19135.
215-624-1050.

5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE

EL PASO, TEXAS 79924

(915) 751-2300
TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768
Circle 5 on Reader Service Card
TUBES ... WTB

We buy electron tubes.
Contact us if you have any for sale.

PATH
507 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA 92663
714-722-6733

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Neumann AM-6Z disk mastering lathe, Westres 3DIIAH culling head & electr. variable
pi:ch & depth, incl Scully transfer deck w/preview head, excel cond. S Ozaybin. 206 S
44th, Omaha NE 68131. 402-553-1164.
Gates 16" TT Warm, $105; Gates 12" 7
w/arm. $65; McCurdy SA-136 stereo preamp,
$75. G Wachter, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ
85003. 602-258-6161.
Russco Studio Pro Model Bexc condition.
$350. C Stone. 234 E Meadow. Eden NC
27288. 919-623-9966.
Stanton 3108 stereo phono preamp, brand
new, BD R Sundell, PUB 734, Upland CA
91786. 714-985-0701.
Russco Studio Pro Model 18 (
2) both
w/Micro-Trak tone arms, $200/ea. plus shpng.
M Hagens, 1705 N Queensbury, Mesa AZ
85201. 602-962-7130.
Technics SL1200 MK2 (
2) less than 2yrs old,
gd cond, incl AudioTechnics cartridges,
5250/ea, $400/both. GElliot, PCB 2288, Huntington WV 25701. 304-525-7788.
ORK 12" TT's (2) w/new motors, Rec-O-Kut
arms, Ramko preamps, $100ea; complete, (2)
Technics SP- 10 Mk II TT's w/EPA-500
tonearms & Ramko preamps, whealnut finished double insulated sandboxes, $700/ea.
J Swett. 4025 Lugano Way, Flagstaff AZ
86004. 602-526-1975.
Sharp DX-100, Philips 212 & CCA CCA12-72.
EBoucher, EAB Recdg, PUB 958, Lewiston
ME 04243. 207-786-3476.
Record recording amp for Presto cutter. A
Weiner, 14 Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY 10705. 914423-6638.
Stanton 681EE calibration standard cartridge/stylus & (3) new D6800EE replacement
stylus assemblies, new cond. $75. DZimmer,
3055 NTyndall Ave, Tucson AZ 85719. 602-6232933

Retectron 427 film inspection machine, older model, in excel cond, w/cleaning access,
$500/B0. BSchommer, 5023 N35th, Milwaukee WI 53209. 414-527-3330.
yasciences Steady-Cam 7' fluid bench system w/gyro stabs internal, 2heads assorted
mounting hardware, 1charger, 2batteries, fair
cond, $4000/B0. RKrangle, 680 Haines NW,
Alburquerque NM 87102. 505-842-1418.
Spindler-Sauppe S-328 used on multiplexer. Wiens, mounting plate & manual, $500/B0.
PWagenschein, Baylor University Division
Telecom, 1218 SThird BU Box 7368, Waco
TX 76798. 817-755-1511.
16mm interlock system, B&H mag/optical
projector, (2) 16mm mag RIP, Selsyn drive system & racks, $1500/B0. R Ban,vig, Barwig
Recording, 5254 W Agatite, Chicago IL 60630.
312-283-2820.
Want to Buy
35mm telecine projector east coast area. A
Weiner, 14 Prospect, Yonkers NY 10705. 914423-6638.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Vid Video Shuttle II converts V05000 or
5600 to edit source deck, works w/RM440.
Convergence. etc, $500. ARomanoff, 374 N
Ridgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004.
213-467-1700.
Sony edit cables (
2) for Type 5/440, $50/ea.
ARomance 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.
M1 format prod equip includes RCA
Hawkeye Camcorder. Fuji 14x7 w/2 times extender. AU100S recorder adapter which converts recorder section for use w/any camera.
$2500. ARomanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place,
Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.
CEL EFX IV DVE w/(2) TBCs, P152 touch
screen controller, & P169V routing switcher.
mint, must sell as complete package, well
maintained & recently factory spec'd,
912000/BO. RLambros, There's Hope Ministries, 404-939-3182.
Convergence ECS 195 LM editor wiType 5
interfaces, excel cond, $6500. R Peterson,
1801 E4th Ave, Olympia WA 98506. 206-7547081.
Chyron VP-2w/6 fonts, excel cond, $3550.
R Peterson, 1801 E 4th Ave, Olympia WA
98506. 206-754-7081.

Want to Buy

HE1 edit controller wIcables, needs minor
work, $300. ARomanoff, 374 N Ridgewood
Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.

RCA, Presto, etc. 16" disc recorders, & recording blanks any size, recording needles any type,
pre-recorded discs. W Davies, 5548 Elmer Ave,
NHollywood CA 91601. 818-761-9831.

Adda VW-2frame synchronizer has freeze
frame/field, gd cond, $9000. TPelissero, 1069
Tenth Ave SE, Minneapolis MN 55414. 612378-1254.

WE, RCA, others, arm pickups TT's, recorders
amps. blank recording discs. literature, 16" transcnptions. Ft Van Dyke, Caffrey House. Squires
Ave, EQuogue NY 11942. 516-728-9835

Chyron IIIB character generator, $1000. D
Sturzenbacher, 3600 SWestport, Sioux Falls
SD 57116. 605-361-5555.

TV FILM EQUIP
Want to Sell
RCA broadcast film & slide transfer system
TK27 3tube color camera, TP7 slide island,
TP55 multiplexer & (2) TP66 16mm projectors
w/spare tubes, BO. JKrepol, 6147 Walker,
Philadelphia PA 19135. 215-624-1050.

Moving facility, variety of used equip avail,
CDL production switcher, routing switcher, audio and video DA's etc. JTillery, One North
Wacker, Chicago IL 60606. 312-977-3838.
JVC/Abner 8250/5550 cables, monitor, mint
cond. $12,500. JJones, 920 Main St N, Southbury CT 06488. 203-264-3666.
Unimedia 9" B&W monitor, $100. A
Romanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.

3M NTSC Encore Model CLR encoder RGB
to broadcast NTSC color, full sync & color
processing, Echo Lab SE-2switcher/SEG,
w/Sony sync gen, Tek RM529 waveform mon,
color & mono monitors, caoles & boces, BO.
JKrepol, 6147 Walker, Philadelphia PA 19135.
215-624-1050.
JVC CR8250 editor, $3300. RM86 controller,
9900, excel cond, low hrs, BHeatley, 618 Parkside, Buffalo NY 14216. 716-832-5339.
JVC CP-5000U 3/4" video player with RF output, $595. BHines, RD 1Box 413A, Export
PA 15632.
Quanta Microgen MG-100B SIO, 256 colors,
50 page memory. 9speed rolls & crawls, RS232 I/0 port, character edging & much more,
$1595. BHines, IPS, RD 1Box 413A, Export
PA 15632. 412-468-4115.
Sony DR-10 intercom headsets, excel cond,
TAS Connector, $60/ea. DHaggadone, 1039
Jenne St, Grand Ledge MI 48837. 517-6274537.
¡Quanta Microgen MG-1008 title generator,
256 colors, 9 speed rolls/crawls, 50 page
memory, auto page sequencing, character
editing, line by line color. RS-232 I/0 part for
computer hook-up. excel cona, $995. BHines,
RD 1Box 413A, Export PA 15632. 412-4684115.
Sony V05850, V05800. ECS 90, BVLI-800,
BVW15. M Mehalko, 201-361-1917.
Otan EC-201 hand held time code reader,
$30. P Cibley, 138 E38th, New York NY
10016. 212-986-2219.
Sony VCR-4telecime adapter. high resolution
urvplexer for film to video transfer, gd cond,
$50; Froehlich 190-300 stereo video control
center-interconnec:, (3) VCR's & (4) a3dio
sources, lighted passive switches, audio volume control, $75. W Watrous, 739 SOrange,
Sarasota FL 34236. 813-366-3316.
Sony FCG-700 frame code generator, new in
box. $1000; JVC LP-101 digital audio proc,
$1000. RLawrence, Moonshacbw Video, 4280
Reston, Roseburg OR 97470. 503-679-8966.
Sony SL-HF300, Panasonic BT-S1300 & MIT
2000. E Boucher, EAB Recdg, PUB 958,
Lewiston ME 04243. 207-786-3476.

JVC CR6600 3/4" R/P. BO plus shipping. M
Holwin, Anamnesia Studios, 49 S Oxford,
Brooklyn NY 11217. 718-852-7630.

JVC CR4400V 3
4 "portable recorder, needs
/
fuses, low hours w/pwr supply, $500/(30. K
Rubel, Box 46245, Chicago IL 60646. 312929-0191.

Panasonic NV9600 or NV9240 NVA-960 editor, $1795. BClinger, 401 College, Ashland OH
44805. 419-289-5137.

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

Panasonic AG-6400 hi-fi VHS portable deck,
(3) new batteries, charger, hard case, 91600;
Panasonic AG-1950 stereo hi-fi VHS edit system w/AG-95 edit controller, $1600 or all for
$3000. R Lawrence, Moonshadow Video,
4280 Reston, Roseburg OR 97470. 503-6798966.

RCA HR2 edit recorders (
2) wIbuill-in TBC's,
$2000/ea. A Romanoff, 374 N Ridgewood
Place, Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.

VIDEO TAPE

Sony AV 3600 1/2 B/W R/R (2), $200. D
Hurd, Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143.
501-279-4658.

Sony VO-26101.1-matic gd cond, $600. AAIlegra, 1380 Valley Forge, Lansdale PA 19446.
215-368-4444.

JVC 4400-W 3/4" portable deck, like new;
(2) Sony 2860 3/4" decks w/RM-400 edit controller; (2) Sony SLO-323 Beta Iindustrial
decks; RCA TR-22HB quad w/headwheel
panel, BO. G Spitler, BES Teleproductions,
6829 EAtmore, Richmond VA 23225. 804-2765110.

Ampex 1" VPR-20 wIAC power supply, battery charger, case, $16000. NLindquist, PUB
14920, Columbus OH 43214. 614-888-4788.
JVC CR4700U 3/4" portable recorder
w/AAP47U AC per supply/charger, (3) NiCads.
custom case, (20) KCS-20 tapes, excel cond.
$1895. BHines, IPS, RD 1Box 413A, Export
PA 15632. 412-468-4115.

Sony V06800 remote 314" w/Porta Brace
case, excel cond, $1800. M Bacon, 216-4673037.
Panasonic NV 3020 1/2" R/R (3), $300. D
Hurd, Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143.
501-279-4658.

WORLDWIDE
DIGITAL CONVERSION

Sony VO2610 3/4" RIP, audio dub, excel
cond, $550; Sony VO2600 3/4" R/P, audio
dub, $550. RJensen, Racine Telecable Corp,
5812 21st, Racine WI 53406. 414-632-3131.

ALL FORMATS
BROADCAST QUALITY

Generic Designs (
2) serial to parallel VTR interfaces Mime code reader, will allow Sony
ll-matic to work wiserial editor, BO. RHiett,
Box TV3, Harrisonburg VA 22801. 703-4339191.

TK VIDEO
12300 Coppola Drive
Potomac, MD 20854
301-762-2786

Sony VP1000, VP1200, VP2000 players,
V02630 NTSC-PAL-SECAM, V02850 editor.
V03800 portable, RM400 controllers,
BVU200B broadcast editors, BVE500A controllers, cables, tapes & books, BO. JKrepol,
6147 Walker, Philadelphia PA 19135. 215-6241050.

JVC editing system excel cond, low hrs,
w/6650U player, 8650 recorder & AM 86U edit
controller, cables & (2) NEC 12" color monitors, $4250/130. D Haggadone, 1039 Jenne
St, Grand Ledge MI 48837. 517-627-4537.

JVC CR6600U 3/4", low hrs, nice shape, new
drum, $950. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

JVC 3/4" CR6060U w/remote control. $600.
N Lindquist, POB 14920, Columbus OH
43214. 614-888-4788.

Sony VP-9000 SP 314" player, 200 hrs, like
new, BO; Sony VP-9600 SP 3/4" recorder, 200
hrs, like new, BO. RHiell, Box TV3, Harrisonburg VA 22801. 703-433-9191.

RCA HR-Z, Panasonic AU-200, M-Format,
bdct quality, portable & editor, both excel
cond, w/TBC, $3500. D Lahey, 17094
McGuffie, Salinas CA 93907. 408-663-5192.

Pal Multi-dupe/HI-Band/1"

Want to Buy
IICA TR-3, TR-4 quad machine, east coast
area. AWeiner, 14 Prospect Dr, Yonkers NY
10705. 914-423-6638.

ii,

A

Sony EV-S700U 8mm, PCM digital audio, low
hrs, $500. M Maciejewski, WMUS, 3565
Green St, Muskegon MI 49441. 616-744-1671.

AU220 portable M1 format recorder like
new, less than 100 hrs, w/battery & (2) cases,
$2250. ARomanoff, 374 NRidgewood Place,
Los Angeles CA 90004. 213-467-1700.

Panasonic NV-9600 edit source deck. JAndrist, Box 273, Omak WA 98841. 509-8263340.
RCA TA-4, Ampex VA-2000 to pick-up, East
Coast area please. AWeiner. 14 Prospect Dr,
Yonkers NY 10705. 914-423-6638.
Panasonic AG-7400A S-VHS portable; JVC
BAS-410U dockable S-VHS recorder; S-VHS
ASeries editing system; 16:1 lens for JVC BY110 camera w/rear controls. R Lawrence,
Moonshadow Video, 4280 Reston, Roseburg
OR 97470. 503-679-8966.

Ille
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Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below.
Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to
the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
r YES
r. NO

Contact Name:

World FREE each month.

Title
Company/Station

Signature
Date
Please circle only one entry for each category .

Address:
City

State

Zip

Phone Number:
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and
other organizations who are not
legitimate end users can participate
in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Listings are
available on a $25/25 word basis.
Call 1-800-336-3045 for details and
complete display rates.

VVTS: LT

I. Type of Firm
D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio
A. Commercial AM station

G. TV stationlleleprod
facility

B. Commercial FM station

H. Consultant/id engineer

L,
.... Educational FM station
E. Networkeoup owner

I.
J.

Mfg, distributor or dealer
Other

II. Job Function
A. Ownership

D. Programming/production

B. General management
C. Engineering

E. News operations
F. Other

VVTB: H Category:

Make:

Model #:

Brief Description:

3M 5110 & 5120 downstream keyer w/borders, outlines & matte generators for matte Ills,
BO. G Spitler, BES Teleproductions, 6829 E
Atrrrore, Richmond VA 23225. 804-276-5 110.
Sony AVC-3260DX B&W w/monitor viewfinder, $100; JVC RM86U control Irk editor/controller, $850; Videotek KV1365 12" color video monitor, w/blue gun, $250, plus shipping for each. MHolwin, Anamnesia Studios,
49 S Oxford, Brooklyn NY 11217. 718-8527630.
Custom Design remote studio, w/(2)JVC 110
cameras, control units, multi-core cable, Panasonic switcher, (3) B&W monitors, Shure mixer
&much, $10,000. M Bacon, 216-467-3037.

Price:

VVTS: I
1 VVTB: Li
Make:

Category:
Model #:

Brief Description:

Lairc/ICM VC 2000P video processor, $800.
DHut, Box 853 Stet on A, Searcy AR 72143.
501-279-4658.
Sony EVS-700V 8mm video/audio cassele
recorders, gd cond. B Weiss, KJLA, 3435
Broadway, Kansas City MO 64111. 816-7537707.
SenyPVM-8221, new 9" super fine pitch high
resolution monitor, $400. PRussell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.

Price:

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
703-998-7600

PO Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

FAX: 703-998-2966

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!
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A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!

We wanted to know if it really was possible to build a high quality
low-cost radio console. We found the answer to be quite exciting! We've
come out with the A-50 console and even given it its own trade name:
AUDIOARTS. This console comes complete with machine control
functions; individually programmable channel logic: program. audition and
telephone outputs; control room and studio monitors: as well as
headphone and cue power amplifiers. It's also designed so you can
expand or add accessory modules as your needs grow.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever engineering and the latest
advances in electronic assembly procedures. It was developed by the
same design team that creates our other high end equipment. Its performance is light years beyond the competition.
Imagine the benefit that our major market experience can bring to
your station. Take advantage of VVheatstone's expertise and reputation.
Call us today for immediate action!

SVVhcotitone.CorPoration
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 (TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
Circle 68 On Reader Service Card

"Many of the headaches
associated with building a
new studio were eliminated
with the WHEATSTONE prewire package. Set up and
wiring of WAZU was a
breeze. The furniture is solid
and good looking, quick and
easy to assemble-many
hours were saved. Our jocks
love the easy straight- forward
layout of the new A-500 air
console... and, after aquick
and easy production room
installation, little time was
needed teaching the staff
how to use the new multi- track
studio; operators familiar with
an on-air console adapt
themselves easily to the SP- 6
stereo console and the easy
ways to insert special effects
and audio processingoperation is so simple!"
John SoIler, chief engineer at WAZU

Radio is Starting to Experience aShortage
Technical Experts
Let our experts supply your prewired studio, consoles, studio furniture and audio system
engineering. We'll help with your design, then build, wire, test and document your whole studio
furniture installation— all at our factory. This takes a major load off your technical people and
ensures project completion on time.
When Osborn Communications decided to upgrade member station WAZU in Dayton,
Ohio, they chose WHEATSTONE for the job. With 12 rooms of Wheatstone consoles already
installed, the Osborn people are well qualified to vouch for our commitment to client satisfaction.
Draw on our experience and reputation. Get a great looking studio with cutting edge
performance. Contact WHEATSTONE—the experts!

SVVheotrtonee Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 (TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
Circle 77 On Reader Service Card

